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FOREWORD
Th.is typescript, the transcribed memoir of General
Clifton B. Cates, USMC (Retired) results from a series of
tape-recorded interviews conducted with him at his home in
Edgewater, Maryland during 28 March, 11 April, 2 May, 19
September, and 10 October 1967 for the Marine Corps oral
History Program. As one facet of the Marine Corps historical collection effort, this program obtains, by means of
tape~recorded interviews, primary source material to augment documentary evidence.
Oral History is essentially spoken history, the oral
recall of eyewitness impressions and observations recorded
accurately on tape in the course of an interview conducted
by an historian or an individual employing historical methodology and possibly the techniques of a journalist. The
final product is a verbatim transcript containing historically valuable personal narratives relating to noteworthy
professional experiences and observations from active duty,
reserve, and retired distinguished Marines.
General Cates was able to edit only Sessions I and II
of these memoirs before his death and made only minor cor"rections and emendations. All corrections in Sessions III-V,
therefore, as well as those initially made in the first two
sessions were made by the interviewer. The reader is asked
to bear in mind, therefore, that he is reading a transcript
of the spoken rather than the written word. General Cates
has placed a restriction of OPEN on the use of both his interview tapes and transcript. This means that a potential
user may read the transcript or audit the recording upon
presentation of appropriate credentials.
Copies of this memoir are deposited in the Marine Corps
Oral History Collection, Historical Division, Headquarters,
U. S. Marine Corps, Washington, D. C.; Special Collections,
Butler Library, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.; Oral
History Collection, United States Naval Institute, Annapolis,
Maryland; and the Manuscript Collection, Breckinridge Library,
Marine Corps Development and Education Command, Quantico,
Virginia.
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GENERAL CLIFTON B. CATES, USMC (RETIRED)
General Clifton Bledsoe Cates, one of the few officers
of any service who have commanded a platoon, a company, a
battalion, a regiment and a division under fire, served as
the 19th Commandant of the Marine Corps from January, 1948,
to January, 1952.
He retired on June 30, 1954, after two and a half years
as Commandant of the Marine Corps Schools at Quantico, Va.
A varsity man on both the baseball and football teams
at the University of Tennessee, where he studied law, the
future Marine general soon after graduation plunged into
a career that took him through five major engagements in
the first World War and another five in the second.
His service ranged from duty at sea to duty at the
White Housei from platoon leader to Commandant. During
more than 37 years as a Marine, he was wounded several
times and won nearly 30 decorations.
In World war II, after commanding the 1st Marine Regiment in the Guadalcanal-Tulagi landings and the capture and
defense of Guadalcanal, the general fought as commander of
the 4th Marine Division in the Marianas operation, the Tinian
campaign and the seizure of Iwo Jima. He won the Legion of
Merit with Combat 11 V 11 at Guadalcanal, the Distinguished Service Medal at Tinian and a Gold Star in lieu of a second
Distinguished Service Medal at Iwo Jima. His Iwo Jima citation states in part:
A bold tactician, he landed his force on the southeast
shore of the island against heavy enemy resistance and, defying the terrific, continuous bombardment laid down by enemy
guns located strategically on high ground which afforded
direct observation and complete coverage of his entire zone
of action, pushed his relentless advance ... through the shifting volcanic sands.
11

Repeatedly disregarding his own personal safety, (the
then) Major General Cates traversed his own front lines
daily to rally his tired, depleted units and by his undaunted valor, tenacious perseverance, and staunch leadership in the face of overwhelming odds, constantly inspired
his stouthearted Marines to heroic effort during critical
phases of the campaign. 11
11

As a young lieutenant with the 6th Marine Regiment in
World War I, the general fought in the Verdun defensive
sector, at Bouresches and Belleau Wood in the Aisne defensive, at Soissons in the Aisne-Marne offensive, in the
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Marbache sector of the St. Mihiel offensive and in the
Blanc Mont and Argonne!Forest engagements of the MeuseArgonne offensive. He won the Navy Cross, Army Distinguished Service Cross and an Oak Leaf Cluster in lieu of
a second Distinguished Service Cross for heroism in the
Bouresches and Belleau Wood fighting, where he was both
gassed and wounded. He won the Silver Star Medal at
Soissons, where he.was wounded a second time, and an Oak
Leaf Cluster in lieu of a second Silver Star Medal in the
Blanc Mont fighting.
Apart from those decorations and the Purple Heart
Medal with oak Leaf Cluster, which he received for wounds,
the French Government recognized his heroism with the
Legion of Honor and the Croix de Guerre with Gilt Star
and two palms. He also was cited twice in the general
orders of the 2nd Division, AEF, and once by the Commanding General, AEF, and is entitled to wear the
Fourragere awarded the 6th Marines.
Son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Willis J. Cates, the
general was born on August 31, 1893, at Tiptonville,
Tenn. After elementary education in country schools, he
became an honor student and a four-letter man in sports.
His Bachelor of Laws degr~e was obtained at the University of Tennessee in 1916. On June 13, 1917, as a 2nd
lieutenant in the reserves, he reported for active duty
at the Marine Barracks, Port Royal, S. C., and sailed
for France the following January.
After participating in the occupation of Germany,
General Cates returned to the United States in September, 1919, and during the next year he served in Washington, D. c., as a White House aide and Aide-de-Camp to
the Commandant of the Marine Corps. He then served at
San Francisco, Calif., as Aide-de-Camp to the C0mmanding General, Department of the Pacific, from October,
1920, until June, 1923, when he began a tour of sea duty
as commander of the Marine Detachment aboard the USS
California. That assignment was completed in April, 1925.
A month later he began a year of service with the 4th
Marine Regiment of San Diego, Calif.
In March, 1928, after serving on recruiting duty at
Spokane, Wash. , and Omaha, Neb. , the general was named a.
member of the American Battle Monuments Commission at
Washington. He served in that capacity until May, 1929,
then was ordered to Shanghai, China, where he rejoined the
4th Marines. Three years later he was detached from that
regiment to return to Washington for study in the Army
Industrial College.
Completing his course in June of 1933, General Cates
reported the following.,:month to Quantico, where he served
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with the 7th Marines and completed the Senior Course in the
Marine Corps Schools. He returned again to Washington in
September, 1935, and was assigned to the War Plans Section
of the Division of Operations and Training at Marine Corps
Headquarters.
In August, 1937, the general sailed for Shanghai as a
battalion commander with the 6th Marine Regiment, serving
with that unit until he rejoined the 4th Marines in March,
1938. Again the following year he was brought back to
Washington for instruction in the Army War College. That
course was completed in June, 1940, and he reported the
next month to the Philadelphia Navy Yard as director of
the Marine officers Ba.sic School. By the time the United
States entered World War II, the furture Commandant was
a colonel.
In May of 1942, General Cates took command of the 1st
Marine Regiment, which, as part of the 1st Marine Division,
he led at Guadalcanal. With the invaluable experience obtained in that campaign, he was ~eturned to the United
States the following March for his first tour of duty as
Commandant of the Marine Corps Schools at Quantico. He
continued in that capacity until June, 1944. The following month he took command of the 4th Marine Division,
leading that organization in the Pacific theater until
the end of the war. By that time he was a major general.
Ordered back to the United States in December of 1945,
the general became President of the Marine Corps Equipment
Board at Quantico, holding that position for six months before he was named Commanding General of the Marine Barracks,
Quantico. He held that command until January 1, 1948, when
he was advanced to the rank of General and sworn in as Commandant of the Marine Corps, succeeding General Alexander
A. Vandegrift. When he completed his four-year term as
Commandant, he reverted to the rank of lieutenant general
and began his second tour as Commandant of the Marine Corps
Schools. He was again promoted to general upon retirement.
In addition to the decorations already mentioned, General Cates• medals and decorations include the Presidential
Unit Citation ribbon with three bronze stars (Guadalcanal,
Tinian and Iwo Jima); the World War I Victory Medal with
Aisne, Aisne-Marne, St. Mihiel, Meuse-Argonne and Defensive Sector clasps; the Army of Occupation o~ Germany
Medal; the Expeditionary Medal (China-1929-31); the Yangtze
Service Medal (Shanghai-1930-31); the China Service Medal
(China-1937-39); the American Defense Service Medal; the
Asiatic-Pacific Area Campaign Medal with one silver star
in lieu of five bronze stars; the American Area Campaign
Medal; the World War II Victory Medal; the National Defense Service Medal and the Netherlands Order of the orange
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Nassau with crossed swords and rank of Grand Officer.
He also holds LL.D. degrees from the University of
Tennessee and the University of Chattanooga.
General Cates died June 1970.
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MR. FRANKs

Well, General, it's a real pleasure to speak to you
under these circumstances and sit here and talk to
you about your long and valuable and outstanding
, career in the Marine Corps.

I'd like to talk to you,

if I may, first about your early days, not in the
Marine Corps but as a young boy.
You were born in Tennessee, is that correct?
GENERAL CATESs

That's correct.

!YR. FRANK;

Nashville?

GENERAL CATES1

No, it's a little town -- Tiptonville, Tennessee,in
the extreme northwest.

..

MR. FRANK;

And what did your fat her do down the.re?

GENERAL CATESs

He was principally a farmer but heAhad cotton gins,/.9

MR. FRANKi

Would you say that you were relatively well off,

GENERAL CATES&

No, medium class.

!YR. FRANK&

What size town was this down there, sir?

GENER AL CAT ES s

The town itself was only about twelve hundred but we

(\.~_).))

'\

1)

lived five miles out in the country from that.
MR, FRANK1

So you would say that you had more or less a farm

boy's life.
GENERAL CATESa

Oh, definitely.

In fact, I lived right on the

Mississippi River.

ov

.

1

h'1.livA-\ c/1-iss ./
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IVR. FRANKa

What was the largest size "cat" you ever caught?

GENERAL CA1'ES:

You wouldn't believe it if I were to tell you.
Around 112 pounds.

Ml • FRANK i

112 pounds 1

GENERAL CA1'ESs

I didn't catch him.

I was in the boat that caught him,

,Llf'W-P1

{,. what we called jugging.

We were floating dolMl the

river with blocks and we had to shoot him twice before we got him out of the water.
MR. FRANK;

My gosh, that's a pretty big cat.

GENERAL CAfESi

He was six feet two.

MR. FRANK:

Pretty good eating?

GENERAL CJU"ES:

I' 11 say.

NR. FRANK&

Now, you went to school in Tiptonville?

GENERAL CIU"ES:

No, I went to country schools about two miles from
where I lived.

MR. FRANK:

And then high school?

GENERAL CATES;

No, I went.off t?.srhool,

Jt"'\"r1~,.\

l'-v'*\
}\Hughes in.le

£ _ .J~ \~;t;~~:~~~~n jyter I

w~nt

Missouri Military Academy in Mexico,

Missouri,~

•'\

to the

graduated~

MR. FRANKa

And of course that was quite a switch from VMI training

o(

the MArine·:officers we had there for a while.
GENERAL CJU"ES:

Oh, yes.

MR. FRANKs

When did you graduate from the Missouri Military Academy?
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GENERAL CATES:

1910.

But I went back and took

course.

th~~)>ost-graduate

I might say it wasn't much of a course -- I

mostly loafed.
MR, FRANK:

Was this college level?

GENERAL CATES;

No, ~ prep school.

~£"~:~~e, /~i(ter that I

went to the University of Tennessee.
MR. FRANK:

And graduated from there?

GENERAL CATES:

In 1916.

MR. FRANKc

Did you go immedi at el y into the Marine COrp Sl

GENERAL CATES:

No.

I went back the next year and took a refresher

course in law and was preparing to take the state bar
examination when I went into the Marine COrps.
MR. FRANKi

This is very interesting.

A number of your contemp-

oraries and as a matter of fact a few after who were
commissioned in the Marine Corps had a background in
law.

Did you find this extremely helpful or helpful

to any degree?
GENERAL CATES:

Oh, yes, there is no question about it.

I mean it

teaches you to look for fine print and be a little
skeptical, you might say, of things.
MR. FRANK:

What impelled you to join the Marine Corps?

GENERAL CATES:

That's rather an odd story.

As I said, I was getting

ready to take the state bar examination and I happened to :run into the son of the president of the
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University.

And I asked him,

11

Has your dad had any

calls for people going into the service?"
said, "Not that I know of • 11

I said,

11

And he

Well, if he

does, put my name dom."
About two weeks later I saw him and he said,
"Dad has a letter from the Marine Corps wanting eight

/vi1:7,"

Second Lieutenant reservM!\

Do you want to apply?"

And I said, "What in the he'4, is that outfit?.11
really didn't know.
down. 11
MR. FRANKs

I

And I said, "Yes, put my name

And that• s the way it started.

That• s where it started,

That• s very unusual

well, not so unusual because there were a number of
people at that same time that came into the Maii'ine
Corps that had never heard about the Marine Corps.
GENERAL CATESi

Oh yes.

MR. FRANKs

Where did you go immediately after you were commissioned?

GENERAL CATES:

This was when?

1917?

Yes, it was in MayJ 1917 1 and there's another kind of
humorous story that I might tell.

We were ordered to

appear at the Marine Barracks in Washington for a
physical examination on the 21st day of May.

There

were about 1 1 d say two hundred other college kids
1

there1 and we reported at nine o• clock.

They said,

come back this afternoon at one; come back tomorrow

-o-

morning at nine o'clock; come back in the.afternoon
at one

0

1

clock.

So that kept up for three days and

we were all running out of money.

In fact, we had

run out and they appointed a committee of three to go
in to see the Commanding Officer.

At that time, he

was Major Dick Williams and he was knov.n as 11 Terrible
Terry. 11

So we went in and I explained to him -- I

was the spokesman -- and I said, "Major, we've been
here three days now and we're all running out of
money and if we can't get examined, we're going back
home tonight."

And he pounded the desk and said,

"What the hell is this?

Insubordination before you

get into the Marine Corps?

Get out of here 111

So we got out but as I went out I said, "If
we' re not examined •
back."
MR. FRANK1

this afternoon, we' re going

So we were examined that afternoon.

What did he say after the examination after you saw
him?

GENffiAL CJU'ESs

I don't think I saw him for a number of years and

later he got to be a very close friend of ours.
MR. FRANK:

He has quite a reputation, I think.

GENERAL CJU'ES1

Oh yes.

MR. FRANK:

He was one of the real characters of the Marine
Corps.
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GENERAL CATES1

Good-looking chap, too.

MR. FRANK;

Was he any relation to now-retired Bob Williams, the
paratrooper?

GENERAL CATES:

No, I don•t think so.

We had lots of Williamses.

MR. FRANK:

After you were examined, I assume that you passed
your examination.

GENERAL CATES:

/=,, '

Oh yes, and that was on the 24th as I remember) of May.
/f2(;i) .,, l

'>j

Then we returned back home and t .. · ·':3.
J

1

to report to duty at Parris Isl and
I was.
MR. FRANK;

)

were ordered

l~,

-..i

/;

/I

I say we were

I reported on the 13th of June 1917.

Why don't you just go ahead and tell about it in your
ov.n words without my asking what happened subsequently.
\'j~.o:>, .•~~\

GENERAL CATES:

~".o~ tber~,:\at

Pa*'i s Isl and~

W(e took, of course,

close order drill, bayonet and rifle range and./ outside of the rifle range part of it, there wasn't any
of it any good
anything else.

the training.

No extended 01·der or

And then I think about the first of

July, tw:> weeks later, they gave us leave for five
days and

t~:z:we

\:\~Si,.,.~

were \ordered to report in to Quan1

tico,
We reported in to

t~~~i!~'l at

Quantico.

That

lasted approximately tw:> months and then on, I think
it was, the 28th day of August 1917, I was ordered to
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report to the 96th Company, Second Battalion, Sixth
Marines.

The company was organized that day,

!YR. FRANKi

At Quan ti co?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANKi

Had you gotten your uniforms while you were dom at
P•rri s Isl and?

GENERAL CAI' ES:

No, we hadn't.

We ordered the uniforms when we took

our physical and passed.

We had a few of them but

not many.
MR. FRANK:

Had you been sworn in right after you passed your
physical?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

In other words, they knew immediately after they gave
you the physical whether or not you had passed.

GENERAL CATES:

OH, yes.

MR. FRANK:

~

Quantico was not much and was pretty rugged at
1Jilc9

that time! 11 I guess .it was b
expansion.
GENERAL CATES:

e~~~~1$i)'
····•

·~war-time

Is that correct?

Oh yes, there was piiiu•±C!Ry very little there.
were building the wooden barracks.

for approximately four

months~aasl

They

Of course, there

General Holcomb,

who was then a Major, was our Battalion Commander at
that time.
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This is at Quan ti co.
aENERAL CATES:

At Quantico.

Then on, I think itwas, the 18th

day of January we departed for Philadelphia -- the
Second Battalion -- and boarded the USS Henderson
and sailed the next morning.
MR. FRANK:

When you went through this officers' school up at
Quantico before joining the 96th Marines, what did
ll.~\

they teach you?

•1

What was part of the curricul'i.?l'

I would say that at least half of it wasn't worth a

hovf11h
half of

For in stance, I spent at lea st
time in trying to learn the Semaphore and

ffrof

the Morse

cod~

Lieutenant.

and what good was that for a Second

And, of course, we had lots of close

order drill.

We had some extended order drill and we
'\:\.J"j_.Lv

dug trenches and we ~;\dummy grenades,.fill:d(~me of
the training was good but a lot of it wasn't worth a

l1su1a),
Who were some of the people that were down there with
0

you at that time!

Who were some of the officers who

later went on to some degree of prominence in the
Marine Corps~:l ..tMQ
GENERAL CATES;

\:,.ty\ ~t0~·'-\:.- ~"--\ .,

.

~' General Ton:eyy'ml tJae:--~~~e
~~e~vr

iRi:i_k:iru:&UJ:ees··s'

u:tz•.

,,...~-ifil:...&
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MR• FRANK;

H!Sw about some of the lieut en ants that were down there
with you.

GENERAl CATES;

Oh, I think the world of those'

I mean, people like

General Shepherd, • • •
MR. FRANK;

Wallace, Worton?

GENERAL CATES:

Wallace, Worton, Erskine, Murray, Sellers,

MR. FRANK:

Who was that, Charlie Murray?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

He

GENERAL CATES;

Yes.

MR. FRANK;

There was no such thing as staff and comnand

was late~~Barnett•

1

iR'9""~

courses.

s aide?

-~-

Nothing in staff work.

GENERAL CATES:

No.

None at all.

MR. FRANK;

Did you find this, as you went on later in the Marine

-ii4
1

Corps,

t~:Fs

was something the Marine Corps

lacked?
GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, definitely.

I think with the trairUng that a

youngster gets these days that, if we had had that
training during World War I, I don•t believe we would
have lost one-third of our men.
team work.

There was very little

You usually just got up, rushed in,

fired, and there wasn •t any covering fire, any maneuvering,. rou just got up and went forward.
MR. FRANK;

Well, how about the staff work out in the field.

7

If
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an officer wanted a report, did he just march back to
where the battalion headquarters waff(
GENERAL CATES:

We used runners mostly, which was very unreliable.
And we had telephones that didn't work.
lied mostly on runners and Semaphore.

But you reI must admit

that we used quite a bit of Semaphore.

But the

Lieutenant didn't do the signalling, we had signalmen.
MR. FRANKi

Did they use these heliographs too?

GENERAL CATES:

No, I don•t think so.

WR. FRANKt

What was the voyage overseas like?

Not then.
What was the

transport -- the old Henderson?
GENERAL CATESi

The old Henderson was rough as billy-hell.
exceedingly rough trip.

It was an

I have a rather amusing story

to me -- it might not be to anyone else.

When we sailed

from Philadelphia, we thought we were going direct to
France and we woke up the next morning and we were in
New York harbor.

It was cold as Iceland -- gosh, it

was cold -- January.

And so they allowed the officers

to go ashore that night with the understanding that
they were to be back aboard ship the next morning at
eight o• clock.

So

I went along with a crov.d and we

kind of did the town.

Along about two o• clock that

night though, I decided I had had enough.

So

I tried

to get a taxi cab to get back down to the pier and
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there was no such thing as getting a taxi cab.

It was

sleeting and snowing -- about ten inches of snow.
I

So

went to a hotel and turned in and I left a call for

six o• clock.

I didn• t even take my clothes off.

went to sleep.

I

When I woke up the next morning, it

was after nine o'clock and we had been ordered to be
back aboard ship at eight, we were supposed to sail at
nine.

So I was frantic, of course, and I finally got
~~~~'-"

dov.n and cussed the maal\as I went out the door.

I got

a taxi and got down to the pier and I couldn't even
see the old Henderson oot. ,th~e -- it was foggy and
snowy. There was a British boat there and I asked
them if they were going out in that direction and
they said yes so I went out with them.

The Henderson

was still there.

allowed
ashore again and I said, "No, sir, not

me!

I'm not

going."
N'R. FRANK:

The others got back on time o.k.

GENERAL CATES;

Oh, yes.

IvR. FRANK:

I can imagine what a sinking feeling it must have been.
Did you get any reprimand or anything out of it?
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GENERAL CATES:

Not at all.

lv'R. FRANKi

The others had gotten back earlier?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, they had gotten back earlier.

As far as I know,

nobody knew when I came aboard.
lv'R. FRANK:

GENERAL

C~fES:

How long a trip was it over to francej
I think it took us ten days, if I remember.

MR. FRANK:

What did you do aboard ship?

GENERA!. CJU'ES•

Oh, stand watches -- submarine watches.
schools and things to kill time.

And they had

They even tried to

teach us French.
MR. FRANK:

What kind of school did they have for the men and for
the officers?

GENERAL CATES:

Things like field fortifications, engineering.

MR. FRANKa

When you were down at Quantico, were there any French
instructors down there?

GENERAL CATES:

I don• t remember any French.

We had some Scots.

MR. FRANK:

You did have some Scots'!

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

These were veterans who had fought in France?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

And Canadians, but I don•t remember any French.

They had been in action and of course they

scared us to death, particularly on the gas question.
,l,"':'tRtn~

:1

if you get one sniff of mustard gas,

MR. FRANK:

Was gas the main worry?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, I believe i t was.

,·llv:(d'

I [JI

~

you~

die.

I
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MR. FRANK:

Were you gassed?

GENERAL CATESa

Oh yes.

MR. FRANKs

That's right.

GENERAL CATES&

No, it was a week

MR. FRANKi

A week later?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes._

MR. FRANK:

That must have been something -- attacking in the

My company was wiped out with gas,
At Bouresches, wasn't it?
later~

midst of a gas attack.
GENERAL CATES:

We actually didn't attack through it.
pened • • •

What had hap-

well, we're getting way ahead of our-

selves here.

MR. FRANK:

Yes, sir.

GENERAL CATESi

All right.

MR. FRANK:

You landed where?

GENiRAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

And what happened then?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh, we took box cars and went up to a tov.n called

We'll get to that later on.

st. Nazaire?

Bl eavincourt, France.

There we billeted and we stayed

there for a couple of months, I guess, and really
learned 'trench warfare.
MR. fRANKs

Were you taught by the French this time or on your
own?

GENERAL CATES:

On our own.

MR. FRANK:

The company commander was Duncan, was

he,

~

not?
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GENERAL C/UES:

Donald Duncan.

NR. FRANKz

And who were some of the other platoon leaders?

GENERAL CATES&

Oh we had a big rough;,and ready man named Robertson,
who was a fine soldier, fine Marine, but the men hated
his guts.

He was a hard-boiled rascal.

And then we

had Lockhart, First Platoon; Brailsford, Second; Johnny
Bowling, who lives over here in Marlboro, Maryland,
Third; and I had the Fourth Platec>n.
NR. FRANKa

Was there such a thing as a Mortar Platoon or Mortar
Section at that time?

GENERAL CATES:

Not in the company, no.

NR. FRANK:

That was battalion.

GENERAL CATESa

We had rifles and bayonets/and I guess that was it1 in
the companies because the machine gun company was
separate entirely.

They had the Bro'Mling -- not the

Broming, the Lewis machine gun.
MR. FRANK:

They didn•t have the Chauchats yet?

GENERAL CATESa

No, that• s a story in itself.

We got over to France

and we had these nice Lewis machine guns and we had to
turn them in and they gave us those doggone Chauchats.
MR, FRANK:

Why?

GENERAL CATES'

Well, they cl aimed that they needed the Lewis machine
guns

\.,~"'\\-'<:·~

~/\planes'

had which

and Chauchat was the best thing they
. .. (' ..f 'j'}l.
I,L

L1

, 1·

1·1.;,('.J
/;~,~.·Ii.
1,
. 1
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MR. FRANK:

The Lewis was,a"British, was it not?

O;i;- was it Ameri-

can?
I •m pretty sure.

GENERAL CATES:

This was American, I think.

MR. FRANK:

That's the one with a drum

GINERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

The mortar at that time was the Stokes mortar, was it

o~~~tt~-e

and the big flash?

not?
GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANKt

The 'Trench mortal:j ~,.:Ji was the British

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

Now, what other kind of training did you undergo while
at Bl eavincourt~

GENERAL CATESi

Well, as I said, mostly extended order and 'french warfare.

MR. FRANK:

What about gas drill?

GENERAL CATES:

We had a certain amount of gas drill, yes.

MR. FRANK;

Was there any ease or any comfort with the gas mask
that you had1

Did you feel that these v.ould have done

the job?
GENERAL CATES:

No, none at all.

In fact, we had two gas masks.

We

had the old English respirator and then we had the
French pan that really was just

I don•t know, it

had some kind of chemical on it that wasn't any good.
MR. FRANK:

So the gas mask in essence didn't work out at all.
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GENERAL CATES;

lv'R. FRANK:

No.

In fact, the respirators we had ,ebout half of

them

w~~

defective.

The first offensive that the battalion participated in
\~..!~'--

was,Cha'teau Thierry, was that right?
'''t

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, we had had training up in the q\llbeti sector at
Verdun -- the Toulons-Troyons section.

That was good

training,,, too1 because we got in patrolling and we

.

our baptism of artillery, fire.

. r:

amt~ got

9ot>~,-0~\
I

plenty of it,

too.
MR. FRANK:

Was German artillery fire good?

GENERAL CATES:

As a matter of fact it would
.Am:i \Jp to the time we went ·~

there i 'f had been a qutet sector, but you know Americans.

When they get in they get trigger happy and we

started firing and they fired and they poured~t on
them.
MR. FRANK:

Did you ever go out on any of these patrols?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh, yes.

WR. FRANK:

What was it like?

GENERAL CATES:

I didn•t like it, I can tell you that.

We didn't do

too much of it though. And there were wat~17
.
\
barbed wire~,;~ were always getting tangled up in the
l(d:xe.

MR. FRANKt

The place at Verdun had been pretty well chewed up.

It
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was a mess.
GENBRAL CATES:

Oh yes, it was terrible.

MR. FRANK:

.And this was when?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh, 1-t··was
~.

alon~--in .~

•.• you can look in my record

I think it was in March and April.

MR. FRANK:

Yes.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, March and April.

MR. FRANK:

Now the big offensive that the Germans threw was later
on.

The drive to Paris was when the Belleau Woods

-{1·/)Jd·

1

began.
GENERAL CATES:

Yes, that• s right.

MR. FRANK:

Actually1 the Ai sne-Marne and Ch~eau Thierry in June
and July was just an offensive that the Allies had • • •

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, you see the Germans drove down and they took
southeast trenches over in the Verdun sector.

In fact

we had come out and were getting some more training and
a little rest.
us up.

.And they needed us badly so they shoved

We went to the edge of Paris and on up and got

up to a little to\Wl called Montreuil.

We got out of

the buses and started advancing and kept going until
we made contact with the Germans that were advancing.
So they stopped and we stopped and we dug in.

was on the 31st day of May .. or
fo"l'getct.en,yyhi-ch.

That

the·fi::r.:st::aLJtl~=-~~

.And we held those lines there

-~d
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battalion was taken out of the line1 on the night of
the fifth of

Jun~ &mi

reserve and gotten

we had just gotten back in

trai~)\~"~':\when

Major Holcomb

got an order to attack at five o• clock -- it was then
i

twenty minutes to five

and we were a good kilometer

from our jumping off place.

So we double-timed part

of the way and got into position@a™1 ~ctually we
'

didn't

a~Y--know

going or what.

our objective or where we were

We were deployed across this wheat

field and taking very heavy fire -- my platoon was.
We received word that Captain Duncan had been killed

So with that I yelled to

the company commander.

this Lieutenant Robertson, I said, "Come on, Robertson,
let' s go. 11
across

And with that we jumped up and swarmed

th.a:t~heat

field iflt-OA Bouresche afld About

two-thirds of the way

®~ I' cih~ht~~'-If~

on

,,

'h~'\;_\ci

helmet.7r;it put a great big dent in my helmet and
knocked me unconscious.

So

Robertso~

with the re-

mainder of my platoon/entered the west part of Bouresches~an~t ,.(vidently I must have been out for five or

ten minutes.

When I came to, I remember trying to

put my helmet on and the doggone thing wouldn't go on.
There was a great big dent in it as big as your fist.
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The machine
like

1

gun~ \were

l'iv1~
hitting around and it looked

hail,~hi-t-t-i+1~.ro1m~~tW

run to the rear.

first thought was to

I hate to admit it, but that was it.

Then I looked over to the right of the ravine and I
saw four Marines in this ravine.

So

I went staggering

over there -- I fell two or three times, so they told
me -- and ran in and got these four Marines,.,and lilen
about that time I saw Lieutenant Robertson who) with
the remainder of my platoon 1 was leaving the western
end of the town.

By that time, we were right on the

edge of the center of toWl.

So

then I yelled at him

and I blew my whistle and he came over and he said,
ii

~11

right you take your platoon in and clean out the

toWl and 1' 11 get reinforcements/1which I thought was
a hell of a thing.

Well, anyway we did.

We went on

in and after getting into the town, we took heavy
fire going down the streets.
through my helmet again

In fact, one clipped

~"'<'v~~),-1~r-\,

and~hit

me in'the shoulder.

We cleaned out most of the to1M1 but by that time I had,
I think it was, twenty-one men left.

So

I just posted

them in four different posts around the to\m and set
up a kind of a Cossack

pos~

1

the 79th Company came in with
Zane.

Within an hour though,
M,q1jo~~

Captain

From then on, there wasn't any question about
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holding the toW'l.

I mean, in t\\Q or three hours we

had enough men in there to hold a half a dozen tov.ns.
MR. FRANK:

Now, just to get the picture, Belleau Woods is • • •

GENERAL CATES:

To the left of Bouresches.

AR. FRANK:

To the left of Bouresches.

The 96th Company, Second

Battalion was on the right of the Fourth Brigade
attack, is that right?
GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

In other words •••

GENERAL CATES:

~e c'AJS:l'.e,:go:i;hg~ap·,

try.

I think it was with the 23rd lnfan-

Yes, I know it was -·- to the right.

You see, the

Fifth Regiment had attacked Belleau Woods at that time
but we had no contact with then.
MR. FRANK:

The woods ran sort of ad}tf/C(;';t;}/did it not?

GENERAL CATE Si

Northwest, southeast.
the flank.

Bouresches was more or less on

I •ve often contended1 and I'm finnly con-

vinced, if we hadn't

~

9otten Bouresches, we

\\Ouldn•t have had any chance in Belleau Woods because
f?I ]. f, //1c/e:;p'
Bouresches kind of flanked, 1,t' t U@G), Belleau Woods.
MR. FRANK;

Yes.

Were you able to use Bouresches as a base for

eh{.,/ ri,:;f1fi{~
av e@l: fire?

,;JjJil(\iJ 'l

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, to a certain extent.
though.

It was a good piece away

You see, Bouresches and a little tov.n called

I've forgot ten the name of the town up there now --

I
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well, it doesn't make any difference.
MR. FRANK:

How long did you have to hold Bouresches?

How long

were you there?
GENERAL CATES:

We were there until the night of the tenth.

But, you

see, we were pretty badly chewed up and we took terrific fire while in Bouresches.
layed it on us.

I mean the Germans

In fact, we had a mystery there that

has never been cl eared up.

It was a twelve or fourteen

inch gun that fired once every twenty minutes into the
town.

And the people in the rear swore and be-damned

it was a German gun but there wasn•t any question
about it.

I went way back down the ravine and I could

hear the damned

~~~~\~~rom

the south and I'd

watch it and hear it go right over and hit in the
town.

We understood it was one of the big rail way

guns -- naval guns. • •
MR. FRAJ\JKt

One of ours •

GENERAL CATES:

• • • that Admiral Plunkett had, I think.

We never

could verify that but we heard that was it.
MR. FRANK:

There's one in every war.

It's like the one at Guad-

a canal.
GENERAL CATES:

LUckily the thing was hitting right in the center of
the town and practically ninety per cent of our men
were out on the perimeter.

So it didn•t do too much
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damage except to morale.
MR. FRANK:

Io know that you were being shot, suspecting that you
were being shot at • • •

GENERAL CATES:

And we couldn•t stop it.
hours.

It kept up for thirteen

As I say, we actually didn•t have a good

counter attack along
counterattack.

there~

Luckily the Gennans didn't

They put on a lot of smaller attacks

and they'd fire and we'd fire.

A rather amusing inci-

dent happened in one of these artillery fire fights
that they had.

I was behind this stone wall at night

and all hell was going on.

They thought we were at-

tacking and we thought they were attacking, you see.
A great big shell hit in'a manure pile about twenty or
thirty feet behind me and you can imagine the mess it
made.
my

It knocked everybody down.

o;;;~\~:~~~\~9~~e me.

and !J.

c~ncussion

In fact, it killed

He was standing there

got him.

But it must have been at least a six-inch gun.
MR. FRANK:

It spread manure and shells and everything.

GENERAL CATES:

It did.

And we were taken out on the tenth or

eleventh, I don•t remember which now.

Then about two

days later we received word that the GeI1T1ans were

~'·" up the-northwest of Lucy.
going to put on :tcMsl\attack
So they broke us out and took us up on the dead run.
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MR. FRANK&

To sort of out-flank and go behind the lines to hit
the flank there?

GENERAL CATES:

I don• t know.

But anyway, we got up there and took up

positions in the reserve and nothing materialized at
all.
that.

They didn•t attack.

Hi fact, let me correct

That was the morning of the thirteenth of June.

About that time, Major Holcomb received word that the
Germans had re-taken Bouresches.

So he called me

I don't know where Robertson wa<S·•·at that time.

Anyway,

he said, "Cates, can you take Bouresches again? 11
I gulped and said, "Yes."

And

And he said, "All right,
c

t

~

'

take your company and the 79th, itdtnQ)l@S }l&mpany,
and re-capture it. 11
So we started out and we were just south of Lucy.

The Germans had about four observation baH;oon s -sausages -- and we knew that they were watching us.
Just when we got to Lucy, we received word that the
re-taking of Bouresches was false.

So then we went

into a kind of bivouac in a WJOds ravine near LUcy and
stayed there all day long.

In fact, I got out and

spent the day going over the battle fields trying to
find a friend of mine that was missing -- Lieutenant
Brailsford.

So that night along about eight o'clock

we received word that we would make a relief of some
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unit in Belleau Woods.

So again Robertson left and

went into the Woods and left the company with me and
1

said you bring the company in at midnight -- leave at
/

midnight.

I•

So about five minutes to midnight, I passed

the word along to everybody to saddle up, put on their
··~zs-:\ ~
equipment and stand by 1-<> )•'l fi;,~ c'.
for the a£.,lrl~
out'\in
the wheat field.

Wel"i., It was dark as pitch and I

hadn•t gotten fifteen feet from my hole when I heard
\.\

th~$~1alvo of shells coming.

I realized that they

0JJi~>

were no ordinary shellr.:.-- the

shell makes a

I}

different whine to it.

&:> they hit and there was no

detonation so I knew it was gas1 but I waited to smell.
By that time, there were more salvoes coming in.

So

I got the first whiff of gas and I yelled gas and

everybody passed it along.
mask and no gas mask.

I

And I reached for my gas

had left it up at this hole

about fifteen feet from where I was.

I evidentally

became excited and tried to find my hole and couldn't\
and'% that time we were getting
!,,,,.""""

I remembered seeing a red-headed

I

had picked up a Gennan gas mask in Bouresches and
/

'

yelled for him.

\:-"}.j~"n

I heard thl:+s11 voice way down under-

neath the hill in a hole saying, "Here I am.
am."

So I stumbled dom there and said,

11

Here I

'

i
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where's that gas mask -- the Gennan gas mask. 11

So he

gave it to me and I put it on and wore that thing for
five hours.
ti rely~ blitt

It was so small I couldn't get it on en-

·w made the mi stake of
I

taking that gas.

staying there and

We were not only getting gas, we were

getting everything -- shrapnel and high explosives
and we took terrific casualties.

Finally,; though; it

got daylight aA& So I moved them out and went on into
Belleau Woods.

The first thing you should do after a

gas attack, of course, is get rid of your clothing.
We got into the Woods and it seems that one of the
battalions from the Fifth Regiment had attacked that
night and had severe casualties.

So they took my

company to carry the v.ounded out.
You can imagine what happened.
there wasn't a man left.

Inside of an hour

The gas was in the clothing

-- the ones that didn't get it in the
hill, got it from the clothing.

lungs up on

I must admit I

stripped off and beat my clothes and soard up

i;.t

it turned out I was pretty badly burned around my
legs and underneath my arms and my forehead -- around
these pl aces.
MR. FRANK:

That's where gas went to, didn•t it.

GENERAL CATES:

Any place where it was wet from perspiration -- your
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feet and underneath your legs and particularly between your 1 eg s.
MR. FRANK:

What did they do for gas casual ti es?

How did they

treat them?
GENERAL CATES:

You mean back in the hospitals?

MR. FRANK:

Yes.

GENERAL. CATES:

I really don•t know.

But I must admit I was pretty

badly worried. for a long time.
~r\with

{\

another company.

So that is when I
I was the only man

\:·v·"L\./'/

left out of til~~corilpany.
/)

MR. FRANK:

You were the only man left out of that company.;

GENERAL CATES:

Out of the line company.

MR. FRANK:

You were the only man left in the 96th

GENERAL CATES:

On the front lines.

MR. FRANK:

Did you have any ointment or salve or anything,

GENERAL. CATES:

Yes, we did 8M the best first aid treatment was plain.

We had some supply behind.

?

Company~

')

~J

od:d lye soap.
')

MR. FRANK:

Have you felt the effects of gas ever since then:

GENERAL. CATES:

Sometimes I think so but no, I don't really think so.

MR. FRANK:

We used gas too, did we not?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

MR. FRANKs

Did it backfire often?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

Of course, gas not being as bad as people

make out

~

it is, we learned how to take care of
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it.

The respirator was good.

In the later part of

the war, it got so they used i t for nuisance value.
They threw just a few shells in to worry you, you
know.

We got so we

Ll'Seei::~

ju st

,b

step~around
)\

them and

go up wind, you see.
MR. FRANK:

Of course, you realize there is quite an argument going on today about the use of gasi)that it is a lot
more humane than having a piece of you ripped out by
a shell.

GENERAL CATES;

What could be -- I can•t think of anything WJrse than
ef(

,

fl ame-thro~

MR. FRANK:

Did you use flame in World War I?

GENERAL CJ\f ES&

I don•t remember.

I don't remember it at all.

That's

a long time ago.
MR, FRANK:

Yes.

A

Now, what happened after thisJBelleau Wood$'/

Were you evacuated?
GENERAL CATES:

We served off and on, made a couple of other tours in
Belleau Woods.

We got replacements

an entire new

company,aftd Captain Wethered Woodworth came in,cmtl

l/.e

had three or four Lieutenants with him and we served
at the tip of Bell:eau Woods where it was a hell of a
mess, I might say.

We did a lot of putting up double

apron barbed wire.

Then I got a very lucky break

there on about the second of July.

We received orders
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w~fs~;;:-s::-~~A._,

each company -- to go to Paris to parade

on the Fourth of July.

Aad they drew lots to see who

would get these -- one Lieutenant from each battalion.
And they drew lots and it turned out to be

a fellow

named Johnnie Overton, who was a very famous Yale runner.

He had just come to the battalion though.

So

Major Holcomb said that wasn't fair so he appointed
me.

So I took these eighty men to Paris and we

paraded there d,n
MR. FRANK:

the Fourth of July parade.

Was that when General Shepherd saw you when he was
wounded and he was on the side lines there?

GENERAL CATESa

I guess so.

MR. FRANK:

He remembered that he was in the hospital there and he
looked out to see the parade

GENERAL CATES i

...

I might say that I have been in as many big parades as
anybody in this country.
one I•ve ever seen.

~~was

the most wonderful

You see, we had been under fire

approximately a month then -- no bath, no nothing -so we got to Paris and the men were given an hour to
clean up.

They wouldn't let them go on liberty the

first night.

In fact, we got in late.

The next morning

we formed for the parade and had this wonderful parade.
And later they took the whole bunch out to a great big
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ammunition depot where they employed 10,000 girls.
You can imagine the time these Marines had with these
girl s.

fi aughtey

Well, anyway, the men hadn•t been paid for over
two months.

And at that time, I remember I had ninety-

six hundred francs left.

At that time ninety-six

hundred was almost a thousand dollars.
thlcs Gunne1'/ Sergeant

~t

So I said to

was with me, "Ben, I know

the men haven•t got any money and they are going to
give them liberty this aftemoon and night. 11
said, "Here'

s~s

about nine dollars.
francs."

for eva;ry.,\ man. 11

I said,

11

And I

That was

Gi ve each man ~ ~

Well, my reputation was made from then on,

I can tell you that.
MR. FRANK:

They remembered that.

GENERAL CATES:

They never forgot it.

B~

gave them enough

money to go,out and have a good dinner. aoo go to a
~,,~~ ~" (\ ~/oSl ;
.1
showl)o~an, wl:l~~j~i;i~,~<:l·
f

MR. FRANK:

I keep hearing about World War I and all the wonderful

liberties that were made in Paris.

In my stucfy of

Marine history and talking to Marines that served in
World War I, it doesn't appear that many Marines ever
got to Paris.
GENERAL CATES:

It was only the Army.

Well, I don•t think there was too much of any of it
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really.

The only Marines that got to Paris _,to begin

wi th1 was when they put them on MP duty and that was

one thing that caused so much friction between the
Arrrrt and the Marines.
hated Marines.

The Army just got so they

The Marines had a job to do as

polic~

men.
MR. FRANK;

They used Marines rather than Army for MPs.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, to start with.

They had

~c-.

-··

tot\~

it, it

got so bad.
MR. FRANKa

All you had back in Paris were the rear area troops,
the supply troops, and so on.

GENERAL CATES:

No, we had practically no supply troops there.

Of

course, General Butler had the Eleventh and Thirteenth
Regiments dov.n

t~

at Brestr

T/vu1

~

were tV\O highly

trained Regiments.
MR, FRANK:

Yes.

GENERAL CATES:

And they never got into action.

MR. FRANK:

You never got any Marine artillery in France in acti on?

GENERAL CATES:

No.

That was probably the best group, physically and

trained, of any Regiment in France and they were never
employed.
MR. FRANK;
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GENERAL CATES:

There was a lot of jealousy in it.

MR. FRANKt

Do you remember the Floyd Gibbons 1 incident?

GENERAL CATESi

Very well.

He got to be a good friend of mine.

In

f).,~:""Af i '~

fact I just sent a photograph ._over t~/the Leatherneck
--/
/"about him out in Shanghai and China!)
~-~-

--

,-"

~----

-

MR. FRANK:

Oh yes, you were out there at that time.

Well, was he

wounded at Belleau Wood-,;
GENERAL CATES:
MR.

FRANK:

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

He was hit in thf? eye and lost

~~."~~i'>

And they released a story which, of course •••
I wouldn't say he slipped one over.
enough to get it out.

He was lucky

They let it slip through the

censors about that brigade, you see, and that touched
off the thing.

MR. FRANK:

And made the reputation of the Marines.

GENERAL CATES t

The Fourth Brigade

MR. FRANK:

meant only two

Regiments.~~

'-r1~---._~-ti, ~~,,.~~A_\~~"'

There were a

participated.
GENERAL CAfES;

an~"that

Oh yes.

to~le

of other ofren-sives in which you

Soi ssons?

We stayed in the Belleau Woods area,most of

the time my outfit was back in reserve.

In fact after

we went from this parade in Paris, we were in reserve
and I stayed there until the 17th of July.
we were going back to a rest area.
see.

We thought

We were still

~

And we got orders to

there were lots of French
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camions.

We knew the minute we saw those that it was

So we

You never ride to the rest area.

bad news.

loaded into these camion s and had this forceJmarch,
you might call it, up west of Soi ssons.
forced march.

It was a

The camions finally left us and we put

4i

I

on what you call the ~Marne offens4fJf'. The Fifth
Regiment, of course, led the attack in our sector the

day\~ ~~ghl ~~e ~ermans by surprise and
overran them I---t1'.link~~~~;sr~~ seve.~ k U~meters.
1
first

~ u~1"We were following up in reserve of the ~:Xt4)\'ilegiment '.~

an~! 'ma.e:::sti bli]L!~WA

WbiU,§!y
.

~~,.-- ~~~.,

~~:t~cMd.
... . ... ..

~

"

.

,,_...,,,,..~~,

,.....,.,,

~

,

""'~~

The morning of the 19th we were attacked from a
po si ti on just east of Vi erzy.

Major Holcomb• s battalion

had the left flank and the lfrst Moroccans were supposed
to have been on our left.

But we formed for this

attack -- I'm putting a hell of a lot of "1 11 in
this -,

,I

r·
Thi s;1i $;\you, General.
· 11cVJ,_'iv:

/II

MR. ffiANKi

/}-IJ>'

,;l

GENERAL CATES:

So we formed for the attack and we were supposed to
have had; I think it was eight little old French tanks.
1

So there we stayed for an hour or an hour and a half
waiting for

the~~4);:W,.

~)~L~,

French tanks.

By tha\t

/"

time, we were getting not only artillery fire but_ indirect machine gun fire.

They were shooting indirect
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coming over the hill.

In fact, one hit the back of my

I thought somebody had hit me with a
I finally pulled it out and it was a red hot

rock.
bullet.

I went right on over to Major Holcomb and
1

yelled to him/ well, I got the first blesse.

Here's

ii

the first wound and I handed him this bullet and he

I

dropped it, it was still hot.
Well, anyway we finally got under way and started
the attack with these. little old tanks. By the way,
~. 0.. ·~0...~r'i.1 .
'\~~~vthi s artillery had ki 11 &f'\~ ~)it.de runn e~~ Overton, '
l\

at that time while we were waiting.
underway, aRG $t was
ever seen.

And the attack got

mo st beautiful attack that I have

As far as you could see. up to the right,
/

there were just waves and waves of men extending
two miles, I guess.

l:lp

Of course, the other brigade was

over there and I think one other division was over
~~,~
~. The Moroc~s1 that were supposed to have
~

attacW'on our left didn• t appear at all,

~

bile broke

the first German lines without too much trouble.

By

that time though we were catching billy-hell and I
don•t mean maybe

artillery fire and machine guns

and about that time I had just remarked to this Sergeant of mine close to me,

I~Q.,

"Look at Captains

Woodward and Robertson getting right together there.
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That• s bad business."

And I hadn't any more than

said it when a shell hit close to them and they both
went down.

By that time, the other Lieutenants had

a11 been wounded and I was the only one left out of
the company, a.mi I tried to take charge)but just about
that time a whole bunch of Germans jumped up out of
the trench and started running and our men went after
them like a bunch of coyotes.
bedlam.

.Aad Vath that, it was

I was never able to organize them again.

I

kept the attack going for about a kilometer, I guess.
By that time though, we were getting terrific fire
from our left flank.
petered out.

So we finally -- the attack just

We were up near an old sugar mill.

And

that's where I wrote that message,that you all have on
file 1to Major Holcomb.

ii

I think I said I have twenty
I

men out of my company or out of my battalion and a few
)I

;i

str~glers

Q

and I 1A0und up by saying I will hold.
I

I

By that time though, I had had a pretty bad wound
across my knee.

A shell had broken off to my right

and cut my knee.

In fact, it tore my trousers out.
'/l. ,
II f1.,/fi€,
That• s when 1 after that1 they started to call me~
But anyway, we tried -- I tried to form a line and as
it turned out, I was one of two officers left out of
the battalion on the front lines.

One of them, Captain

JJ
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Lloyd, was way off to the left front.
off out of position.

He had gotten

In fact, there's a story to

that.

As long as I•m bragging, I might as well brag

goQ,d.

Anyway I was obsessed with the idea that I

\

wanted to know where all our men were so I could
11

establish a barrage line.

A straggler told me, I

think Captain Lloyd with eight or ten men is out to
¥/

our left front some place.
So I sent a couple of runners out to try to see

if they could locate him and they never came back -evidently casualties.
to find out.

So I decided, well, I was going

So I took off my equipment, and I might

say I had plenty of it on because I looked like a
",f;y ~) (,,:/I~ fl
harness shop. I had two Sam ssa1ci belts and all kind
of leather.

But I took off my equipment and took my

pistol in my pocket and I worked dom the trench to
this road to the left and then I got to the road.

I

walked straight into the German lines, walking alongAnd when I got down fairly ~lose to
IL C(; t1 le "''/} ';J.u:.c~h /t1e/V
this sugar mill, I could see d~tAne.n: -- I caught
side the road.

(J

three kneeling dom -- and I knew they had me covered.
I was about 150 yards away.

So I eased over the side

of the road and I saw a little ditch just about eight
inches deep and I made a dive for

~~ust

as they
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cut loose at me. ~there and I didn•t know
what to do wi

th~sblipping

over me.

There

was a mound of earth over to the right and I got all
set and made a dive up and over that and jumped on the
other side of it.
some men.

As I did, I went right square on

My Ur st thought was that they were Germans.

It turned out to be Captain Lloyd with the eight men
·~~
ti
that were in t~~hole. So I said, well, I've been
trying to find you so I could establish a barrage line
so

~~hlery

v.on•t hit on you.

11

~o fhen I had to get back to my hole which was

about tv.o hundred yards away and I might say ;1 had a
1
tough time getting there, too.
MR. FRANK:

They had to cover you all the way.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh, they were dusting me with everything.

So we

stayed there until that night and a bunch of French}
I think Moroccans, I'm not sure, came in and relieved
us.

We lost approximately, I v.ould say, too-thirds of

the battalion in that attack.

And it all came so sud~\_

MR. FRANK:

denly in about ~n hou:r;.~-.aa, Aour aM-t\a~ half.
1
After you made that good advance?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

You might say/ though ;that that ended the German

offense of World War I.

I mean, they immediately started

A

withdrawing from out of Chateau Thierry salient} and they
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never again assumed the offense on a major scale.
MR. FRANKi

They were on defense from there on in.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

Now bragging a little more -- I had a chance in

that attack to do something that I v.ould have given
my shirt, if I could have.

As I say, the Germans

threw everything at us they could and they were flying
the doggone planes and strafing us and the planes were
not over a hundred feet in the air1 if not fifty.

So

~'I/'-'

this one came right down &lit line and I could see that
gunner's eyes as clear as I can see yours.
couldn't get his
where we were.

d~99Re

And he

gun depressed enough to get

I fired three shots with my pistol

while that bird was going by and I know I saw the
fabric fly from his plane.

a4,

AN;i. I said, I would have

given a million dollars if I could have doV10ed that
guy with my pistol.

But there wasn•t any question

about it, I hit it -- I saw the fabric fly.
What was it like to watch these dog

MR. FRANK:

fights and watch these planes?
GENERAL CATES:

Well, it was kind of nauseating really because the
Germans were so good.
superior.

MR. FRANK:

Their planes were so far

They flew circles around ours.

I imagine there were quite a few of these air-to-air
fights whi ch you could see.
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GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, but usually the Americans would do the best
they could.

They wuld come in and they would have

'J i:i-'t~,£,
dog fights and

t~rl

end up by the Americans losing

five planes and the Gexman s one and the Americans

disappearing,~ ~u wuld never see them again.
MR. FRANK:

Did you have any such thing as close air support in
.~)

those days:
GENERAL CAfES:

No, none at all.

MR. FRANKa

From Soisson s you went to the M&rbache sector,

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, that was just a quiet sector.

We were relieved

and went back to get replacements and rested and then
we went up to Pont-)-Mousson in the Marbache sector,
We were there for a while.

I might say that was the

best sector we ever struck as far as being peaceful
and quiet.

There was a little firing but not much.

Then after that, of course, there was the St. Mihiel
operation which was really a walk-away.
was comparatively little fighting 9

I mean, there

compared to what

we had been through before.
MR. FRANK:

Would you say then that the Belleau Woods

~

was

probably the hardest fighting?
GENERAL CATES:

Taken as a whole.

But for the amount of casual ties in

a short period of time, Soissons was by far the

worst.~

~cause it all happened inside of two t9"'twa rn&is,.a
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A.al.-f hours.
MR. FRANK:

l mean, our casualties.

It was a long time before Belleau Woods was finally
neutralized, wasn• t it?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

Of course, the Seventh Infantry came in there

and attacked and didn•t do anything.

actually~

Then

I think we cleared the Woods in the latter part of
June.

You see, the Germans had a machine gun nest over

in the rocky

cr(~s

which

11

~~ behind

I~~ith ~0th
1\

fact, when

our lines.

In

Company when my
J

Company was wiped out, my hole was within forty to
foirty-five yards of the Germans.

We looped around

them in a kind of a fish-hook and when the Germans
would start

~o ss the

way to -- I can't

think of the name of that town -- Torche or something
like that.·--Aei we'd start firing and the Germans
behind us would start firing and we•d be in the middle/
you see.

We were getting fire from front and rear.

We finally had sense enough, you might say, to withdraw the lines from where we were and made a terrific
artillery bombardment on this machine-gun nest and it
was captured, I think, by Major Shearer• s battalion.
Was there a lot of bayonet work?
GENERAL CATES:

Not too much, no.

Some.

You hear stories of that but
')

why use a bayonet when you•ve got a

bullet~
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MR. FRANK:

What were the German emplacements like in Belleau
Woods;

I heard that they had machine guns in the

trees and in the rocks and everything.
GENERAL CATES:

Oh, they had them in the rocks, yes, but I think that's
a fallacy about the trees.

~~~'tl\ere.
they

don't know how many machine guns

~~~

~out

amount.

I

But they had plenty of

of that nest but it was some enormous

We attacked -- I say we -- my outfit never

d~~~~~d~~~~~QJ~
there and couldn't take it.
MR,

FRANK:

Of course, you were facing a crack German regiment
there.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, and their morale was high at that time.
I

Now, as

say, st. Mihiel wasn•t much of an operation but it was
'
IV

the first American offense and it was done on a big
/)

seal e.

MR, FRANK:

1,_,,u(r t ,} 7Ar
Then after St. Mihiel they we.x:e ,;1;,o Meuse-Argonne,
)

Champagne:
GENERAL CATES:

Y·e:sr::::yo:t[~,

Champagne or Blanc-Mocnt as we called it,

was not classified as a major operation.

In fact,

Belleau Woods was not a major operation.

Did you know

that?
MR.

FRANK:

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.
The Aisne defensive •••
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MR. FRANK:

Which was an Army offensive.

GENERAL CATES:

Well, up to the 31st of May that was classified. as
a major offense.
not.

But Belleau

Wood~~'-~~sches,

was

And we lost something like -- in my company, I

think we l.ost over a hundred per cent casualties.
we got

r~placements.

But

Then we moved into Blanc-Mont

which was really a good, clean fight and a hard fight.
And again, my company advanced there and captured the
heights of Blanc-Mont and with an open left flank
again, we took terrific casualties.
MR. FRANK:

1iJ

Through the wheat fields and several other periods of
!~

the fighting, you hear a lot about the Marine marksmanship.
GENERAL CATES:

Yes, it paid off.

You see, I don't think the Germans

had much respect for the French accuracy.

In fact,

t

~~

the old Chauchat rifle was very/\accurate and they'd
just lay down a volume of fire.

I took great delight

when I was in Belleau Woods and in Bouresches -- I•d
get out and sit for an hour waiting for a pot shot at
~,,.l(,,.l'-'

a German and we'd pick them

of~at

a thousand yards.

They soon got to respect it.
MR. FRANK:

It shook them up a bit, too.

GENERAL CATES;

Oh yes.

When we first took Belleau Woods

t~

and

went in there, the railroad embankment was about six
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hundred yards away and there was a woods up behind
that and they•d send men all day long up this railroad
embankment out to the v.oods evidently~~plies, ·~
I\

·~·.

We soon stopped that.

We•d pick them off 1six

or eight hundred yards there.

In fact, I got so

I had three other good shots and we•d

"''
JU!

~down

and

we•d fire everytime we'd see one man.
MR. FRANKi

Was there no way to out'flank
Belleau Woods(
'._/'

GENERAL CATES:

Oh, I guess you could have, yes, if you had been doing it today.

MR. FRANKi

It was just a question of maneuvers at the time.

GENERAL CATESi

Yes.

We didn• t maneuver much, I mean, we'd oonnect up

and go forward •
MR. FRANK:

You were through the Guadalcanal campaign and, of
course, you were through the 111\0 Jima campaign.

I

think you were at Kwajalein, too, weren't you?
GENERAL CATES:

No.

I was at Guadalcanal,

Saipan, ,fl

and

/;1/,

lwo Jima.
MR. FRANK:

That• s right.

Now, how 11\0Uld you compare the per-

sonal reaction, not the nature of the fighting, of
course, the amphibious warfare of World War II was
obvious.

But how would you compare from a personal
{i\i:.··

point of view participating in World War I -- fighting
A

in World War I and'f\'ighting in World War II.
/1
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GENERAL CATESi

Well, I don•t know whether I correctly understand you
or not but I might say there was a lot of difference
fighting as a Second Lieutenant and fighting as a
Colonel and a Major General.

In fact, in World War II

I didn 1 t have any close calls at all that I remember.
l~

There's no doubt about it,

troops in the Pacific

didn•t get one-fourth or one-fifth of the artillery
fire that the Germans gave us in World War I.
MR. FRANK:

The Japanese artillery fire was not too great anyway.

GENERAL CATES;

To begin with they were short on supplies and they used
very poor head work.

The minute they•d fire a few

shots and get registered in on a target
then they•d stop.

~'

They had all kinds of chances.

That doesn't answer your question but I don•t quite
understand •
MR. FRANK;

Would you say the fighting was more rugged in World
War 17

GENERAL CATES:

..

The trench warf are7

No, I wouldn•t say it was more rugged.

There is no

question about it, thank God the Japs didn• t have the
German know-how and thank God the Germans didn• t have
I(

..

the Jap•s tenacity and fear to di~~

Because if you

put them both together it v.ould be bad.
had the courage.

The Japanese

I mu st admit, it was dumb courage

and the Germans had the know-how and the training.
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But he v..ould give up.
MR. FRANKs

I was thinking of

I~o

Jima, primarily.

There was a

rugged fight.
GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, there's no question about that.
entirely different

MR. FRANK;

It was an

type~, ..

There's no comparison then, would you say?

I mean

it• s like apples and oranges';
GENERAL CATES: 7 Oh yes, you can 1 t.

I think probably Iwo Jima was
(l

i: '\hc_.

p:i-ehabiy tougher than any operations I was ever in.
ii

(Paus~7

We cut off World War I after Blanc-Mont and

of course, after that, we were in the Meuse offensive.
The Germans were actually li eked by that time and we
attacked there on the first day of November and you
might say we had vert little opposition, comparatively.
And again my company advanced with an open left flank
there.

It• s unbelievable.

was climaxed by the crossing
the morning of the eleventh.

And then, of course, it
~£

the Meuse River on

I was very glad not to

cross the river, I can tell you that.

And General

f(()yc
H~~s,did

MR. FRANK:

an awful good job

crossing,.t!ia~r.

That's a pretty hard operation -- a riverine operati on.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

We !AOUld have had to cross on little foot

bridges and the Germans were putting down heavy fire
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and no ~ than the engineers muld
tC~
~ the Germans \l\Ould blow them up.

Then when the

men g&t on the bridge, you can imagine, it sank

~

down, yett=know and '\would flounder off in the water.

MR. FRANK;

What about the supplies and the food you had in
World War I)

GENERAL CATES:

The supplies were very, very poor.

Of course, we

carried what was supposed to be four days emergency
ration.

It consisted of four boxes of hard tack, some
~"-1:\.1~'!

bacon, I guess a pound of bacon,l)an<h:::,c&Hee.

To start

li"t,uP

with we had bully beef and then later~we couldn•t get
\.l_';-J\..,~~,
~~'<(~\.
that we got that ~&ffe~Argentine/\beef that nobody
could eat.

They'd go hungry before they oould eat it.

y'

MR. FRANK:

It was that bad;

GENERAL CATES:

Oh, it was terrible.
neve~

When we were in action, we'd

at any time1 get over one meal a day and we• d

always get that at night.
cover of darkness.

They•d bring it in under

Of course, we•d get that one meal

the details muld get pretty badly shot up bringing
it in -- but we•d get it and it really v.ould be pretty

good.

Mostly steak and mashed potatoes.
')

MR. FRANK:

Oh really.

GENERAL CATESi

Yes.

Hot chow.

That• s when the line was stabilized.

For in-

stance, now at Belleau Woods there -- I•d say Bouresches
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-- I don•t think we got anything but emergency rations
the first five days.
t~

~then

after we got stabilized

up in Belleau Woods, they'd come in.

I remember

one night they brought it in and they had some charcoal.

I don• t know why they brought charcoal in -- I

guess it must have been to heat emergency rations on -and a shell hit this charcoal, about four bags of charin the v,Qrld
coa1 and we thought the worse !(Vi"'
1
was coming off because it was just all this cloud of
dust •.

~.

And I might say it blew up that

great big can of steak they had.
')

MR. FRANK;

How about clothing and so on.

GENERAL CATESi

It was in very poor supply.

MR. FRANK:

You were in Army clothes at this time.

GENERAL CAT ES:

Oh ye,s, i t started shifting by this time and we
couldn•t get much of that.

And every time a person

was killed, of course, they•d take his bed roll or
his blanket roll.
his trunk locker(
course.

Or if it was an officer,
t~.~

~

I~-ean,

was well back of the line, of

I can remember once that we got a report that

an officer had been killed.
Allen Poe.

In fact, i t was Edgar

So I remember taking a camel's hair bath-

robe and a brand new suit he had there.

And after

the war I found out that Edgar Allen Poe was as well
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as I am.

He had been V10unded and so I didn't know

what to do about it.

I told the story so many times

~9

that finally/\ he wrot~etter and said he•d like
\\~
t;ftatA.bath~obe back.
MR. FRANK:

And you sent it to him, you still had it?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, I fixed it up the best I could.

He said he

wanted it because his mother had given it to him.
MR. FRAtN Kt

What were your thoughts, what was the reaction, how
did you learn of the Armistice?

GENERAL CATES:

Well, we were pretty sure it was bound to come.

By

that time, our company in the Meuse-Argonne had only
~'-~),_\
9fl.6Am'n illed but for some reason we had a lot
wounded.

We had, as I remember it, thirty-six

V10unded.

But tl+ey were wet, cold and I don•t think

-""'w'1<'.,

we had over thirty men in the company left at
(J

Armistice.

I mean, cold, dy sent pry

MR. FRANK:

Had the flu epidemic hit the lines yet?

GENERAL CAT ES i

Some.

Not badly.

lfdidn•t hit the troops in the

line as much as the ones that were housed.

(End Side One)

Tape One, Side Two
MR. FRANK:

We were talking about the Armistice.

You knew that
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it was going to come.
GENERAL CATES:

?

Yes, we had a hunch that they couldn't last much
longer.

In fact, we knew it.

So the night it came

it was a beautiful sight, I can tell you that, because each side broke out and shot up a lot of their
ammunition, shot off their flares, started bonfires as far as you could see in each direction.

The

Germans on the other side of the river and we were on
~/4.J~~~
~ side. The men,

first

you might say, thawed out for the

time~

We got

~

clothing in and got cleaned up a

little bit and then they started the hike into Germany.
\_\-0'\J Our Marines first went upl\.to. a l>ittle corner of Belgium and then into Luxembourg and then on up to the
Rhine.

r

MR. FRANK:

Had you gotten yourself a horse by now;

GENI:RAL CATES:

Oh no.

The Battalion Commander had gotten a horse and

the executive

~-

we had a Colonel named Metcalfe, he

wasn't a Colonel then, he was a Major.
MR. FRANK;

Who was that?

GENERAL CATES:

Clyde Metcalfe.

Clyde Metcalfe?
And he did something that I always

appreciated very much.

I was pretty well shot.

I

mean, I 1 d been sick with dysentlry and a kind of flu
and I didn't know whether I could make it or not.

In
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fact, I had turned in to a hospital for a couple of
nights.
ride

So we started this hike and he V1ould 1 et me
'i\'-'V~

t~A. hor,se

for a half hour and he'd walk.

I

al ways appreciated a thing like that because I
couldn•t have made it otherwi se .. l~~lnk.
I always remember these amusing things.

As I

say, we went up into Luxembourg and we had a Battalion
Commander, Ernest C. Williams, who earned the Medal of
Honor, I think down in Haiti or San Domingo, anyhow I
understand he earned it too.

He had all the courage

in the \'.Orld but I wouldn• t say
man in the world.

town of

h;~~it~~1~~e~st

But anyway, we got to this little

Ettlebriick,-aM~k,~ ~~he

rear of the

regiment to the point that day so we had had an unusually long hike.

We got into this town and all these

people met us with high silk hats on and one greet' ed
me as I went in.

A bartender opened the door and

said, "Where have you been?
you for the last five years. 11
from?

Chicago?"

We• ve been waiting for
I said,

11

Where are you

And he said, "No, Newark."

Well, anyway they paraded us around the square.
They had all kind of flowers and things they had loaded
us down with and they took the officers into what
corresponded to our Court House -- City Hall -- and
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opened up champagne.
have too good

~

As I say, Major Williams doesn't

head work, so I think he must have

snapped down two good bottles of champagne.

All the

time the men were standing outside waiting.

So

11

finally I said, well, let• s get these men billeted.
So we went out and did.

11

Then we went to where we were

going to spend the night in a little old cafe.
Williams by that time was feeling no pain.

I prob-

ably shouldn•t tell this because he's still alive.
But anyway he said, "Well, let• s have another drink. 11
And there was a Lieutenant van Dorn, who was a lawyer
in Washington -- he' s dead -- and a fellow named

\V~\-- 'kr--~J\C-/

~1,Hawki~s, ~ Intelligence Officer, and myself

with Williams.

So we sat down at

ordered a brandy.

t~

table and

Well, it wasn•t any brandy at all,

that time a Major General walked in -- an Army Major
General.

He said,

11

Who 1 s in command here?"

Williams

looked up and said, "I am," and didn•t get up.
sat there too.

And the Major General said, "Have you

seen that all your men are billeted?"
11

Nope. 11

So we

The General said,

11

Why not•/

Williams said,

:Ym/J~st
-

got in.,/ 11

The General said, "Did you start washing your rollui<.: 'J')tci(?

1M

1

1i

0

[;PdL,s6)91W111

"Nope."

11

Well, why haven't yo'IX/ 1 ~

//;',if-'"·'

,)1
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Iv'('

cJUSt got in."

About that time, Williams got up and

pointed to his stars.

He said,

11

I can see that you• re

a Major General but who in the hell are you anywa'f1 11
~\

With that, l>ht;sl)Major General says, "Why, young man,
I•m Major General Hines, your Corps Commander.
You're under arrest, you're relieved."

We made a bee

line out the door and that• s the last I've ever seen
of Williams.

fiaughteij

He said, "I can see you• re a Major General but
who the hell are you'("
MR. FRANK:

fiaughtey

Talking about sitting down in the little cafes, you've
seen a lot of war movies and so on of World War I /
"

these little can~nas of what have you.
ever -- is this true?

Did you

Were these little inns and so

on in these little towns like thi st
GENERAL CATES:

In some places, yes.

MR. FRANK:

Where they had rooms and so on -- this is where you
billeted the officers?

GENERAL CATESi

It depends",,.to start with -- the officers slept in the
haylofts like

anybody~ el~e-uAti-1---we"~.s:l._wen±--cP.ier

C11~y(
and the men slept in

theJ:'~_f0-r-t.raining-i-R--De·~PJ:15~

barns

at'\d~finally ~ot

beds.

It certainly was not

like this last war.
Mr. FRANK;

How long were you in Germany for?
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GENERAL CATES:

Let• s see, we arrived there on the first of December
and I might say that it was quite an event.

We

reached the Rhine, we were in a nice little cafe.

So

we had always said we were going to celebrate the day
tJ~Le,~
when we could urinate in the Rhine. sp it as quite a
cold day.

All the officers went do1M1 to the Rhine and

~.

MR, FRANK:

LvI''l,1>H

"1~.1
"-'

That• s like Winston Ghurchi ll' s pl an tifllC\Y he cross the
Rhine in World War II.

GENERAL CATES,

So the next day we crossed the~ver and we didn•t
realize that we were going to cross the river and
stop and stay there.

We thought it was just another

stopping point and we wouid move on,but we crossed
over into

t~~~~town

was a beautiful little

called Rheinbrohl, which

tom.,~~r

some reason my

billet!~' non-com had missed his detail that morning
and when we got over

~e,

the other companies had

t~~;t~

gotten practically all

billets.

So we

finally found a pontoon factory down over the railroad dump that couldn• t have been more ideal.
just perfect.

It had a

~"~~

~Aclub~

It was

Ihtt-1,.s where

they had bowling and billiards and tennis courts
ju st a typical little club -- right on the Rhine
and there we camped.

We thought we werejust going to
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stay

the~'t~~Yt;-

We stayed there for -- let• s

see, January, February, March, April, May -- six
months.

About half a dozen Generals tried to kick

me out of that billet -- I was a Captain by that time.
But they never did.

MR. FRANK1

What was it like?

I had squatter's rights.

Did you get good food and every-

thing there.
GENERAL CATESi

Oh yes, we got as good as you could expect.

MR. FRANK:

That• s right.

GENERAL CATES:

And we ate plenty of it.
hard, too.
course.

And we trained very, very

I mean, it was done with a purpose, of

You know how if you ease up on people after

We trained hard and we stayed there until I guess it
was May.

By that time, they

~organized i~

a

composite regiment, which General Pershing used as his

~- ~\ ~' '"-i:'s:::J~)-,_c~\-_,c:_0-,~~~~,,Q_~

guard of hono1Ato ~~:t:::::e~~~ at Coblenz and~n
Paris~ a~

London_!land back to Paris and then to

New York and Washington.

They selected one company

out of each brigade of the first six divisions
didn-t.-t-i-ne!-ude

s-ay ~the42nd

--~

-and- -t11e- r-Gst-clJl:i0csec --

First, Second, Third, Fourth, and Fifth and Sixth.

Th~;~~\.c'e~;n

number of men,

I

g_~~~\as

about twenty out of each company, and then they had
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all kind of competition and drilled them
thi~-·

~

We had -- I think they selected two Captains

to compete.

One was Gilder Jackson, you probably

know him, and my self.

We had I think about twelve or

fourteen lieutenants and about 400 enlisted men that
were already hand-picked.

The first requirement was

they had to be five feet ten inches tall and they had
f,ol\l\hiT

to have been in-operations and they had to be in good
/;
shape physically.and 9119~~l,,ag.
So we trained there for a month or t\'.o.

It was

hand-picked men to begin with and it gave us about
twice the number of men that we actually needed for
the company.

So we weeded them out for a number of

weeks and finally got the company down to 250 men and
six officers.

Then the regiment was actually formed

at Coblenz, Germany, and commanded by a Colonel Hunt.
After a week or t\\O though for some reason Hunt was
relieved and Colonel Conrad

s.

Babcock took command of

the Regiment.
We paraded a few time in Coblenz with Pershing
and other parades and then we went to Paris where we
were, you might say, the guard of honor for the Allied
games, for all the dignitaries that came there.

Then

in their big fourth of July parade and the big victory
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parade of Atneteen July, the French ••••a.parade,

GENERAL CATES:

And then we went to London and paraded
there on
July, in their big victory parade.

And then we re-

turned to Paris where we spent another five or six
weeks, still participating in the honors and
at the Allied games.

~-s ~...Jth_~-.---0-~'~

Then we went to Brest and em-

barked on the Leviathan with General Pershing and his
staff and came to New York and paraded there in their
victory parade in the early part of September.

Then

to Washington and the big parade there in Washington.
Then the Regiment was disbanded.~f\t company was
disbanded at the Marine Barracks, Washington, D.
MR. FRANK:

I want to go back to a couple of things.

c.

You say that

you were in competition with another Captain for • • •
GENERAL CATES:

It was Gilder Jackson and they had a board of officers
who decided who v.ould be selected.

MR. FRANK:

And you v-on out over the others.

GENERAL CATES:

I was lucky enough to get it.

MR. FRANK:

Also, you were talking about the maneuvers and the
training that you conducted while at this pontoon
factory in Rheinbrohl.
training'I

What was the nature of this

Did you utilize any 1 es sons 1 earned from
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the warfare that you had participated in?
GENERAL CATES;

<

Oh yes, we had lots of maneuvers and we actually, you
might say, learned

w~~t~~movement,

received much of before that.

which we hadn•t

We really learned the

ext ended order and fire and movement.
MR. FRANK;

How about the staff duties, staff acti'On?

You were

forcibly inculcated with this, were you not?
GENERAL CATES:

No, I didn• t get much of that,

Now let• s see, I was

a First Lieutenant at that time to begin with.
a Captain but I hadn•t been notified.

I was

You might say

I had enough trouble taking care of the company and
that without v.orrying about any staff work or anything
else.
MR. FRANK;

The personalities whose names arose in World War I in
the Brigade, for instance, Ellis.

Did you know him or

of him?
GENERAL CATES:

I knew him, yes, but not a close friend,
senior to me.
agreeable.

He was quite

I'd see him and he was always very

He was a very brainy man, there• s no

question about that.

He was way ahead of his time,

I've often said, I think there are two men that I can
think of who were way ahead of their times in the
Marine Corps, one was Ellis and the other one was
John Thomason.
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MR. FRANK:

How so Thoma son?

GENERAL CATES;

Well, because he just visualized -- he knew history,
he knew strategy and he studied. and he could tell you
all about Napoleon• s campaign and the maneuverl ng and
he could tell you everything about the Civil War and
things like that.

NIR. FRANK:

Were you a close friend of Thomason' s;

GENERAL CATES:

Oh, very.

MR. FRANK:

Did you every get any of his

GENERAL CATESa

Oh, i•ve got lots of them.
are.

'~~
G~ • •
'I •
"-.
I don•t know where they

Here's a picture right there of one of them.

But I•ve got a lot of his drawings.

I .guess they• re

upstairs.
MR. FRANK1

The original drawings;

GENERAL CAT ES i

Yes.

In fact, I•ve got tv.o

~

one morning I went

into the study about four o'clock in the morning and
he was up -- he did most of his writing and his drawing at that time of the day -- and he had four of
these great big enormous watercolors hanging on the
mantle with thumb tacks and I said, "I like that one,
John."

He said, "I don•t like it. 11

it and tore it up.

And he grabbed

So I grabbed the other two off

and I still have them.
MR. FRANK:

The composite regiment in these parades -- What band

~1.
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did you use'(

Was it an Army band'?

Was there any

Marine band over there at the time?

Did either one

of the Regiments or the Brigade have any Marine
musicians;
GENERAL CATES:

We had an Army band, I think it was out of the First
Division.

I•m not sure.

In fact, there's one of our

parades -- see that picture there/

That• s the victory

parade in Paris.
MR. FRANK:

The Arc de Triomphe.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

Logan Freeland?

GENERAL CAT ES:

No, Senator

~

Senator

~~~
~and sent me that.

. ·~~~"L~
~~nd

of California.

Once I was dovvn

his place down south of San Francisco and he had these
two
11

I 1d

water~olors

his nephews had

sen,~ him,~

like;;hit~e ~ca~~r\ta( i~'t. 11

I said,

In fact, my

company is right behind those colors.

And so two years

later, he was over in Paris and he got

t.fta:t~nd

sent it

to me.
MR. FRANK:

That• s really something.
something.

~ENER AL

CAT ES:

Those parades must have been

They must have been exciting.

They certainly were.

Long.

In a London parade I think

that they estimated that over four million people saw
that parade.
MR. FRANKi

How was the conduct of the Marines who were in the
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f"}

company.
GENERAL CATES:

You can•t believe how good it was because we never
gave a court martial during the entire time.

If the

man got out of line, we just sent him back to his
outfit and that was punishment enough because they
y~~.

were all so anxious to stay,
MR. FRANK:

They were all well-decorated Marines?

GENERAL CATESi

Practically everyone of them.

MR. FRANK;

Now, for the record, for the tape, talking about welldecorated Marines, you were awarded the Croix de
Guerre with palm, was it?

GENERAL CATES:

There are so many of them.

I happen to have three

Croix de Guerre(.
MR. FRANK:

Three Croix de Guerre/."

GENERAL CATES:

That•s a lesser medal but I might say I

;;.::a.~

the

greatest kick out of that one because it was the first
medal I ever received,

MR. FRANK:

Yes.

GENERAL CATES:

You know, I really don't know.

MR. FRANK:

Was it a French? •

GENERAL CATES:

No, i t wasn•t delivered by a Frenchman at all.

Who awarded that to you(

..
In

fact, it might have been General Lejeune, I'm not sure.

MR. FRANK:

How about when you were made Chevalier of the Legion
d' Honneur{

Was that at

'(
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GENERAL CATES:

No, that was awarded -- there• s a rather odd story
connected with that, too.

I received a French Legion

while I was up in Germany and then I had been home
for about three or four months, I guess, when I got
orders to go to Secretary Daniels' office and he
presented me with another one.
there.

You can see the two

There's no such thing as having two in this

Society~ y~;

There were six of us in the Marine

\~_t_)._"-.Jt)-Q.1\.

Corps that ~l\duplicat~g.

MR. FRANK:

So that is quite an unusual honor.

You al so received

the Distinguished Service Cross, which was an Army
award.
GENERAL CATES;

Yes, I got the Distinguished Service Cross with an oak
leaf, which is the second one.

To save you the

trouble there, I'll just name some.
MR. FRANK:

All right, fine.

GENERAL CAT ES;

The Navy Cross.

MR. FRANK:

That's for World War I.

GENERAL CATES;

Yes.

And then the Navy Distinguished Service Medal

with a star, which is two.

Then the Distinguished

Service Cross, Army, with an oak leaf, which is too.
Then the Silver Star with a star, which is tWJ -- no,
with an oak leaf.

And then the Legion of Merit and

Purple Heart with oak leaf, which is two.

Plus the

'J
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others.
MR. FRANK:

What is that award in the middle there, General'(

GENERAL CATES:

That• s.'rather odd,you ask~ that.

Somebody asked that
t,

yesterday -- a doctor -- someone who had been in' here.
That's the only medal I received where I did nothing to
~,)I) c) [)\. 1-J {M]f/"
'
get it. It• s a tHbil!ii:t9
and it was presented to me because I was Commandant at a school that trained some
Hollanders.
MR. FRANKi

That• s right'.. that was when you were Commandant of the
.)

/·

.:Schools.
GENERA4. CATES:

Yes, you see I was Commandant of the :Y'chook, on three
occasions.

They said twice but it used to be that the

Commandant was not the Commanding General at Quantico
and that• s how I was Commandant in 1943 and later Commandant as Commanding General on tv.o occasions.
1

MR. FRANK:

You became Commandant

o/µ;~arine
Corp/c~!{
{~wing
/\
ii

as Commandant of the Marine Corps.
of Orange-Nassau with crossed
GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

a tour

That• s the 6I:der

sw6~ s and

/",fol(

,;i

l

I really figured I did something to deserve the

others but not, with all due respect to the Government

• • •
MR. FRANKi

Skipping ahead, talking about this Dutch award.

Who

set up the -- was it during your tour as Commandant
that we had a general officer over in Ihe Netherland ff(
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GENERAL CATESt

Nij, that was under General Shepherd.

MR. FRANK:

General Shepherd set that up•

r)

Well, now I think we• ve recorded pretty much of
what we had set up in this session.

We talked about

going back to Washington where this composite company
was demobilized and those who remained in were sent to
regular duty stations, probably down to Sant~ Domingo
or Haiti and the reserves sent home.
GENERAL CATES;

You keep talking, brings back all these old memories.
A rather odd thing happened the day after my company
was demobilized there at the Marine Barracks.

I had

no idea -- I had never thought about staying in the
Marine Corps.

So I sul:xnitted my resignation and was

at the Barracks that afternoon and I was walking
around the compound when I saw General Barnett
coming down the sidewalk.
looked for some place to

He was then Commandant.
duck,<~'

I

but I couldn•t.

So I saluted and he returned the salute and he said:,
"Young man, I understand you are resigning."
gulped a few times and said, "Yes, sir."

And I

He said,

"How would you like to have two months' leave and
then make your mind up'?"

And I said,

certainly fair enough, General."
right.

11

Well, that• s

He said,

11

All

Withdraw your resignation, put your leave slip
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in tomorrow morning. 11

So I did.

I hadn• t been home

ten days when I was ready to get back again.
MR. FRANK:

Had you met the General before?

GENERAL CATES:

No, it was the first time I ever saw him.

MR. FRANK:

But he knew of you.

GENERAL CATES:

Evidently.

MR. FRANK:

You were his aide for a period of about six or seven
months, is that ri ght7

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, I was his aide and al so aide at the White House to
President Wilson.

Then, as you know, General Lejeune

came in as Commandant and Barnett was ordered out to
the Department of the Pacific in San Francisco.

I was

appointed as Aide to the Commandant so I held over for
maybe three or. four weeks as Aide to General Lejeune.
Then Barnett had taken leave in the meantime and so
when he was ordered to the Department he asked if I
VIOUld like to go with him as his

aide~~e.

I

told him at the time I was planning on being married
and I knew it wasn•t the custom in those days to have
married aides.

And he said that would be fine.

said I know your wife-to-be.

And he said, "I want you

to get married and come out with me.''

I said I wasn• t

going to be married for about a couple of months.
said, "Why."

He

He

I said, "Well, I don•t have the money."
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He saitd, ''Hell, I•ll lend you the money."

So then

I went out and I was aide to him for a year and a
half out there.
MR. FRANK:

He had two aides.

GENERAL CATES;

Oh, we had

?)

Charlie Murray was the other aide.

differen~/\time~-

went out with him.

Charlie Murray and I

Then later

·u~
(llieo~~~.,

Lewie Merri t~'\i.ide, and one other.

Of course,

while he was Commandant, we had three aides and Jack
Woods -- Murray,

MR. FRANK:

~

and myself were his aides.
'
There• s a story which has been told about a confrontati on between Lejeune and Barnett.

Were you there'?

GENERAL CATES:

I was there and heard it.

MR. FRANK:

Would you care to put that on tape.

GENERAL CATES:

Well, maybe it•s something that shouldn•t be put on
tape 1 but yes.

As you know, at that time, Congressman

!

Butler was head of the Armed Service Committee, the
Naval Affairs Committee.

Barnett, when he was re-

appointed as Commandant, Secretary Daniels got him to
sign a paper that it was subject to his approval at
all times and he could ask for his resignation.

MR. FRANKi

That• s unusual, isn•t it'(

GENERAL CATES;

Yes.

And it seems that, with all due respect to Gen-

eral Butler wh6\\'.l admire as a courageous young man,
he worked with his dad to get General Lejeune to say
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~r.0\~D
that he would?\ b~ Commandant.

And they expected

Barnett to retire, which V10uld make a vacancy for

~.~~-(~

another

~.'ana ~neral

Butler expected to get it.

So the note that Secretary Daniels sent up to the Commandant -- in fact, I took it in to his office
was sent up by a Negro messenger.
effect,

11

it

And. it said in

I hereby ask for your resignation as Command-

ant to take effect immedi at el y.

Let me know by return

bearer whether you wish to remain on the active list
as a Brigadier General or retire."

So you can imagine

the tailspin it threw General Barnett in.
11

Get Charlie, Charlie Mccawley.

so and so on.

Get

me~arnett

He yelled,

Get Long.

Get so-and-

on the phone. 11

there this Negro messenger stood

t;)1eTe
anEl...

So

waited •

So after about fi ±teen or twenty minutes, General Barnett sent a note back and in effect it said,

11

1 wish

to remain on the active list subject to your orders."
Then there were all kind of conferences going on
between Congressman Butler and Secretary Daniels and
General Butler.

~~~the

For the next few days, we• d see them

office back and forth.

MR. FRANKa

Where was Butler at this time?

GENERAL CATESi

He was at Quantico, I think.
Lejeune,

~k

He was there with

-- I•m not sure.

Anyway, General
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Barnett by staying on the active list, you see, had
a little too much political power to have Butler get
the other star over him.

So I don• t know how many

days it was until Genera.Lejeune came up to relieve
General Barnett.
looked like.

It was a very unofficial thing, it

General Lejeune came in.

I showed him

in the office and he started to sit down.

General

Barnett said, "John, stand up there just a minute.
We•ve been good friends all our lives -- close friends.
Why didn 1 t you let me know what was going on?"
General Lejeune replied,
General Barnett said,

11

11

George, my hands were tied. 11

Don 1 t you know that if I had

been in your place, I WJuld have come to you and told
you exactly what was happening?"

And General Lejeune

said,

11

George, my hands were tied. 11

said,

11

All right.

Gener al Barnett

I stand relieved, you• re the Com-

mandant."

MR. FRANK:

And that' was it.

Now, what do you think he meant by

saying his hands were tied?

Well, now, what kind of a man was General Barnett?
GENERAL CATES:

Well, I tell you, he's one of the finest.

I WJuldn•t

say he•d make the most courageous field Marine.
more or less the polished type, I WJuld think.

He• s
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MR. FRANK:

Well, he never had the opportunity really.

GENERAL CATES:

No, he neve1' did.

And you take Lejeune, he• s noted

for his brains and ability.
iviR • FRANK:

Well, would you like to get on record or could I put

words in your mouth to state that it was your feeling
that Lejeune was not involved in any political machinations, that this was something that when he said his
hands were tied, his hands were tied.
GENERAL CATES:

Definitely.

General Lejeune has the highest integrity,

in my opinion.
MR. FRANK:

This was just a circumstance that he was in.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

Well, of course, Smedley Butler's reputation, I mean,
he was a Marine one hundred per cent regardless of
what he wanted to do, is this correct?

GENERAL CAT ES:

Oh, yes, there's no question about that, and a most
courageous one.

Ml{,

FRANK:

GENERAL CATES:

But he had his eyes set on the Commandant.
I think so.

It looked like he was going to get General

Lejeune put in as Commandant and he'd get his other
star and then when General Lejeune retired, he
be appointed as Commandant.

-m~t ~-'-"!-·<--"'-.~

I think that was the time,

when he didn• t get his second star, that he went to
Philadelphia as Commissioner of Public Safety, wasn•t
that~

r..,
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MR. FRANK;

It may have been, I don•t recall exactly, now, but
about that time.

But now, was General Barnett pretty

bitter about this?
GENERAL CATES:

Yes, I think he was.

I think he was more hurt than

bitter and of course Mrs. Barnett -- oh, she was
bitter.
.MR. FRANK:

Did this represent a break between Lejeune and Barnett?

GENERAL CATESt

I \'\OUld say yes.

Of course, Barnett was on the West

Coast and I might say that when the Department of the
Pacific was organized that he had no authority whatsoever.

He couldn't even transfer an enlisted man in

the Department of the Pacific.
MR. FRANK:

Really.

GENERAL CATES;

It was just a figure head job.

In fact, there were

only about five of us out there.

There was* Colonel

McLl&mo.re, who was the Adjutant Ia:speetor, and a Paymaster Wright, I think it was, and two aides.
MR. FRANK;

Didn't McLemore die in about '25 when he was drinking
or something and his car went into • • •

GENERAL CATES;

No, that was Williams.

That was Colonel Williams.

McLemore died while we were there.
MR.

FRANK;

Was this Albert McLemorer;

GENERAL CATES:

Alec Williams.

Oli, you' re talking about McLemore.

MR. fRANKs

Yes, his first name.

Albert McLemore, was it'/
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GENERAL CATES;

I don•t know, I've forgotten.

MR, FRANKi

No, Alec Williams, that• s right.

GENERAL CATE St

Yes, Alec Williams.

MR. FRANK:

After you were married, you went out and were aide to
General Barnett for a while.

You said he was probably

a little unhappy and somewhat bitter about this si tuation.
GENERAL CATES:

Well, I 't.OUldn•t say he was bitter as much as he was
quite hurt over it because he and General Lejeune were
very close friends.
,c)

MR. FRANK:

Was there any reconciliation between the two of them(

GENERAL CATES:

Ol'i,. they were always friendly after that, I mean, but

there was a feeling there.

Yes, I was aide for him for

three years out there and I might say that it was
three years wasted because we didn•t have a thing to
do.

MR. FRANK:

Didn•t have a thing to do.

GENERAL GATES:

Not a thing.

Were you there in 1925?
GENERAL CATES:

No, I went aboard ship, the USS California, in 1923
and then came ashore in 1925.

Then I went to San

Di ego.
MR. FRANK:

Well, let' s see what else we have here.

This might be

a good place to end it because these '20s • • •
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GENERAL CATES:

There's not much to those '20s, I can tell you that.

MR. FRANK:

Well, I•d like to talk a little about sea duty because certainly this is an aspect of Marine Corps
life which has gone -- there's. not much opportunity
for a young officer or young Marine to be sea-going.

GENERAL CAf ES~

No, because in those days, I mean, all the battleships
had guards. ·

MR. FRANKl

Yes, all capital ships, actually.

GENERAL GATES i

Oh, yes.

Well, I don• t think they had them on the

cruisers.
MR. FRANK:

They didn•t have them on the cruisers in those days?

GENERAL CATES;

No, I think there were twelve battleships that we had
guards on, but pretty big guards.

For instance, mine

was over a hundred.
MR. FRANK:

I notice here in

1

22, you went out to Pearl Harbor for

about a month.
GENERAL CATESt

General Barnett made an inspection trip.

MR. FRANK:

That was it entirely.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, and he and Mrs. Barnett and a girl named Alicia}\

''--"-~--"--~
/

Chase, who was

famous, you might say, and has done

as much to promote ballet as any person in this

MR. FRANK:

country. In fact, she is the big one.
~''~·~~
kli~f;J (;ha~~,

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.
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MR. FRANK:

I think I• ve heard of her.
in San Francisco?

What was life like out

This is not parti cul arl y a military

town.
GENERAL CATES:

Well, at that time, there was very little military
there and of course a small Army detachment and the
Navy headquarters, and then, of course, Mare Island

""< '--~VI._,
was t11tAthere.

But, as I say, we had practically
u~I

nothing to do and mo st so ci al or maybe entertaining
/)

dignitaries that came in,
there.
MR. FRANK:

You went down to the Fourth
I

R~giment

in San Diego in

25.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

And your duties were what when you were there?

GENERAL CATES:

I had a company until I got mixed up in t:ha-\iutlerWilliams court martial.

MR. FRANK:

Then they sent you up to Spokane in a hurry.

Did you

maintain your Captaincy after World War I?
GENERAL CATES:

No, I reverted back to First Lieutenant.

MR. FRANK:

How long did it take you to get your Captaincy back?

GENERAL CATES:

Well, as you probably know, at that time they had a
board called the Neville Board.

MR. FRANK:

Yes.

GENER AL CATES:

And I was way down on the list -- I mean way down.
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And they were meeting just at the time prior to
General Barnett going out to San Francisco.
see General Neville and I•d keep saying,
what• s the chance of being a Captain?"

11

I used to

General,

Ju st kidding

him and he• d say, "I don• t think you stand a chance."
Wel 1, anyway, we went out to San Franci sco and about
three or four months 1 ater they published a Board and
I had jumped about three hundred and fifty numbers.

General Hunt, who had been a high-ranking Major, was
selected number one on the list and I was number two.
But he had only jumped about three or four numbers
and I had jumped close to four hundred numbers.
MR. FRANK:

You remained a Captain

tt\~

for about thirteen years

though, didn•t you?
GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

I noticed up on your shelf there a portrait of General

Barnett by James Montgomery

Flag~~,

(J
GENERAL CATES;

That' s a copy, but it' s a good one.

MR. FRANK:

Yes, and it was signed over to your wife to Jane Cates
by General Barnett, is that correct'?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR, FRANK:

He•s a very distinguished looking officer.

GENERAL CATESt

He certainly upheld the dignity of the office, I can
tell you that.
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MR. FRANK:

What was it like up in Spokane?

GENERAL GATES i

I loved it and my wife hated it.

We were on w~ V<?t:ra 1 ftv1 ~)

at that time we were only allowed
about ten recruits a month, I mean for the district,
and I would have those on the first day or tv.o.
the rest of the time I didn•t do anything.
mo st of my time hunting and fishing.
big district.

Then

I spent

I had a great

I had au of Montana and Idaho and

eastern Washington, so I could travel any place I
wanted to in those areas, write my own orders.

So

I 1 d do a little reserve recruiting and quite a bit of
fishing.

MR. FRANK:

The reserve program had begun, I think, in 1925.
That' s why I asked this.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

They had started the -- I don't know when it was

started but it was in effect -- the volunteer program
and I started hitting these colleges and boy, I made a
killing.

I'd go in these colleges and sign up a hundred

or a hundred and fifty of them.
MR. FRANK:

Who were some of the potential officers you signed up
at that time?

GENERAL CATES:

Do you remember any of then(/

No, I swear I can 1 t remember them now.

But I remember

I hit the University of Idaho and got the whole
football team and the coach was very much upset because
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he thought I was going to take his football team
right out from under him.

And the University of

Montana and then later I went to Omaha, Nebraska, and
I hit Nebraska.

I do remember two noted ones there.

One is Dailey, an aviator, and the other is Cue Ball

.

'-~ ~ ,,.,j~NV

Semetni'm;:i, but'~they

were tv.o good aviators.

MR. FRANK:

I know Frank G. Dailey was the aviator

GENERAL GATES;

Wirsig.

MR. FRANK:

Oh, Frank Wirsig.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

Well, this duty lasted for about three years or tv.o and

Wirsig was the other aviator.

a half years perhaps.
GENERAL CATES:

Oh, no.

Let• s see, I was in Spokane about a year and a

half, as I remember and then I was ordered

...

MR. FRANK:

To Omaha, rather.

GENERAL CATES:

Well, I was ordered to Washington Headquarters and in
the meantime, Nicaragua

b11ok~

and for some reason they

wanted to take the officers at Omaha.

So they changed

my orders and sent me to Omaha and I was there for about
a year, I guess.
MR. FRANK:

And then you got on this American Battle Monuments
Commission.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

What was that like?

What did that duty involve?
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GENERAL CATES:

Well, of course, General Pershing was the head of
that and at time they were erecting

~

monuments in

France and a fellow named Price was actually the workin:J
head -- a Maj or Price.
MR. FRANK:

That• s an Army Major.

GENERAL GATES:

Yes, I'm trying to think of the Marine I relieved.
But anyway, there was no Marine that ever got over to
France, I can tell you that.

They thought that it was

all an Army job and all we did was to write summaries
of operations in World War I.

We•d write these summar-

ies and then mail them out to, to begin with, the
Lieutenants and the Captains.

We•d get their replies

and then revise and send them out to the Regimental
Command er s and revise and send th em to the Gener al s.
In fact, we just pushed pencils.

At that same time,

John Thomason was down with the Second Division writing
the hi story of the Second Division.

That's where I got

to know him quite so well.
MR. FRANK;

This duty 1 asted for about a year or so, did it not?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, a little over, I think.

MR. FRANK:

March,

1

28, and in May you were detached to Headquarters

Marine Corps.
GENERAL CATES;

Yes, I got out qui ck too because I got in a big argument.
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MR, FRANK;

GENERAL CAT ES:

Yes.

MR, FRANK:

Would you care to talk about that?

GENERAL Cl\fES:

No, I don•t mind.

I•ll talk about it.

We had an

Army chap down there named Cahill that was really a
(1)'7 0

psychopathic and when Price went to France, he put
;\
Cahill in charge of the office although two or three
of us were seniors to him.

And we fought and s;rapped

a~-tbl.~gs.~cr finally it got do\NO to a real good

s;rap and he went up and asked to have me relieved and
I went up

I•ve forgotten who was Commandant at

that time

anyway, then I sent a letter to General

Pershing, who was over in Paris, and requested to be
relieved at my request.

So I think on my record

today there's a telegram there requesting that I be
relieved.
·'7

MR. FRANK;

Did you get to know Pershing fairly well,

GENERAL CAI ES i

Fairly well, yes.

MR. FRANKs

What was he like?

GENERAL CATES:

That's hard to describe.
he's a character.

There's no doubt about it,

I wouldn• t

say cold-blooded but I

mean he was all business.
MR. FRANK:

He had some unfortunate situation with his family being
killed in a • • •
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GENRRAL GATES:

His wife I think was burned.

MR. FRANK:

That• s right, in a house.

GENERAL CATES;

I don• t know, it may have.

Didn•t this affect him?
When we came home with

the composite regiment, he had his son aboard with
him, who was a young kid of about six, I l/\OUld say,
Warren.

I used to take him around with me during the

night when I was making inspections.

Little Warren

would tag along.
MR. FRANK:

What was his attitude toward the Marines/

GENERAL GATES:

I can•t say, I don•t really know.

I had no contacts

with him over in France there except just to see him.
And, of course, we•d go to these receptions and things
there in London and Paris but he was always with the,
you might say, VIPs.
MR. FRANK:

Yes.

When you left the Battle Monuments Commission,

you went to Headquarters, Marine Corps for a short
period of time from May to June.

Was that in between

. '"'
t s?
ass1gn1,men
GENERAL CAT ES:

Let• s see, I•m a little lost.

What• s the next assign-

ment there'(
MR. FRANK:

Well, you left the Commission in May '29 and joined
Headquarters, Marine Corps about first of May 1929 and
were at Headquarters, Marine Corps until about June
20th.
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GENERAL CATES;

Yes, and that• s • • •

MR. FRANK;

Before going to China, with the Fourth Marines.

The

Headquarters, Marine Corps was just an interim assignment?
GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

Well, I think, <3eneral, perhaps this v.ould be a good
place to
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As I recall, our last session ended with the battle

MR. FRANKi

ltlfi/t t y;l!f;i.l

{iilonument1dand then you went with the fourth Marines in
China, is that right, sir?
GENERAL CATES;

That• s right.

MR. FRANK:

What was it like?

What were the circumstances;t,transfer?

(,,.

It was
GENERAL CATES:

'!~1

transfer, was it not?

Yes, I was due for foreign duty and I was ordeidto the
far East and I expected to go to the fourth Marines
Regiment.

But upon arriving in Shanghai, I found

orders from the Fleet Admiral directing me to report
to the USS Pittsburgh upon her arrival in Shanghai.
I

Vl 'j.11,D

At thet time she was up at L~qg~l@Q,, I think.

So I

served with the Fourth Regiment for a few days and I
reported aboard the USS Pittsburgh.
"

General Lyman

ev~J:-y

~·~~~w0j

At that time,
.

'!;_,....._1-\.}~,.J0..AJy
H ..

-- or Colonel Lyman --)\wanted

me particularly, not only as a Company Commander but
as an athletic officer.

So he went and saw the Admiral

and requested that I be reassigned to the Fourth Regiment, which was approved.

I only stayed aboard the

Pi ttsbµrgh about a week or ten days.

And I might say

that when I left, I was very careful to get the Captlhn of the ship to make a notation on my fitness
" report that I wasn•t being relieved for some act~·~
'-' ... ~~'.~\
~
,~s~-g. And for the next three years I was ~ompany

~
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Commander and athletic officer of the Fourth Regiment
in Shanghai.
MR. FRANK:

What were the dateS?

GENERAL CATES:

That started out in the first part of August in 1929
and I remained there until the latter part of June>

MR. FRANK:

Now, of course, this was the heyday of Marine athletic
involvement in the ;~ternational 6ettlement, was it
not?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, it certainly was.

MR. FRANK:

With the Rugby teams and •••

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, we

~~~

~!\athletics

to a very high extent and we

were able to develop championship Rugby teams.

The,J

brought teams from N•w Zealand, Australia and every
other place to play us.
I~~

game~Awe1were

MR. FRANK:

I

And, of course, in the other

just as good.

don•t recall that in our previous discussion that

you had been too involved in athletics.

Had you been

much of an athlete at college?
GENERAL CATES:

~~~k:le

my letter in football and baseball but I

was never a first-stringer.
make my letter.

MR. FRANK:

I was on the

But I was always able to
squad;~ ~

Well, why did Colonel Lyman wast you as athletic officer then?
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GENERAL CATES:

~'

I really don•t know but I was always very much

interested in athletics.

Even during World War I, I

was very interested in it and then when I returned to
this country I remained very active.
MR. FRANK:

Of course, If I recall, I think you may have mentioned
this -- if not, you showed me the pictures after our
interview session of the teams that the Brigade had
while in France.

There was inter-regimental rivalry

in football during the quiet periods and there were
other teams and I imagine there was quite a stress on
athletics while you were occupied in Germany.
GENERAL CATES1

Yes, there were.

Of course, the division was really

the big teams though

b~~there

was a lot of com-

petition in the different divisions,end I might say
that the divisions had what I would classifjµdouble-A
teams.
MR. FRANK:

Well, you had quite a few college letter men.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, v.orlds of them.

MR. FRANK.a

Why

£~A·'

·WG<6·

athletics stressed so much out there in the

garrison?
son

li I c

Was it because of the fact that the garri-

f\ffetf

tll~o~~l~Ct.awJ..ed~

after a while and you had to have

something to take the men•s minds

off~

the flesh

pots, etc.7
GJ;NERAL CATES s

Yes, that•s true to a more or less extent but I•ve
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always been a firm believer in athletics.
unless a man
the job.

is

I think

physically fit he is not able to do

And if you look at the records of the

athletes and vd'lat they• ve done, I mean they know
leadership, they know how to do things, and I•ll
in
get on later on to the Iwo Jima offensive and/our
Fourth Marine Division we had a football team that won
the

{J,L( i

on it.

Championship,_,Jlnd there wasn• t a star

That football

~~'t?!,"

team~went

'\

into lwo Jima and I

would say that eighty per cent of -tft.asaq:leQp,le became
' ~TlA l,,, T l. l:" c
T Jlll' :I
casualties, Ur{fi'Gu1~ty~wi,ti:t,th~leaders. And I've
always said that I don•t care how good a man is, unless he is able to stand up under the strain physically
he• s not able to
MR. FRANK:

deliver.~..J~

What was life like in Shanghai at this time?

What

would be youfnormal • • •
GENERAL CATES:

~' ~f

course, our mission

the International Settlement.
all kinds of troops.

~-there

was to protect

At that time, we had

We had British

~~

and French

troops, even the Shanghai \P61unteer (orps and a number
of

~)~ !"~~ ~\:sc,J..,.

others~and

I\

our mission was to protect the settlement

vd'lich was really the boundary of Woosung Creek.

The
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For instance, we would go to work at seven o•clock
of a irorning and we•d knock off at one o•clock of an
afternoon.

We'd have the afternoons free to play golf

~~~~~~·
:::~J.se,

orl\~=:::.an

time

t~e~~~~, was

Artd-I-Wi.uid=&a:;t (~t
~~ that

about three or four to one but

it gradually went up.

And I would say that you could
Mex
live out in Shanghai for one dollar ax~k~wt for what

you live for in this country in one dollar gold.
MR. FRANK:

Would you say that John Thomason•s book and stories of
duty in a China station are pretty accurate?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh very.

MR. FRANK:

That i s)he gave a pretty good portrayal of life out
there?

GENERAL CATES:

Gh yes.

MR. FRANK:

Were any foreign nationals recruited in the Marine
Corps out there?

GENERAL CATES:

MR. FRANK:

I was just wondering.

I knew of sooie personally, I

mean people who had been
on a China station who still
,
..

1.lfl 1X

retained an accent t.ftet had been in the Marine Corps
,)

fct11.1:11qui te some time.

I wais wondering if any had been

recruited out there.
GENERAL CATES:

There might have been but I don•t think so.

MR. FRANK:

Was there any f~~tion, was there any signf of the
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coming conflicts during the early thirties when you
were out there'/
GENERAL CATESa

You mean between the Japanese and the Chinese?

MR. FRANK:

Yes, sir.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, I think you could see it building up.

And

then of course when it started we had a grand-stand
~~~(,,
seat on the/\~. We watched the battles going on
across the creek)in fact>right across the creek.
MR. FRANK:

You showed me a picture, as a matter of fact, of the
aftermath of the Japanese bombing raids that you had
taken.

GENERAL CATESs

Yes, I. took quite a few pictures and of course we got
a lot of stray

shot~~~ ~~t

the Japanese

artillery and one or two bombs from airplanes dropped
on us.
MR. FRANK:

Was there any particular harassment of American troops
or other nationals from the Japanese at this time?

GENERAL

CATES:

Yes.

Of course, we had strict instructions that the

Japanese couldn•t run their military convoys through
the International Settlement and they attempted it a
number of times, time after time, and we had quite a
few little incidents.

But at that time, we had strict

instructions not to fire unless fired upon.
that made it a little difficult.

And so

But I think we kept
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most of them out.
MR. FRANK:

Was there any provocation?

GENERAL CATES:

No, not at this time.

MR, FRANK:

Was the Fessenden Fifes still in existence at the time

Later on in •38 there were.

you got out there?
GENERAL

CATESi

That ilianghai \lolunteer ~egiment was one of the

Yes.

1

,:i,_,~/~:l_

most colorful i\regi:me~4hat I•ve ever seen,&~se

n

was composed of about six or seven different nationalities and each one in their
a~

OW1

uniform -- the Scots)

the British Light Horse Troop)aA8 the British

Armored Troop aACL the Chinese company> aM the Korean
company, the

American~Upino compa~~-.- ~~en

they \\OUld turn out for a parade each one would be in
their
MR. FRANK:

OWt

uniform.

Do you have any pictures of them in the various uniformS?

GENERAL CATESi

No, I don•t believe I do.

I

have a pllllphlet on Shanghai

that•s showing it in black and white.

I mean a book.

MR. FRANK:

Very interesting.

GENERAL CATES;

In fact, I might say just for the record, the man who
was in charge of that is living right dov.n here at
1

~ ~ill,

Maryland now -- Colonel Lewis Andrews --

and he was in command of the

regiment~a!'W~s

during this last war and stayed in

(j h ~1tk)

interned

r~~~~4'

in
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Shanghai.

In fact he was in charge of this prison

camp,in-{;~ai.

And his wife, who I'll take my hat

off to, stayed with him all the time. She had a chance
c," rg,: <:':lti4~!:0:_1 1
to return t-rtp-s-"11\eme but she stayed right there the
full three years of the war.
MR. FRANK:

Was he an American?

GENERAL CATES;

No, Britisher.

He is now an American, he was natural-

ized and he has this famous old home down here

_.-r

Li

I 11·~)

at~

Hill -- a most beautiful place.
MR. FRANKs

It should be interesting to talk to him about the • • •

GENERAL CATES:

I•m sure he'd be glad to talk to you.

MR. FRANK:

And he was interned in Shanghai when the rest of the
Americans, Gregon Williams and several others were in·
terned.

He probably was there when Devereaux arrived.

GENERAL CATES:

He was there during the whole time.

MR. FRANK:

What was unique or outstanding during your tour of duty
with the Fourth Marines at this time?

GENERAL CATES:

Well, there wasn•t any particular thing unique.

But I

got a great kick out of developing athletic teams.
MR. FRANK:

Did anything that was going on in the States at Quantico
regarding development of the amphibious warf•re doctrine
reach you out in China?

GENERAL CATES:

cf

MR. FRANK:

You weren•t aware of any doctrine If development?
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GENERAL CATES:

No, you kind of live in a small \'.Orld"

y~

You

live in your own area.
MR. FRANK:

You left China in •33.

GENERAL CATES:

No,

1

MR. FRANK:

• 32

to return to Headquarters, Marine Corps.

th~

time you went to the Army Industrial College?

32.

Was that

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

What was that like?

GENERAL CATES:

Well, I must admit I didn•t get too much out of it.

What was the curricul~~here like?

Really, it looked like it was going to lead to me being
in the Quartermaster Department. In fact, General
was
Matthews/ the one who got me assigned there. It \'.Ould
just tell you of what the country could produce, their
strategic materials, and production and -- I don•t
"<v~,,_u_,~_,,

know how to describe it.

But it was really

~Aon

"'-

supply.
MR. FRANK:

Well, was there anything pertinent to the Marine Corps
in the curriculum(

Was there anything of particular

interest?
GENERAL CATES:

No, except in a general way.

MR. FRANK:

This was the higher strategic, industrial development
That course lasted how long?

GENERAL CATES:

Approximately eleven roonths.

MR. FRANK:

Who else was there that you recall who gained any

I
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knew my name was on that list because I started folding up my books before he even mentioned my name,

I

was ordered to report to Second Battalion, Seventh
Marines, which Colonel Jack Potts commanded.

And we

trained for a very short while and then I think it was
the latter part of July we boarded a boat, went to
Norfolk, and boarded the USS Wypming, which was an old
battleship that didn•t have any guns on it, and we
departed for the Caribbean Area •. That was the time
when Cuba was kicking out one president after another,,
y~r

-- I think they had three or four in about

five or six months.

We proceeded to Guantanamo Bay and

then for the next eight or nine months we cruised
around the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico.
MR. FRANKi

Did you make any landings?

GENERAL CATES:

No.

Our first trip to Havana, we went in and made

plans to evacuate the American population if it was
necessary.
ashore and

We, of course, had no trouble when we went
·~~

to:e:k~our

reconnaissance and prepared our

landing place and notified the civilians where they
were to congregate if an emergency arose.

Then from

there we went back up to Key West and then

~~

Tampa, back to Guantanamo and back to Havana and we
spent about twenty-six weeks ()f the year in Havana

to
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Harbor.

It

was very good duty for the officers because

~

they allowed one-third of the officers to go ashore
every night but not the enlisted men.

The enlisted
~

men never got ashore until the next to the lastl\nightS
we were there.
officers.

So it was very easy living for the

In fact, several of the officers had their

wives come down.

They didn•t pay any attention to the

little sniping going on and~h~oti~g-@_ccas_£§l~~J,.y.
was very cheap living.
No ships came in.
owned the town.

lt

There were no tourists whatsoever.

And we, you might say, practically
We had courtesies with all the clubs

so for the officers, it just couldn• t have been better.
Then we went to Gal veston,~~md
(~~~

tanarno and1,back to Havana.
long time.

t.0~-back

to Guan-

<.

We cruised around for a

And a rather amusing incident that I tell

ahliot of times to my fishing friends

at one time we

cruised just off the harbor just out of sight of land
for about five or six days at two or three knots.

Of

~bse,
going that slow, we fished.
I

The only trouble

was when we hooked into a big marlin

orl\S~l'.\9

old battleship wouldn•t stop.
tackle and everything else.

~'O).~"'V.J1'\ ~~

tne

They would take all our
But after that, we finally

loaded on to the Antares, a dirty old ship, and went
to Port Everglades, Florida, where we tied up and re-
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·'
mained there for about two and a half to three months.
While there, we cleared off this coral area and made
it presentable and pitched tents out and lived in
tents, which was very desirable duty.
MR. FRANK:

It sounds like it was.

This was about the time when

you were taken out that certain staff members remained
behind to work on what became FTP-167,
. . - is that correct?
GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

I don• t

':i'~-y~
~,/\too

much about that.

I

don• t know

who was on it really.
MR. FRANK:

You did not have anything to do with it then -- the
')

writing of this doctrine •.1
GENERAL

CATES:

MR. FRANK:

No.

Well, you were down at Quantico for approximately two
yea rs

GENERAL

CATES;

MR. FRANK:

Yes.

Ji ,~

o·(

tft;~:~>JNl':Uch

'

was expeditionary duty;

J

When you went back, did you finish up your Senior
School?

GENERAL

CATES:

MR. FRANK:

kdon.1 t ~w.

Well, after Quantico you went back to Headquarters,
Marine Corps, is that correct?

GENERAL

CATES:

Yes, I was in War Plans.

MR. FRANK:

What did your duties there entail?

GENERAL CATESs

It entailed other than what you called operations.
~~-...>-.t"<~

entailed!\~~

It

war plans, writing tables of organiza-
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studies, etc.
MR. FRANK s

~W.Y

what end? Just a general rewrite or were there

any contingency plans • • •
GENERAL CATESa

Well, as you well know, we had plans to take certain
islands in the Paci fie in the event we had war with
CKte was -- which we worked on more than any

Japan.

other -- was Truk which never materialized.
revised that.
too.

But we

Saipan was one and I think Guam was one

We assumed that it would be captured by the Japs

but I remember Truk because we spent more time on that
than any other one.
MR. FRANK:

Well now, down at Quantico the advanced base problems
and some of

the~chool•s problems were involved with

the taking of these islands.

Did your war plans and

revisions of the TOs and TEs reflect what they were
doing at Quantico or did they work on these plans and
studies in response

~o

what you were doing at Head-

quarters Marine CorpS?
~·"

GENERAL CAIESs

We would

MR. FRANK:

You did work together;

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, sure.

wor~it

together.
'7

They would make their plans, submit
.\\.,_i._.,,~"

them to us, we•d reviseAand they would do the same.
MR. FRANKs

In light of what went on later, do you think that your
plans were valid?
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GENERAL CATESs

Oh very.

Of course, there were mistakes in all of

I mean for instance Truk.

them.

We assumed that that

was going to be the one place that the Japanese would
have that we had to have.
MR. FAANK:

What size Marine Corps did you envision at this time
should war break out?

GENERAL. CATESa

Oh I don•t know.

MR. FRANK:

Did you conceive of a division or a corps or a couple

It was very small.

I can•t say.

of corps?
GENERAL. CATESi

Oh yes, we did.

I think we conceived of two divisions,

as I remember.
MR. FRANKi

Was there any concept or any thought about the use of
the Marines in Euro-pe should the war break out in
Europe?

GENERAL CATESs

I don•t think so.

MR. FRANK:

That never came about.

/)

The Pacific was to be the area
.~,

of our fighting according to the plan,
GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

It might have been but I don•t remember anything

at all of Europe.
MR. FR.ANKi

At this time you were also a member of the Board to
revise the training program, is that correct, sh?

GENERAL CATESs

That is correct but I don•t remember much about that.
But I do remember that we had that training program
revised and stepped up quite a bit.
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MR. FRANKs

Did the position or role of the reserves in the Marine
Corps loom large't'

Was it a major consideration or

just a contingency matter?
GENERAL CATESi

No, it was a major consideration.

As 1 remember at

that time we were very much worried about what we
called our volunteer reserve that took no training
and had gotten old and just really would be no good if
war broke out.

And we had to get rid of a lot of tRo-se

and get it dov-n to where the reserve was really a welltrained outfit.
MR. FRANK:

Then at this time did they start training reserve officers at QuanticO?

GENERAL CATES:

I don•t ww."'~,,-~~"-.

MR. FRANK;

In the hi story of the Marine Corps Reserve which you
AnJ
provided information fox; which was recently published
/1

some mention was made about a lot of the political
appointments.

for instance, some of the political

commissions in the Marine Corps Reserve in the Washington area.

Was this changed about this time? Did

they try to tighten up on the control?
GENERAL CATES:

Yes, but you always have that obstacle.

I mean, people

in political life want to get a little rank and thing
and you figure they can do the Marine Corps a lot of
good.

This might be a little -- should be off the record
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-- ·~\¥en I relieved General Vandergrift as Conmandant,
he told me, he said, 11 Cli ff, I• m leaving you three
problems."

And one of the problems he mentioned was

the fact that some of the reserves in a certain city
had promised a very prominent man a reserve commission
as lieutenant colonel.

The man was deaf in one ear,

had poor eye sight, had high blood pressure; he had
been invited on one thing and I was the one that had
to say no commi ssion~
11

1

And, of course, he never got

j

over it.

And he•s a very prominent man, too, in the

newspaper world.
MR. FRANK:

I•d like to talk about that when we get around to your
-- that period when you were Commandant.
there were a good many problems.

But at

I

know that

··111i'.7

,~

same time

you were on the Equipment Board, I think as collateral
duty, is that correct?
GENERAL CATES:

Yes and there•s not much that I can say about that.
was just testing equipment,,. a~s.

It

And at that

time, of course, it was different since we were testing what would be antiques now.
MR .• FRANKs

Was there much modern in the equipment that was being
provided?

1 mean, we had to deal with the Navy, for

instance, on small boats and landing craft.
coming up with anything nevr;

Were they

Were they providing --
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were they making any provisions or considering what
the fleet landing force was to bet
GENERAL CATESs

Yes, they were trying to help out but I would say that
their support was a little lukewarm.

When they started

talking about amphibious operations in the olden days
a~,

people didn•t think it could be done.

They

didn•t visualize the support you would get from aviation
and naval

They had an

gunfire 6 and~h~t.

idea that a few machine guns could hold up a whole landing.

And of course, when you think of those old landings
(vJl!brcL

that we made at Jtal:tagra down there in those old motor

MR. FRANK:

sailers and thingst you can see why.
Over
ibut}Cx11u1x11 the gunn el s with L~,,,

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, over and down you• d go most of the times.

MR. FRANK:

At this time was there a tremendous inter-service fight

/

for the defense dollar or military appropriations?
GENERAL

CATES a

Well, of course I was on -- I wasn•t too high ranking
at that time -- but I think there has always been a
fight. and always will be.

That•s what the Department

of Defense was supposed to have straightened out but
they haven•t done it and never will.
MR. FRANKs

I think Walsh was head of the Naval Affairs Committee,
was he not -- Senator Walsh of Massachusetts? Or was
this later?
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GENERAL CATESa
MR. FRANK:

.f

!' m just trying to find out whether we had any friends

in Congress, whether there was any •••
GENERAL CATES:

Well ~ course, you•ve got one of the strongest ones in
there is old Uncle Carl Vinson.

MR. FRANK a

He was there then at the time.

GENERAL CATES:

I•m not sure at that time whether he was chairman or
not but we had worlds of supporters in Congress.

That

saved the Marine Corps' life.
• FRANKt

Now, how would you sum up this two year tour at Headquarters Marine Corps? Was it a period of ferment?

NERAL CATES:

Well, it•s hard to say.
going on.

There wasn•t too much really

But it was just normal duty and there wasn•t

any particular thing to buoy it up and spur you on.
• FRANK:

There was none of this anticipation, there were no
signs of war clouds yet gathering or anything along
'l

this line;
NERAL CATES:

Well, there was talk of it, but I don•t think so •

• \FRANK:

In •37 you went back to China with the Second Brigade,
is that correct?

ERAL CATES:

Yes.

Actually I went over with the Sixth Regiment, --

Second Battalion, Sixth Regiment.

And we joined with

the Fourth Regiment to make the Second Brigade.
• FRANKs

And was it Shanghai again this time'}·
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GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

What had changed?

GENERAL CATES:

Not too much.

The same conditions existed.

We had the

same mission at the settlement, we had the same run-ins
with the Japs, and General Beaumont commanded the
Brigade.

Colonel Tommy Clark commanded the Sixth

Regiment and Colonel Price bad the Fourth.
MR. FRANKi

Charles F. B. P.ri ce?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK;

Was General Greene out there at this time or did he
come a little later?

GENERAL CATES:

No, he was out there.

In fact he was in my battalion.

After the Sixth Regiment returned home, I was transferred
to the Fourth and conmanded the Second Battalion of the
Fourth Regiment and Greene was one of my company commanders.
MR. FRANKs

He wrote some time later -- l think in 1940 -- about
the riot control company.

About the organization of

the company for riot control which some people have
ci
interpreted to contain the nucleus~ the concept of
4';1

fire teams,.

O'fvbaeL,fV;'son>tr~~t~m~~~~Jhi~,f~mi-"'~

LO'.[lgan:J:tatf~

Do you recall any times that this was

needed -- this riot control company was needed?
GENERAL CATESa

Yes, on a few occasions.

I have no specific one but a
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number of times we would have to call them out to
break up these riots
Chinese.,
false

y~w.

and=~s,

particularly the

They go wild \\hen they get some
At that time, we had a

report~o~~.

l.. ~'0"'"'(;4,A/l-"f'-1 \
~~.._ 1r,~
gunner named f~;~and He developed, a~,n9"4tf-iat was
kind of like a I don•t know what.

He would load a
~·.

\,

-~~t_,}Q

muffler of a truck with minie balls and ~t the
!~_),__~~

truck and shoot

these~things

like a machine gun.

out of the muffler just

The idea was there wasn•t too

much force but they would certainly scatter
MR. FRANK:

You had problems with them.

th';;~

Were these Japanese in-

l;
,,, ..;,;:j;~ riot~

GENERAL CATESs

No.

Mostly ju st Chinese.

And of course, our main

trouble was the refugee problem.

Just hundreds of

thousands of Chinese, yew ..He, would swarm into the
settlement when the Japs occupied the country outside

MR.

FRANK~

Things clouded up there didn• t they -- a lot more
harassment from the Japanese?

GENERAL CATES&

Oh yes.

MR. FRANK:

Did you have any personal encounter or personal involvement with the Japanese forces as a commander?

GENERAL CATES&

Yes, I think 1 know what you•re driving at.

The Japs

would run the small convoys from their part of the

ii
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,'{,-\J:k~t\~,~~

(~ttlement over to the west ;{>~-beyond the~-~~l ement-,

1'\hich was only a distance of four or five miles.
would slip through on side streets
we could stop them.

a~:d:a.in~

They

before

We had quite a <few incidents where

it almost came to gunfire.

I would get

t~.

orders

from the Colonel saying the Admiral was ratsing hell
because we were letting these Japs go through and had
to stop it,,._aoo fo\s I said we had instructions that we
couldn•t fire unless fired upon.

So one day I got

blasted pretty hard so I took my whole Battalion and
deploJed them along the streets down on Bubbling Well
Road over by the race course.

We had heard that a Jap

convoy of about six or eight trucks was coming through.
So we deployed there and I gave my company conunander

.-\1

..

)

i__._J/.

instructions that if lm'0¥··\.
they would,. open fire.

~nLth~~·~

that

So along with an interpreter,

I met this convoy in the middle of the street at an
intersection and we had

wordsa~

I told them they

couldn•t go through and they said that they
til~'l

said,

fire if you do. 11

11

were~g~

All right, we•re going to open

So then I waved to the men to stand

up and they stood up, about a thousand of them, all
along -- some of them up in the hotels even.
.~

~

-- 1 think he was a major t'.aoJ<.,,a look at them and
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barked out an order and the trucks turned around in a
hurry and they got out fast.

But I• ve often w::mdered

what would have happened if they hadn•t because I was
going to open fire.
in a tough spot.

And of course, I knew that I was

I was right in the middle of the

street.

MR, FRANK:

Were there any repercussions from this?

GENERAL CATESa

None.

MR, FRANK:

They never complained about it.

GENERAL

CATES:

No.

MR. FRANK:

Always testing~

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

MR. FRANK:

Under the diplomatic protocol, the position of the
troops in the International Settlement was uniq..ie, was
it not?

GENERAL CATES;

Ch yes.

MR. FRANK;

Was there anything that wasn•t -- and Japan was a
:·)

signatory to this protocol.
GENERAL

CATESi

Yes, there was an agreement the International Settlement would be neutral.

MR. FRANKi

And yet they violated it left and right.

GENERAL CATESs

Their claim was that we were there as an armed guard
~-~~~Ji
and also the French andl\the others and'they had the
same right to run through if they wanted to.
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MR. FRANK:

You did not have a diplomatic staff though.

GENERAL CATES:

I don• t knGw. ·~--\-\

MR. FRANK:

Did you have any friendly relations with the Japanese'/
Did you meet them sociallY?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, sure.

And on the surface we \\QUld go to dinner

with them and we 1 d be aboard the Pittsburgh or the
British flagship or in the
most elaborate dinners.

clubs~a~.

We had

In fact, I sti 11 have down in

my file there a seating arrangement of very 'swanky
dinner where Nomura and all the rest of those high
Japs were there.
MR. FRANK1

Did any one of them with whom you were friendly indicate what was coming or indicate that they were unhappy
with the situation?

GENERAL CATESa

Oh no.

But I tell you v.hat we did find at this period.

T~~and
could.

the Navy hate each other as much as anyone

In fact, at one time at Kiangwan during the

fighting out there a battalion of the Army and a conpany
of the Navy had a fire fight.
MR. FRANK:

Oh really.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, an actual fight.

They didn•t like each other.

Navy looked down on the Army.
MR. FRANK=

And the Army resented it, of course.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

The
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MR. FRANK:

You stayed out in China this tour for how long?

GENERAL CATES:

Well, approximately a year and ten months, I think it
was.

Altogether with my first cruise out there, I think

it was five years altogether.
MR. FRANK:

Five years.

What was the effect of Marines• duty out

there in China? On the Marine Corps and the Marines as
a whole?
GENERAL CATESa

Well, I think it was good for morale for one thing.
Because the men liked it and it was easy living and
We had tJood training. I mean, at that time,
\J
disturbance
you know, there was no/selt1txEa going on any other
cheap.

place that I remember and we were able to train well,
practice street riots, and even get down to little
things like building bunkers and things like that.
MR. FRANK:

Were the Marines prominent

wn

the world because of

their duty out in China at this time?
GENER.AL

GATES;

Oh yes, I think so.

reputation out there.

Because they made a pretty good
I mean they behaved themselves

fairly well.
MR. FRANK:
GENERAL

CATES:

Did the Fifteenth Infantry go out there?
No, not in Shanghai.

In this second tour of duty out

there in •38 and '39, the Thirty-first Infantry was
there.

They came in from the Philippines to augment

the protection of the settlement.
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MR. FRANKs

Now you left China when?

GENERAL CATESt

It was June '39.

MR. FRANKa

By this time, was it apparent that there was going to
be war with the United States to your mind?

GENERAL CATES:

No, I don•t think so.

But there was certainly a lot of

ill feelings, hard feelings between us and the Japs.

MR. FRANK:

GENERAL

CATES~

· Had any contingency plans been prepared for evacuation
n
of the Marines~
'\'JJ\
I'm sure there had been.

1--th:ink::-th:er~

MR. FRANK:

But it didn • t come down to • • •

GENERAL CATES:

No, because for instance in •32 we didn•t evacuate the
civilians, as I remember, but in •38 and 1 39 we did
most of them.

Most of them moved out.

MR. FRANK:

Where did they gO?lioi&ck home or to the Philippines?

GENERAL CATES:

Well, both.

To Hong Kong, lots back to America and

to the Philippines.

MR. FRANK;

Did you get up to North China at all during the time
you stayed there?
"-i·~

GENERAL CATESi

~e. J\ P~ple asked me where I had been in China, I• d

say Shanghai with the exception of one trip.
the Yangtze River on one of the

I went up

~or

five or six days and that was all.

about

The rest of the

time I was right in Shanghai.
MR. FRANK:

What was the purpose of this? Just a pleasure ride?
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GENERAL CATESs

No.

You see, at that time the Panay had just been sunk.

MR. FRANK:

This was '38, was it not?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

And so we ran these gunboats up there on patrols

and the trip I made we went up to bring out -- we went
to Wuhu to evacuate some nuns and priests that we got
out.

And I might say we had a hard time getting them

out because the Japs didn•t want to let them go at all.
In fact, they forbid us to do it.

And when we were

actually bringing them down to the banks to put them in
the little boats to go out to the -~gunboat 1v~~

--

,~ fcn9~ilen_

the sentry worked his bolt on

his rifle and I thought sure he was going to fire.
MR. FRANK:

That could have been the start of something.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR, FRANK:

Why should it have been if the sinking of the Panay
didn• t do it?

GENERAL CATES:

And of course at that time Nanking had been sacked and
burned,

MR, FRANK:

We spent a few days in Nanking.

The story of Japanese aggression in China at this time
was pretty well linked with atrocity stories -- they
called it the rape of Nanking, l guess.

To your

knowledge did this actually occur or was it journalistic

~

~

GENERAL CATES:

Did they over-blow it?

You mean the atrocities?
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MR, FRANKz

Yes, sir.

GENERAL CATES;

Oh no, they were as cruel as could be.
saw that in Shanghai.

I

We actually

mean, see them shoot civilians

and run a bayonet through them.
MR. FRANK:

Well, why?

GENERAL CATES:

Don•t ask me.

But I might say that the Chinese were

just as bad.
MR. FRANK:

A\vz)l.

ix>

You• ve seen some of the headings C>i'%e shootings in
/\

your time.
GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

There•s something about the Oriental mind that

is not the same as ours.
MR. FRANK:

~)t~iMJ You left Shanghai in June of

'39.

Where did

you go from there, sir?
GENERAL CATES:

I

came back to the Army War College, I think it was.

Yes, in September '39.
MR. FRANK:

You were a Lieutenant Colonel by now.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

In fact, I was

p~omoted

in the Anny War College.

to Colonel while I was

And a rather amusing inci-

dent -- I got it on April Fool•s Day and I invited all
the members of the School and their wives to drop by
the Club and have a drink with me.

Two-thirds of

them thought it was a joke, I think.
MR. FRANK:

Well, you got off cheap on a wetting-dov.n party.

GENERAL CATESt

I did not.

I had to replenish my liquor supply three
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times.

MR. FRANK:

Oh.

We stayed until ten o•clock that night.

What did you feel that you learned of importance

at the Army War College?
GENERAL CATES:

Was the curriculum up to date?

Yes, I was very much impressed with that.
was tops.

I mean it

We had the best bDains there -- General

Marshall came down to lecture.

We had people like Joe

Collins, General Cowley, General Simpson and General
IAc/1 v /.-!{(/

this and that -- L/)\]£ao~fr -- and practically everyone
of those people got to be a one or four-star rank.
MR.

FRANK;

Was there any other Marine officer attending school
with you at this time?

GENERAL CATES&

Yes.

Before you leave the War College, may I tell you

a kind of a joke on me?

MR. FRANK:

Yes, certainly.

GENERAL CATES:

After we left there, a few months later I happened to
be looking at my records and I saw my fitness report
from the Army War College.
they poured it on thick.

It was most elaborate, boy
So I was so proud of it that

I had it photostated and 1 have one in my files today.
Then I found out later that they had given the same
kind of report almost identical to every other Marine
officer that had been there.

So I was a little de-

flat ed.

MR. FRANK:

Now, the curriculum tNa-kxwasxstxessl!<i dealt with strategy.
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It was not industrial, it was purely military -- high
level military school, is that correct?
GENERAL CATES:

Yes, it took consideration of everything.

It was a

well-prepared course and money well spent.
MR. FRANK:

How did the Marine Corps figure in the curriculunt;
What did they conceive of the Marine Corps as?

Do you

recall?
GENERAL CATESs

No, I don•t think there was any particular emphasis
put on the Marine Corps.

We were studying war plans.

I remember the first time I ever heard of radar.

Gen-

eral Marshall came down in a very hush-hush session
and told us about this w:>nderful invention that we had
now that was going to revolutionize the war and it was
ultra-top-secret and tw:> days later one of the members
of the class came up

~\_'-k\.ti

withl\a"F~

thatW'as published

in Popular Mechanics about two years before on radar.
MR. FRANK1

Of course, this was a British invention, was it not7
Or did we develop ouIS on our own?

GENERAL CATESs

I really don• t kn ow.

MR. FRANK:

The Navy had people attending this course too, did
they not?

GENERAL CATESs

01 yes.

MR. FRANK:

Did it deal with naval strategy'(

GENERAL CATESt

Yes, it did.

And they had a Navy captain on the staff.
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I•ve forgotten his name now.

And quite a few naval

officers.
Q

MR. FRANK:

What about the role of aviation; What did they conceive of it being at this time?

GENERAL CATES:

Well, there•s no doubt about it, they realized the importance of aviation and at this time, during this
period, is when the President, you know, made such a
big grand-stand play to get so many thousand planes.

MR. FRANK:

The B-17 program or something like that?

GENERAL CATES,

I've forgotten what it was.

It was some elaborate

program that was unheard of at that time.

But it was

in preparation before the war, which hadn•t started.

MR.

FRANK:

What about amphibious assaul1ft1

Did they deal with

these?
GENERAL CATES:

Some, but not too much.

No, they kind of hashed over

that because they were thinking in terms of the Corps
and Armies -- land warfare.

MR. FRANKs

Well, how did they anticipate they were going to get
the military forces to it?

GENERAL CATES:

I don•t know.
fly them there.

Maybe they thought they were going to
But that was another sutdy we made,

of course, about the flying, how much it would take
to supply even one regiment in action there.

MR.

FRANKi

Now, the course lasted for one year, is that correct?
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GENERAL CATES:

Approximately; it was about ten months.

MR. FRANK:

So we•re getting into 1940 when you were with the
Army War College.

GENERAL CATES:

And what was your next assignment?

I was assigned as Director of the Basi)(l School at

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, which at that time consisted of about only 140 young college boys, twentyfive from the Naval Academy.

~ 'Jl1at course lasted

approximate! y eight months and then during the sunmer
~ t\' ""'-°'~"' \J:::NN""' t\ 1r~L 1 '{'> :\
~"~
we traifted
I don~~~~ was reserves 91:'1\ PLCs.
MR. FRANKi

Of course, this was before the Basic School was transferred to Quantico.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

Which must have happened shortly after that or did
they knock the basic school off when the war began and
went into the

GENERAL CATES:

oc

and RCCJ:,

ro11~i111h-l

No, I don•t think they knocked it off.

I

was there

comnand of the

MR, FRANK:

First Marines.
GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

l 1 ve heard said that there were many inbred problems
in training at the basic school in Philadelphia.

There

was no land to maneuver and no place to take these
young lieutenants around for their field training.
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There was a skimpiness of weapons and they had the
makee-changee type of things.
GENERAL CATES:

I don•t think that•s quite true.

There wasn•t an area

right by the school where you could fire but there was
plenty of vacant territory where we•d hold maneuvers
and things and then every summer we would go to Indian
Town Gap.

We had something like 30,000 acres up there

with no one there.

We were the only ones there.

The

Army, you see, had closed up the camps and we had v.onderful accomnodations, wonderful ranges, and you couldn•t
ask for better.

We•d be there for -- as I remember we

stayed there for eight weeks.

So we got in a v.orld of

firing up there.
MR. FRANK:

Who were some of your instructors on the staff?

Who

were some of the people that you had?
GENERAL CATES:

I relieved Gilder Jackson, then my Executive Officer
wasFrank Goettge, who was killed on Guadalcanal.

MR. FAANK:
GENERAL

CATES:

And

They all later became

~~

Oh yes.

In fact, that class at the gasic

Robertshaw.

fchool, the first one, turned out the best bunch of
officers I•ve ever seen.

But they were the ones that

went right in to the beginning of the war.

In fact,
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in my regiment in Guadalcanal, fifty per cent of my
instruct~.~"·

officers were from the school that I was
MR. FRANK:

How did the basic school curriculum change or how did
things change with the outbreak of war?

GENERAL CATES:

Well, I don•t think it changed materially.

I can re-

member a world of excitement on that Sunday, the
seventh of December, because everybody around the Navy
Yard there got all excited.
going to be gassed or

They were scared they were

s~d

bombed and of course

we took all kind of security measures.
mostly

t~weapons.

~Qll-8

and

'-r-~\)~ J\):.\--J~
·INt~e

str-esied

the use of them.

And I might say that the twenty-five boys from the
Naval Academy didn•t measure up to the others because
they thought their education was over.

They had just

finished the Naval Academy and they were not up to the
others when it came to

weapons~and::things

J.ike -that.

But they turned out all right but in the class standing
they stood well down.
MR. FRANK:

Talking about Naval Acadeny graduates, in your subsequent years as commander and coumandant, what was your
reaction to the boys from the Naval Academ)'?

GENERAL CATES;

Oh I don•t know that I saw any difference.

I think

that maybe actually we got our very best from the
colleges -- I mean the honor graduates that we were
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. l

A".°.J phr 1oc.:.,,.11_/·

lucky enough to get

·-Jlttt.J leaders

i

/e;-;z.ft:'.(;6.:,,7'

~dvpi,e~-Uf;}·-t~e-ad~t-s

-- that

cl ass that started way back -- oh say, we

skipped that,

I had that job at Quantico,

MR. FRANK:

Oh, I meant to talk about that.

GENERAL CATESs

I've forgotten \\hen it was now but I had the first one.
General Holcomb, of course, assigned me to it and I•ll
have to check that record a little bit.

I think that

was in • 37?
MR. FRANK:

It had to be •37 because Holcomb became Commandant in
'36.

GENERAL CJ\IES:

No, 1935. June to August '35.

MR. FRANK:

And this was the first one they ever had.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, the first one and then after that is when l went
to the Senior Course at the Marine Corps Schools.

MR. FRANK:

These were college boys that came down for the sullUller.

GENERAL CJU'ES:

Yes.

Recruited from different a> lleges.

In fact, I

recruited a lot of them myself.
MR. FRANK:

You were telling me the last time when you were roaming
the fields out there, you had recruiting duty in the •20s.

GENERAL CATES:

~'\Lt,\__~ ~N.x:J~\),~, ~

Yes, and I 1~~ C~rter College~~I
si~ned

C-~

up most of the football team

~r

··ro/P:.J

for the\i;;.,No leadeil:liclass and the r~u1ltiS' {

almost went crazy.
MR. FRANK:

Well, was there any kind of indication of from what

.
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area of the country or what type of college would provide the best men of the officer caliber type individual?
GENERAL CATES;

Yes,

the·{~.

class originally all came from

land grant colleges.
Washington and

For instance, I started out at

Jefferson~~~-h~~=aad

Ohio u.

a,rni

Miami

~~~"-1L~

University in Ohio I\and the Unive-rsi ty of Mississippi 1
an& 'Other

officers took different sections.

Then at

that time, the Army was taking practically none of
their honor students from the ROTC and we got quite a
few of them.

We got some awfully good ones.

MR. FRANK:

They were not picking the honor students.

GENERAL CAIES:

No, for some reason or other that was when the Army
was cut back so that they • • •

MR. FRANK:

Taking no ROTC students at all?

GENERAL CAIES:

I don•t think they were taking any at that time.

I•m

not sure of that.
MR. FRANK:

This is not always true but a land grant college did
not have the prestige or the money type young men who
came from the upper class, the higher class, so you
had a pretty middle class type of individual.,

GENERAL CATE.Sa

I really don• t know exactly what the land grant colleges

were.

I know, of course, they were given a big grant

but by whom I don•t know.

MR. FRANK:

Well, land grant under the Morrall Act I think

I

i~/1857

.

I
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they were state colleges or else agricultural colleges.
l

know my

OVKl

college was a land-grant college, the

University of Connecticut, and the University of Tennessee
might have been one.
GENERAL CATESa

It was.

MR. FRANK:

Well, this was it.

It was a state agricultural college

or state • • •
GENERAL CATES:

No, it wasn• t anything like the Ivy League there.

MR. FRANK:

No, that•s what I mean.

GENERAL CATES;

Or the ·- I don• t know whether the Big Ten • • •

MR. FRANK:

The Big Ten might have had some land grant colleges.

GENERAL CATES:

Now that I remember it though, we did get one from

use.

Is that a 1 and grant?
MR. FRANK:
GENERAL CATES:

We got one famous Olympic swimmer and I must say he
soon busted out.

Mt. FRANK:

He couldn•t even

do~

arithmetic.

So it• s not only the football players that get ~ goo,0
"'t,ol,,c@J:l~eges.

GENERAL CATES i

Ne t1,,/!'"> ?/:1/{£,i1._
tp;1,/
Jl
it, fl1
'f ~y'\JJSU*l~.Jtii\ke"'~en\,,J~I'\,a:f:ml:et{lc S"\.0A'~SCA01:iClrship~'
I guess.

MR. FRANKt

The PLC at the time it was organized, was it conceived
to be a tV10-sumner course leading to a commission or
just the one summer? Did you get juniors to be commissioned after graduation?
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GENERAL CATES:

The first year, of course, it was juniors and then
after that they w:>uld have the junior and the senior.

MR. FRANK:

~· ·fhe first tw:> six-week sessions or something like

that.
GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANKs

Now, what was your attitude when the war broke out?
Were you raring to go

j!/)7'4l r;JjPr

}

.qett.~·r~manr-

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

MR. FRANK:

Well, I'm certain you were but • • •

GENERAL CATES:

In fact, soon after -- I say soon after -- after the

I~'!

think most of us were.

war broke out, General Holcomb was up at Indian Town
Gap where we were in training the basic school and so
I hit him then to be assigned to a regiment and he
said,

11

Well, I• 11 see what I can do for you."

So it

wasn•t but a week or ten days later I had my orders.
MR. FRANK:

To the First Division,

GENERAL CATES:

Yes,

MR. FRANK:

Vandegrift was not yet • • •

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, he had taken over from General Torrey when I
arrived.

MR. FRANK:

So you were not involved in any of the •••

GENERAL CATES:

No, I don•t know anything about that controversy at
all, except what I've heard.

MR. FRANK:

I

1f

Who had the First Marines or did you for~ from scratch'?

1
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GENERAL CATES:

No.

There was a Colonel there for a short period of

time that I relieved and I• ve forgotten his name.

He

kind of dropped out of the picture.
MR. FRANK:

There was someone who had been giving everybody a hard
time -- I don•t know if this is the one.

GENERAL CAJES:

I don•t know.

•ri.'

this regiment, it was a bunch of men and I•d say ninety

I might say that when I took charge of

per cent of them had volunteered after

~earl

JQung men -- the average age wasn•t twenty.

Harbor,
And I

would say that I had -- oh in the whole regiment I
didn•t have fifty experienced non-coms.-- all young
men.

And lieutenants were the same way.

I

was for-

tunate enough to have three good battalion commanders.
I had Colonel Cresswell who was commander of the First

Battalion, and Colonel

·~~~-~ had ~he Second, and

McKelvy the Third.

/I

L'<,,' 1 /i'/lf

McKelvy?

MR. FRANK:

W~ne

GENERAL CATES;

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

Was his father a Marine officer also?

GENERAL CAJES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

Wild Bill McKelvy, was it?

GENERAL CAJES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

Who was your Regimental ExeC'j>

GENERAL CATES:

He was a two-fisted bird, a good soldier named Frisbie.
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MR. FRANK:

Frisbie, who later became CO of the Fifth Marines
during Okinawa, I think.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

He was a good hard task master and I must admit

he kind of ran some of our lieutenants crazy.

In fact,

there's one now that•s editor of Life, George Hunt,
that 1 had to either get rid of Frisbie or George
Hunt.

And so I think Colonel Webb was the Seventh
~- \~

'

Regiment\needed an Exec so we transferred him over
there.

MR. FRANK:

~lioot~~~t.

But_~de

To talk about Frisbie again and talking about these

battalion commanders, what was the average age of
the battalion comnanders?

None of them were World

War I veterans.
GENERAL CATES:

Oh no.

MR. FRANK:

Frisbie, I think, may have been.

GENERAL CATES:

No, he wasn•t.

I

It was very young.
MR. FRANK:

don•t know what the average age was.
I'd say thirty-two or thirty-four.

Well, of course, it's hard to conceive of what the age

was.

~,,ihy'<JiMniM>f"'vi ew fhey/ere J:etty
1

much

older from my point of view at th/l time I was ii;,
GENERAL CATES:

~tfflhl,t-'1-"''

Yes, when you stop to think that in the olden days -let• s see, I think I was a Captain for thirteen years.
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f1~/

I got~ajority aii\dvafter about seventeen years I think
d

it was.
MR. FRANK:
GENERAL

CATES:

Now Frisbie I don•t think was school-educated, was he?
I

don•t think so.

I think he came up the hard way

through the ranks.
lvlR •

FRANK :

Hi had never gone to any schools.

GENERAL CATES:

I don•t know about that.

MR. FRANK:

How about these other officers?

What had been their

experience?
GENERAL

CATES:

They had all been schooled.
/.

t"ljl/:>l

graduated from M-i'"c

'

;f f1

~'A~•~,.

school in South Carolina.
was Citadel or not.

I mean Cresswell had

.. •

)

'Pollock went to some

I don 1 t know whether it

It was one of the others if not.

I•ve forgotten about McKelvy.
MR, FRANK:

Who was your Operations Office!'(

GENERAL CATES:

Pollock was after the first part of Guadalcanal and
then later he became Exec.
record •.

MR. FRANK:

I•ll have to check that

I~~.ew,-1~4.G-r.got-::ten.

What was it like when you took over the Regiment'?
This was down at New River, was it not?

GENERAL

CATES:

Yes.

Well, conditions were not good.

We were billeted

well and as I say, the First Marines had just been
organized.

Colonel Hunt who had the Fifth Regiment

had a bunch of old seasoned veterans.

I mean, lots of
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old non-coms.

We•d kind of cry over our beer together

and I'd say,ilyou•ve got old experienced men and good
non-coms.'I And he•d say, ~ Yes, but you•ve got good
battalion comnanders and good company commanders and
11

I have some that are not so good, was the way he put
it.

We had nonnal training down there but as I wrote

in my diary during Guadalcanal we never had a regimental
CPX prior to sailing.

In fact, the first regimental

CPX we ever had was when we landed on Guadalcanal.
MR, FRANK i

Well, did you think that you had considerable more
time than you actually did?

GENERAL CATES;

Oh yes, that•s getting into the war more or less but
we were supposed to be going to New Zealand for our
training -- approximately six months• training.

In

fact, vklen we left to sail for San Francisco, I say
in this diary here, kicked like hell about not having
cl

spare parts for the rifles and not having

equipmf.Bflti~,

We had no sites for the amtracs /half-tracks/ and we
cargo-loaded which I protested very severely.

I said

it• s foolish to load ship when you•re going to start
;Jtv 1)

out you don•t know W:iere you•re going to end up.
1\

I

said when you go you ought to be combat loaded and
ready to be diverted to any place.
like that.

And it was al mo st

Two days before we got to Wellington, New
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Zealand, we got instructions to repack the best we
could and be prepared. for combat duty.

And tM"ien we

landed at Wellington, it was the damnedest sight
that you can possibly imagine.

There were ten or

eleven ships unloaded. -- au had to be unloaded.
Most of the things were packed in paper cartons.

It

rained for nine solid days around the clock and we
were all trying to get our equipnent into shape and
it finally got to be the biggest mess that God ever
1
created on that pier. Everybody
tearing open
u ~
\,
boxes and'\t'he,\r~n~a~&Wff and~ stole~•Rd we

l'it;?

I

'

)

borrowed and begged to get equipment.
MR. FRANK;

I•ve heard it said that when the division went to the
states, the First Marine was in the best condition of
all, in the best state of training.

GENERAL CATES:

OH no, I don•t think so.

I can•t believe it because

they hadn•t had much training.
MR. FRANK:

Yes, but you hadn•t been cut up and not as many deil )

mands had been made upon your manpower than@~"fiarxi:R~
:siuu:nt&T the Fifth and Seventh Marines.
GENERAL CATES:

Well, that might be true but still the Fifth had

;~

nuclei there of seasoned veterans.
MR. FRANKi

You mean to say Hunt could let them go when the paratroopers were formE<l, when the raiders were formed?
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GENERAL CATES:

They had to go if they wanted to.

Well, let's get

out of the start of the war and then we will knock
off, get up to Guadalcanal.
MR. FRANKi

What was the nature of the training and preparations
out at New River;i Just what did you do?
you maneuver?

Where did

What were some of the problems facing

you at this time?
GENERAL CATES:

We had the us•al elementary training which they
needed because they had to have it.

I mean every-

thing from squads right to extended order and then
we maneuvered quite a bit out in the boorl~ocks.

MR. FRANK:

Of

course, the First Marmnes did not participate in

that major landing at

U1v";I/;\,,)
~~ti

I&~ ~Wt-Al 1/tlVA.lvt)

up from

O~~~l.

when the division came

The Division was formed in

February of • 40 • • •
GENERAL CATES:

You don•t mean came up from Guadalcanal.

MR. FRANK:

From Guantanamo.

GENERAL CATES:

r-Jo •

MR. FRANK:

You only had the Fifth and Seventh Marines at that
time, I believe.

GENERAL CATES:

That• s right.

MR. FRANK:

The brigade became the division, I think, it was in
I

GENERAL CATES:

41

0

And I say, we had some battalion CPX:S and of course I
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stretched communications as much as I could.
What was the nature of the communications?

What kind

of gear did you have and equipment?
GENERAL CATES:

Well, telephone mostly.

And of course we had walkie

talkies that oouldn• t oork in the trees)JhWJ;• d go out
\

when it got good and damp.
MR. FRANK:

Rig in the wire, of course.

It was the old EE-8,

wind~

up type thing?
GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

That's pretty much the same thing that you had in
World War I, didn•t you?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

Well, that•s usually the way you start fighting
J;L{:_\ ('---"-J\J'{~-"'-.~~.-t
the second war with~ that you had at the end of
the last war. y~~.
~

It was hard to get appropria-

tions.
MR. FRANK:

Now, I want to ask you alx>ut the organization of the
regiment.

You had three infantry battalions?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

And you had a weapons company, did you not7

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

Did yhe weapons company have the 37 rrm. cannon?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes and they had the half-tracks.

MR. FRANK:

Half-tracks 75.

GENERAL CJ\fES:

But when we landed on Guadalcanal, we had too half-
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tracks but didn•
MR. FRANK:

J~J~~~J~

:.t{;

the /f"ck, or

Didn• t have the

hem,

for them •.( Actually we were
IJ! /i1i!111V1

talking about amtracs before.
/

i/11; I+ \Vi::d::'.S,

Didn•t they take them

away from you for beach defense and perimeter defense
later?
GENERAL CATES:+ Not on Guadalcanal.
but

a~rather

day

w:

"'

We are getting into the war now

amusing incident,about the second or third

were there

~~~arine

came up about four

thousand yards off to our left and shelled us.

And he

got so he•d come up every afternoon about four o•clock
and lob a few shells into us.
Hutchins -- I said,

11

So I told this Captain

Look, you take those half-tracks

up there and bed them dovm and when he comes up, you
'H\M<::>
open fire on him. 11 He said, 11 We don•t have any /;5!1~."
I sadld,

death."

11

That 1 s all right.

You can scare them to

And so help me Hannah, he came up that after-

/

noon and they fired two shots and one hit right on
that sub• s fantail.

And a big black cloud of smoke

came up and the sub went down and we don• t know to
this day what happened.
MR. FRANK:

Who was this, Lyford Hutchins?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

<·ri~'),)

But it• s odd that out of two shots and no .,s·
/
just direct aiming that they hit actually right on

that bird's fantail.
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MR. Fa/INK:

That was very good shooting.
Diamond in?

What outfit was L.iou

Was he in Fi:rst Marines'(

GENERAL CATESt

Yes, he was.

MR. FRANK;

How did he get away with that goatee'(

GENERAL CATES:

<li, I don•t know.

He had all the courage in the world

and was kind of dramatic.

He 1AOuld stand up when we
I/

were getting shelled and yelldllt at the men, what the
7

hell are you scared of.
get hit.

Get up out of there, you can• t

It

MR. FRANK:

He was one of the real characters.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

We were talking about the maneuvers.

He was one of the few that remairi¥1n World War II.
Were there any

landing exercises while you were at New River?
GENERAL CATES:

No.

The only landi;mg exercises we had were after we

left New Zealand going towards Guadalcanal.
probably acquainted with that.
route were the Fiji Islands.
island.

You are

Some where along the
So they picked out this

I can•t think of the name of it -- I will in

a minute -- but \'Aaere we were supposed to make the landing~

And as had been planned for Guadalcanal, the

Fifth Regim/ was to land first.
nams:i

The island was

Kor~ So it was a very rough day and Colonel

Hunt• s Fifth Regiment made the landing all right, without too much trouble.

They lost a few boats but by
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the time my regiment which was in support made the
landing, the tide had dropped considerably and we
hit coral and we lo st boats and finally they called
it off entirely.

They called it off for all my regi-

ment except myself and my orderly and I said to hell
with it I• m going ashore.

So I jumped overboard and

waded in and spent the night.

And of course, the

ship departed that night and came back in the next
day and we re-embarked.

But that was the only prac-

ti ce landing that we had prior to Guadalcanal.
Erid of Side 1
Tape 1
Side 2, Interview Session II

Nllt • FRANK :

What were your relationships with the division staff?
Were the regimental comnanders constantly scrambling
to get the things they needed, to get the equipment,
to get the men • • •

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, there was a fight to get equipment.

Of course,

the staff was doing the best they could and they were
fighting to get things and we'd

houn~hem to

death.

But the answer was, it•ll be there when you get there.
MR. FRANK:

How about men?

Were you filled up to strength when

you left the United States?
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GENERAL CATES:

Yes, we were fairly well off.

I think we were filled

up.
MR. FRANK:

The equipment you had -- was there much new stuff?

GENERAL CATES:

No, very little.

MR. FRANKt

Flat helmets?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

MR. FRANK:

And you loaded out from where'{

GENERAL CATES:

No, we entrained at New River and went to San Francisco.

MR.

Oh, you went across country,

I IY;?

FRANK:

I mean

.e=:r rifles,

same •••

Norfolk?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

Was it some of your regiment that ended up on the
Eri CSSO!l?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

Yes.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh, that was a lou;ty job, yes.

MR. FRANK:

It is surprising from the reports afterwards that there

You mean the one that was so poor?

wasn•t a mutiny among the Marines on board there.
GENERAL CATES:

Of course, at that time l didn•t realize;we were maintaining radio silence, you know, on the way.

I didn•t

know it until we got to New Zealand.
MR. FRANK:

General Vandegrift would come doV¥n and inspect you
once in a while to see what was going

"!
/

on~

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

MR. FRANK:

And the three of this division at this time was Thomas?
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GENERAL CATES:

That•s right.

MR. FRANK:

Nimner had been replaced some time before~ I

GENERAL CATES:

He wasn•t there, I don•t know where he went.

MR. FRANK a

Then Thomas was all over the pl ace.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

MR. FRANK:

Who was your FouI1

Thomas.

And Twining was the assistant.

'"1ns.

1

Thomas was energetic and a good man.
Who was the head of Division -lieur,

do you remember?
GENERAL CATES:

I was just trying to think.

Was it Walter Rogers'?

No,

it wasn• t Rogers.

MR. FRANK:

Mahoney'(

GENERAL CATES:
MR. FRANK;

Were you satisfied when you left New River that you were
ready?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh, no, far from it.

As I wrote in that diary, we were

short of equipment and short on training.

But as I said,

maybe we can make up in guts what we lacked otherwise.
MR. FRANKs

How did you feel about the division being split up, not
going out as a unit?

Did you feel that as plans were,

you were gotng to join up with them?
GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, it wasn't split up actually.
went first.

The Fifth Regiment

I don•~x~!'TG-W-~wfle"re·The Seventh was --

in Samoa?
MR. FRANK:

In Samoa.

GENERAL CATES:

And we followed a few days after the Fifth.

But the idea
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was that all the

{&J /;iicmT'"
were supposed to get training

ci-i~rstorrs

at Wellington, near Wellington, except the Seventh which
eventually would join us.
MR. FRANK:

This is at Aotea Quay that you had all this trouble in
tramp shipping and reloading the ships, was it not?

GENER.AL CAIES:

It was right in Wellington.

MR. FRANK:

It was at Wellington?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, right on the pier.

MR.

FRANK:

I thought the name of the pier was Aotea Quay.

,___,.

GENER.AL CATES:

9.H,_}} might be,

MR. FRANK:

What were some of the lessons learned that you later

I don•t know.

put to rights when you became a division comnander in
·"£,

the moun;H.ng out of the First Division?
GENERAL CATES:

Well, in the first place, be fully equipped and supplied.
The next was to be fully combat loaded so that you could
get to the things that you needed.

For instance, on

Guadalcanal we never go.f'ba1e of barbed wire ashore.
Of course, Pollock's transport, the Elliot1I think it
was, was sunk by torpedo and the others by the time they
got down to the barbed wire and ready to unload it, the
Navy had lost the four cruisers so they picked up the
~~~~
~,l)i{rs!\and left.
MR. FRANK:

When we get to discussing Guadalcanal, I•m sure your

bi

V', U
(~Qi' hfueiiil,
comments are on what the Navy did and did not do 1/~pt_ain·l<y/("
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GENERAL CATES:

There•s a lot to be considered on both sides.

Of

course, we consider our side but when you consider
the Navy, they had an awful problem to decide whether
to stay there and take their chance on losing all of

MR. FRANK:

I think we'll probably end this session now and pick
up our next discussion with the Guadalcanal campaign
which will probably take up a whole period of time,
I should think.
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MR. FRANK:

As I said, our last discussion centered about prepara-;:jt1/1£ ;· [./rn

tions for and the deployment of the Divisio°J~~~
F~~~

First Marines) to Wellington prior to the trip

to the •canal.

What about the training -- I don•t

think we discussed this -- the training in New Zealand
which was practi&ally nothing, was it not?
GENERAL CATES:

Mr. Frank, may I first say that the manory of World
War II is not near as clear as World War I because I
was a young man then and you seem to remember things
when you are younger and also I have had the privilege
of writing the history of my old company during the
war.

So events and dates stand out very clet}l y .-.

in World War I.

And in World

\~ar

II, of course I

remenber worlds of it but if I•m wrong on any dates
or any segment, I hope that it will be corrected.
Now in answer to your question) there was no
training whatsoever of my regiment in New Zealand•
because just prior to landing we received orders to
be prepared to unload and to combat load for a future
operation.

So the nine or ten days we were there we

spent -- and I might say that they were the mo st
hectic I've ever seen -- we spent trying to prepare
to get comaat loaded and get spare parts for weap0ns
etc.

And we had no training what soever.

llJ
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MR. FRANK:

When the Division mounted

out~

the United States

and specifically those regiments from the East Coast,
·I/11 ti tt u &:ftec (
I imagine they:=s:ew'Ed similarly with those regiments
which left the West Coast.
so to speak.

You had no combat rations,

The rations you had were all comnercial--'

type cans, were they not?

Comrnerci al~,type packages?

GENERAL CATES:

As far as I remember, that is correct.

MR, FRANK:

In other v.ords, instead of the contents being printed

on the can they had a paper label.
GENERAL CATESs

No, I don't remember that we had any emergency rations
at all.

MR., FRANK:

I was projecting to the time when you combat loaded

dov-n in Wellington and it rained and the cartons disappeared and the labels disappeared so you didn•t have
the faintest idea what the cans contained.
GENERAL CATES;

That•s correct.

The cartons and I might say that we --

I think we stated previously that we begged and borrowed

and stole and we just got things the best we could,
MR. FRANK:

What was the result when you got to the

1

canal, I mean

when you unloaded these rations and had these unmarked
canst

There must have been some pretty ridiculous

menus as a result.
GENERAL CATES:

Well, of course soon after we arrived there, we went
on a strict diet you might say of where we had one day
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of American rations and then we lived off the Japanese
rations that we had captured• I think it was three days.
I think it was one and three and of course it was, very
, 1,

poor ration.
like that.

I mean mostly rice and dried fish and things
And I might say here that luckily my head-

quarters -- regimental headquarters -- was in a lime
grove which was a big help because I covered all this
Jap food with lime juice.

As you know, after the Battle

of Savo, the transports got under way and I think we

l

ti

li11tl

unloaded something like twenty to twenty-five per cent
of our stores and as a result, of course, we were short.
We were particularly short of things like barbed wire
and heavy equipment and we al so made the mistake,

~·

you can always be a Monday morning quarterback, of unloading well outside of our perimeter.

As a result,

when the ships departed we had to sacrifice worlds of
our supplies.

We just went off and left them.

them the best we could.

We moved

If we had unloaded in our

perimeter -- the Lunga area or Kokum, I think we called
it -- well, we could have saved a lot of it.

But it

was a grand mess and of course we knew we were on out
O'M'l

for a number of weeks.

a

uple of years beyond when you had the Fourth Division.

MR. FRANK:
a>
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Did

··11t.L

lessons you learned as far as logistics are

y~

concerned affect your planning for your operations on
Saipan and later in Iwo?
GENERAL CATES:

Oh definitely and of course you always learn from prior
;If 1)1<

operations.

As I remember, of course I wasn•t landing
.1/

at Saipan .but Tinian and Iwo Jirna, I mean we were well
supplied.
MR. FRANK:

And the landing of supplies went pro forma?

GENERAL CATESi

Yes, except at Iwo Jima and that wasn•t the result of
the supply system.

After the first day, we had about
{(_ /) { {;•tv'li1

'J'

three or four days of1v\;loi:ll\i::iW where it was the biggest
mess you• ve ever seen.

Just 'AOrlds of boats wrecked

and the beach was cluttered with broken boats and you
just couldn•t land.
MR. FRANKi

We discussed earlier about the development of amphibious
1Jli·.~1Ji,b1 ptcl)

doctrine, warfare doctrine and I think we mentioned that"' '
/J

we talked about the fleet landing exercises in the
and I believe you were involved with a couple of

1

30s

~f¥etlr

based on the landing force manual which was developed
in

1

33 and the FTJli-167.

It seems to me as ar'histo ria/

having studied this 1 that the logistics aspects of this
I

amphibious warfare planning always seems to have taken
a back seat or shoved

aside as though either the

l\

problems which came up to the planners were insoluble
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or they considered the things so easy that they didn•t
feel that that m uch time ought to have been put into
working on it.
GENERAL CATESi

Well, that•s true, there's no doubt about that.
thinking about the strategy and the tactics.

We were

Prior to

World War II we always figured the Marines would get by
somehow.
MR. FRANK1

This perhaps is the reason that Guadalcanal was called
cperation Shoestring.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, I guess it is.

MR. FRANK:

Now, what about the intelligence that you as a regimental commander received of the target area.

GENERAL CATES:

Well, of course it was very poor.

As I remember,

General Twining flew over in a B-24 I guess it was
and made a reconnaissance and then he tried to get
information from the Australians and he did get a
little.

We were fortunate enough to have a few Aus-

tralians with us who had been on Guadalcanal.
1,'.) I j'i C1 ., ].
1"· 1
I •

I had one -- a Major Wittee·.

In fact,

He was able to give me a

lot of good dope that helped me.

Then of course we
,rl't '-..JJA/lf '""
had a very poor aerial photograph of just ~~~r~
beach area and that•s all.

I think after our landing

we were off that map within twenty or thirty minutes
and we didn•t have any maps whatsoever.

We didn•t
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realize the rivers and streams, how they zigzagged
back and forth and as a result -- this is getting
a little far -- but as a result Colonel IP'ollock• s
battalion -- the Second Battalion, First -- in heading
for Grassy Knoll, I think he crossed the Ilu River
about three or four times because it wound around,
The information that we received, you might say, was
p~ab~ically

MR. FRANKs

nil -- intelligence information.

Did you have any idea of in what strength the Japanese
were situated on the 1!1cana1,?

GENERAL CATES:

Th•y had a fair estimate of that.

I don• t know waere

they got it but they thought they had more military
there than they did.

I•ve forgotten what the figures

are now but it was two or three hundred military and
quite a few civilian workers.
MR. FRANl<z

Now the Grassy Knoll you spoke of just a second ago
was the Division objective, was it not?

GENERAL CATES s

Yes, and I might say kind of a silly one too because
it was about five miles inland and it had no particular
value as far as securing a perimeter and securing the
airfield.

But that was my objective and so I had to

more or less have my three battalions operating independently.

We started out in the initial attack

with them echeloned.

General Pollock had the mission
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of securing that Knoll and after about two or three
days I finally received a message -- I hadn•t received
one for quite some time

stating that he was on the

slopes of Grassy Knoll but he never did get to the top
of that, as you know.
MR. FRANK:

The Grassy Knoll in effect was Mount Austin, was it
not?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, Mount Austin.

MR. FRANK:

Which was considerably further inland than had been
anti cipatedt

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

We couldn•t have held it.

It was way out

there and of course the Japs after naval gunfire
n

took off to the boorLsiocks and disappeared entirely.
So actually we landed unopposed.
opposition at all.

There wasn•t any

Of course, if you look back on

it now, you can see that we should have landed right
square at the mouth of the Ilu River.
MR, FRANK:.

What happened after you landed?

GENERAL GATES:

We passed through the Fifth Regiment who established
a beachhead about less than a thousand yards inland
and then the division evidently received w::>rd that
the airfield had been evacuated entirely so they
diverted my first battalion,which was commanded by
Colonel Cre'BWwell, up the beach to take the airfield,
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which he did with no trouble whatsoever.

Then my

third battalion was holding on the left and Pollock
had disappeared entirely in the jungle, cutting his
way through the jungle trying to get to Grassy Knoll.
As soon as we got the airfield, I finally got in touch
with Pollock after a lot of difficulty because I
couldn•t reach him on the radio and told him to back, fo r.\o s.c~ he htLt~(
"iv
,
trac~ ~1'1°e~aQ:;i~,AEie~ cut trails c~t;),d com~} into
the perimeter.

Then of course the Fifth had moved

up and we occupied this perimeter which is history,
with the First Marines on the right and the Fifth
Marines on the left with the artillery south of the
airfield.

We didn•t have the troops to make a com-

plete cordon defense of the perimeter and so you might
say the artillery was in the front line too.
MR. FRANKs

Yes.

Of

course the division was spread out so thin

at that point.
GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

When you went in you knew what your objectives were.
Did you have the idea at that time, do you recall,
that the Division was to remain there or whether it
~)

was to be relieved:
GENERAL CATES;

Of course we thought that we would stay there some
time but would be relieved by some Army units.

We
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didn•t realize that we were going to be there four and
a half months, which my regiment was to the day.
MR. FRANK:

When did things start getting heated up there?

GENERAL CATES:

Well, of course, the first engagement was a battle
which was misnamed.
Tenaru.

They called it the Battle of

I think the first real contact with any force

was when Charlie Brush, Captain Brush, was on a reconnaissance and he ran into a bunch of Japs up near
where we had unloaded.

He had quite a bit of skirmish.

I remember that was on the twentieth of August.

So

that forewarned us that there were some troops up there
and so we did everything we could to prepare Pollock•s
outfit for defense.

I mean we took barbed wire off

fences where we could find it and we strung it across
the sand pit there at the mouth of the Tenaru.

Sure

enough the next night the Ichiki 'Battalion hit pretty
hard.

Approximatel ~?I think he had a little less than

a thousand men and he attacked in force, I might say,
and then after Pollock finally stopped them, they did
overrun a few of Pollock•s positions but it didn•t
last long.

He drove them out and as soon as we stopped

the attack, I received orders from the Division to have
my first battalion which was in the Division reserve
make a sweeping movenent down through the jungles and
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out beyond Block Four to cut them off.

Of course, the

thing that worried me at the time, we knew that we
stopped the force there at Pollock• s but we had no
idea what was beyond Block Four, whether they had a
battalion or a regiment or what.

So I ordered Cress-

well to go down through this jungle area and cross
the river and send one company out to the Block to
the right and also another one around Block Four.
Then he made a sweep and as soon as he got up to the
beach, we had this Jap bunch surrounded.

Then I had

four little tanks -- so I ordered these four little
tanks across the sand pit to go into action, which they
did.

It was a regular cat and dog fight.

We, I think,

lost one tank,temporarily -- it had the treads blown
off.
draw.

But after so long, I ordered the tanks to with1

One message I got was rather funny.

"Leave us alone.

It said,

We' re too dern busy killing Japs."

So after Pollock cut them off, it was a regular
movie scene really.

You could sit there at Pollock•s

which I did, and you could see the First Battalion
down through these coconut trees very clearly and the
Japs firing and we were firing and finally aater about
an hour of this fight, the Japs finally broke.

About

two hundred or two hundred fifty of them ran and jumped
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in the ocean.

It was just like shooting fish.

MR. FRANK:

That was one of the first major engagements?

GENERAL CATES;

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

At what time or at any time did you become worried
regarding Japanese

,

1

what you didn't knoW?

GENERAL CATES;

You mean in that battle or later on?

MR. FRANK:

Lat er, subsequently.

GENERAL CATES&

Well, that's the funny thing about it.
particularly worried.

We were not

I guess maybe some of the

higher ups were but for instance now, the Battle of
Savo Island on the eighih of August -- it was a week
before I even knew that we lost four cruisers and we
didn•t get the information.

In fact, there•s one

thing that I•d like to say here.

It was very

galli~g

to us to sit on Guadalcanal and listen to the radio
at night.
·:-212,11·1

had a

As I•ve said before I think on a tape, I

r~

Ji;0,d
..,
I
could
tune
in
San
Francisco
1

y~s portabl~ and

at night time.

I•d get the programs.

We would sit

there and listen to these people make a statement,
well,

~aey

hoped we could hold Guadalcanal.

One Army

Air Force General even said it was foolish to try to
hold Guadalcanal.
laugh.

And

tl\e'\:\vt~ey

ju st gave the horse-

We never had any idea that we were not going

to hold it.
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MR. H~ANK:

You were optimistic -- everyone in the Division,
weren•t you(

GENERAL CATES;

Yes.

But of course, they were all sick and tired,

mean malaria was very prevalent and dysentry.

I

But as

I look back on it, there wasn•t any feeling at all about

not being able to hold it.
MR. FRANK:

You were talking

abo~~n~a-:~,;~~~cking

before.

Quarter-

/\,

backing the conduct of the Guadalcanal campaign -- and
6r io

this is not to be meant as any criticism of the way
/j

General Vandegrift handled it -- wae'there any alternative to the way that we could have run

it~

I mean,

could we have been more aggressive or under the circumstances because of our lack of strength we were
conmitted to a defense perimeter type of thing with
active patrolling?
GENERAL CATES:

No, I don•t think there's any.

I think the only big

mistake we made was in the initial landing and landing
the supplies outside of our perimeter.

No, as far as

the set-up, perimeter defense with the men and equipment we had available, I don•t think it could have been
any better.
MR. FRANK:

Did you have any knowledge of the conflict betNeen Kelly
Turner and General Vandegrift?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh more or less, not much.

But they•d always fight and

scrap but they were always friends.
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MR. FRANK:

I'm thinking primarily in terms of this command matter.
Who was to command once the landing forces landed.

GENERAL CATESa

Of course, we knew that there was something there but

that 1 s a matter of history.

Somebody else will have to

give that because I certainly didn•t get in on that.
MR. FRANK:

Wnat do you think was learned as a result of Guadalcanal?

Or what were some of the lessons learned by

the Marine Corps after that?
GENERAL CArES;

I think probably the biggest one was the supply set-up.

MR. FRANK:

How about weaponS'/

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, that goes without saying.

But Vlhen I say

supply I mean having adequate weapons, spare parts.
MR. FRANK:

I think primarily now the
.

gun,

A few

type thing,
lines?

people.~

htul

paratroopers~
'

the

this Reising

i.

Johnson~: machine
11

gun

Was there anything learned along these

Which type of weapon acted primarily better in

comparison with the other weapons in the jungle?
GENERAL C.AIES:

I don• t think I am capable of answering that.

You

better get some weapons expert on that.
MR, FRANK:

Your regiment was hit and hit pretty hard,

They were

pretty active during the whole course of the campaign.
What percentage of the original complement did you
have at the end?
GENERAL CATES:

Actually we lost very few compared to the other operations.
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I•ve forgotten what our figures were but they were
very light when compared with others.

But our attri-

MR. FRANKi

tion was pretty heavy on account of malaria.
?
Which you got yourself.

GENERAL CATES:

No, I didn•t get it at a11.

Of course, actually my

outfit only had you might say three good engagements.
One was the Tenaru and then McKelvy 1 s outfit got hit
pretty hard in the

~attle of the flsJ.dge to the left

over there and then -- no, McKelvy was down at MataniThen at the (~attle of the hQ.dge we had a pretty

kau.

good strong attack.

But those were the three where

we were actually heavily engaged.
')

MR. FRANK;

Of course, that ~attle of the ~~dge was something<~

41

lhi,ti~

to?~

point

Whe~,e-the

I

back into the
GENERAL CATES;

division could have been thrown

t?e\rc

s~.

Yes, if it had been coordinated, if the Japs had coordinated it right, we would have been.
fJ

MR. FRANK;

'')

.11 }1iX:

Talking about this Mattle of thelltJdge how serious it
<I

could have been had the Japanese been able to mount
a coordinated attack.
GENERAL CATESs

I don•t believe -- I know good and well they couldn•t
have driven us off but they could have penetrated and
it would have been an awful mess.

But the size of the

Japanese force wasn•t enough to lick Edson•s outfit and
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mine and the rest of them.

But later on that {,10t

1

attack that the Japs prepared and executed pieci£.~eal
could have been really serious.

I'd like to state

here what I just told you about General Vandegrift•s
Headq..iarters which is more or less amusing in a way.
His CP first at the end of the airfield and we were
getting bombed every day at noon by usually 26 bombers.
Every time I went up there I would say to him,
you stay in a dump like thi Sir'

11

Why do

It was a dump too.

I

said, "You• re right here by the airfield where you are
bound to get bombed.

Why don• t you get a decent CP?''

So he had an engineer prepare this GP down south of the
airfield and the day he moved the Japs attacked that
night and that was the ~attle of the ~~dge.
practically surrounded the division CP.

And they

The next morn-

ing I wandered up there in my jeep and when I got up
there, everybody was running around holding their
pistol out and the weapons at the ready and they yelled
at me to get down, there were Japs all around.

Then I

found out that just about two minutes before Japs had
come charging out and ran a sword or a bayonet through
a Sergeant right by General Vandegrift•s GP.

So General

Vandegrift decided that that spot was a little too hot
so he immediately moved back to his old CP and I think
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he stayed there the rest of the time he was there.

MR. FRANKs

I was told that he didn•t like the bombing.
very disturbed by the bombing.
him.

GENERAL CATES;

He was

The bombing bothered

This I can understand.

Well, it bothers anybody but it's not effective against
ground troops.

Speaking of bombing , l•d like to record

a rather amusing story.

I think maybe it might be in

the records but it's late in the operation, along in
October I think it was.

I drove up to Division Head-

quarters and ran into Colonel del Valle so I said,
"Let's go in and see the old man.''

So we went in and

sitting there was the island governor, the British
island governor all dressed up in white shorts, white
socks and shirt and very immaculate.
introduced him to us,

General Vandegrift

And about that time Colonel

Twining came in and General Vandegrift said,
this is Colonel Twining. 11

11

Sir Percy,

And Sir Percy, who was a

good looking Englishman, put his 1Donllete1:;if&, his eye
and took a look at Twining and said, "Twining, Twining.
That• s a very good English name.
big tea concern, Twining. 11
ever interested in tea'/ 11

You know, we have a

He said,

Were your ancestors

And Twining, who is ordinarily

not a facetious man at all, replied,
the Boston Tea Party."

11

11

No, sir, not since

With that the monocle dropped
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out of Sir Percy 1 s eye and there was a lull of about
thirty seconds.

Finally, General Vandegrift looked

out and said, "Gee, we•ve been lucky today.
been bombed. 11

MR. FRANK:

We haven't

Everybody laughed.

The Britisher didn•t have that much of a sense of
humor.

/laughter/ That's very funny.

The

'li~ttl e of the ~ge, of course, is ~ne that

is certain to stand out in

~~·~±~::~~).fl~;~nal~~of
;

And of course, the b~ttle of the
/fo:.~ge, Bloody Ridge or Edson• s Ridge whatever they

call it, was one of the most outstanding.
GENERAL CATES:

Yes, I guess you would consider that the most outstanding.

The Tenaru, of course, was the first and I doubt

if there were more casualties in the Ridge than there

w&!t in

Tenaru.

MR. FRANK:

How about the Battle of MatanikaU?

GENERAL CATES:

Well, I don•t think the casualties were as heavy there
but of course we knocked out I think it was ten tanks -ten or el even tanks.

MR. FRANKi

The reason I ask about the Ridge, you had one of ]Our
was
maintainidg the best part of the Ridge itself.
like to talk about the
a minute.

~~d

I'd

and talk about Edson for

You had known him for quite some time, I
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think.
GENERAL CATES;

Oh yes.

MR. FRANK;

from China?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK;

How did you feel, what was your attitude about this
Raider concept when they formed the Raiders;

Did they

take in any of your people when you were do1M1 at New
River?
GENERAL CATES:

Not from the first, that I remember.
from the Fifth and the Seventh.

They took them

But I think the Raid-

ers were formed ju st about the time that the First was
formed so naturally they wouldn•t take any.
no doubt about it.

There's

The training that the Raiders re-

ceived was a little more strenuous and it gave them a
little esprit.

It was good but as a whole, I think

the idea was good because I think you ought to strive
for perfection whether it is Raiders or anyone else.
MR. FRANK:

Well, did the •••

GENERAL CATES:

And of course, I might say here one of the saddest
mistakes that we ever made in the Battle of Guadalcanal was in our paratroopers in the landing om

'N1~~~~t

Here these people had been trained as paratroopers and
they used them as just ordinary infantrymen and they
got slaughter ed.
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I

MR. FRANK:

Well, they all were Marines and all received the
training at one time.

".:M4Ji\f

U-h'c I

Would you attribute it to the

fact that they were hit so heavily or to the fact that
they did not have the heavier infantry weapons?
GENERAL CATES:

No, I don•t believe that• s true.

They just ran up

·"l~J11c I
against a stronger force because the Japs on ~·~}
fought

flniJ' tk~: (/y.(I ':> l )A,
J
l\Yh,~nJ:.enaw,~!le~L.didn•

t at the initial land-

ing.
n
MR. FRANK=

)1Afc:

:;

filq,WL,many._.weL~priJnadLy~t,b~e.~

when Liversedge• s force
kif/\ 'jll( '

went up to New Georgia on tha) 43rd Infantry Division J
which was a bad show.

One of the p:o blems that they

had there was that they had nothing heavier than a
60mm mortar.
GENERAL CATES:

Well, that• s true.

MH.. FRANK:

No heavy weapons at all.

GENERAL CATES:

Well, of course, what I know of that is very little
and just hearsay.

MR. FRANK:

This is what I was wondering)based on your experience
at rbasic ~~hool and based on your overall infantry
experience, how you eqUated this Raider concept with
the general Marine Corps infantry.

GENERAL C/.\IES:

Well, in general I would say that it didn•t work out
too well because, although they were fine troops -- as
I say, being in the Raiders gave them a lift and esprit

,
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that the others maybe didn•t have.

But I still think

you should give the companies and battalions the same
training that you give more or less to Raiders.

MR. FRANK:

Didn•t they also denude many of the regular outfitS'/

GENERAL

Yes, that• s true.

CATES;

MR. FRANK:

How would you compare the First RaiJier Battalion with
the Second Raider Battalion?

GENERAL CATES:

I haven't the least idea.

MR. FRANK:

Or Edson• s Kaiders with Carljon• s Raiders.

GENERAL CATES:

I haven't the least idea.

MR. FRANK:

Now when you left the 1 canal -- I was just trying to

'..i

think if there is anything before we leave the •canal
that we haven• t covered.

GENERAL CATESi

Air support.

Well, of cout&e, it was the greatest thrill in the
world to see our air come into Guadalcanal on the
20th of August and I mean thrill because I saw tears
running down men• s faces, jumping up and shouting and
yelling because we had been there for two weeks, you
see, with no air support whatsoever.

We were getting

bombed every day; heck, they could just fire at us at
will and we couldn•t do anything about it.

I might

say that the air on Guadalcanal did one of the most
difficult jobs on a shoe string that I've ever seen
or ever will see.

They practically used baling wire
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to keep those planes flying.
Speaking of air, I think maybe I•ve told this before.

But as you know two of our famous aviators

Foss and

'5fiil>rh

Sehmi'd~.

we~e

I was watching a dog fight that
~:))Ji(//1

/'

s~JM~t· was in -- I didn• t know it was Sci:\m4.dt at the
time -- with the

~s

when he was shot down.

where I thought he had come down.

I noted

By that time, we had

some maps and it was about maybe a couple of thousand
yards outside of my perimeter.

It was late in the

afternoon so I got my chauffeur, Sergeant Strunk, and
went down through the jungle and went out -- there
weren•t any Japs in there at all -- I went out probably
500 yards out beyond our wire until I got to a stream.
}'1/f/i
I said now if I was Se~fl'lf:<iit I would take this course
coming in and I hadn't been there fifteen minutes until
r!1i' 1fi
I saw Sebuiitdt flying across this field. He sti 11 had
on his yellow Mae West and I yellErl at him.
yelled at him he immediately ducked.

When I

He thought I was

a Jap or something so I yelled again and blew my whistle
and waved him to come on in.
was pretty badly shaken up.
bottle of brandy.

So he came on in and he
So I had a little miniature

l gave him that and we got in the

jeep and he started worrying.

He had left his baseball

cap in his plane and he wanted that baseball cap.

I
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asked him,
I didn•t. 0

11

Did you destroy your plane?"
And I said,

11

Well, did you get all the

documents out of it -- codes and thingS"/ 11
quite remember.

He said, "No,

He didn • t

But anyway, I had a patrol out in that

area so I was able to contact them and I had them
his plane and burn it.

iin~

A-itflt

So that•s how S,ulmidt was

rescued.
MR. FRANK:

Did he get his baseball cap back/

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

Oh I got his baseball cap back.

I told the patrols

particularly to get that baseball cap.
MR. FRANK:

Did he Di.de the plane down?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

He did ride the plane down.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, he rode it down but he crashed when he landed.

MR. FRANK:

Didn• t Martin Clemens first come through your lines?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

I•ve forgotten the day but we received word by

radio that he was coming in that night.

So he came in

through Pollock•s battalion down by the Tenaru and I
think I may have told you that he and this fellow
(c;IJ/ 1 /fty

u

Wittee'that I had were great friends.
Lever Brothers.

And they sat up all night long drink-

ing and getting tight as a hoot owl.
you one thing.

They worked for

But I'll tell

That fellow Clemens deserves everything

that he ever received.

And of course Sergeant Major
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Vcn"Z£C,,
is a real character and what he did is history.

.a~-

MR. FRANK:

Did Vouza come through with them'{

GENERAL CATES:

I'm not sure whether Vouza did or not.

Of course you

know he•d been strung up to a tree and bayonets run
through him and I don•t know whether he came in with
Clemens or not.
MR. FRANK:

But within a few days he was there.

When you were on the •canal, you received no replacements at all, is that right?

GENERAL CATES:

None.

MR. FRANKs

You fought with what you had •.

GENERAL CATES;

Yes.

MR. FRANK;

What about evacuations?

Were you able to evacuate the

wounded?
GENERAL CATES:

The plane service was pretty fair.
the wounded.
Noumea or

I mean they evacuated

I don•t know whether they took them to

ivvhevc

.~@:tte:v'o

But I might say the transports had

a pretty hard time getting in and out of that field
loaded.

I might say here that an incident in re;:1rd

to Admiral Nimitz.

He came in in an old

Arm~~

don• t

~;

know if it was a "Geventaen or not -- but anyway he
landed and just barely made the landing.

This is

typical of the Army but they should be criticized.
They sent him in with a pilot that had never been in
there before and I think he was a second lieutenant
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pilot at that.

When Nimitz got on his plane leaving,

it bounced down that runway and we thought it was going
to crash at the end but in the final second it pulled
up and got in the air and I remember General Vandegrift
saying,
MR. FRANK:

11

Thank God he• s gone.''

l think General Twining told me that one of the recon
bt"-fulc

flights that he took

~r

the

landing~~ic~~:y

maps, no specific maps of the area and they

had no
f~~~~x~~t

finally wound up using the National Geographic map of
the Paci fie.
GENERAL CATES:

I think that•s it.

MR. FRANK:

What was the situation and the condition of your regiment

GENERAL CATES:

a~out

The one I have in my file there.

the time you were evacuated1

They were the funniest looking bunch of men I•ve ever
seen in my life.

Honest to God, some of them -- the

final bunch aboard the transport on the 22nd of
December was the most raggedy-assed Marines on parade.
Gosh, some in sneakers, some in shorts, some in Jap
clothes, everything that you can possibly imagine.
MR. FRANK:

What was the morale?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh, tops, lhey were leaving.

.:&t':

Well it was good all the

time they were there.
Their heal th'l
GENERAL CATES;

Health?

Oh very poor.

I don•t know what per cent we

had of malaria but it was very high and lots of
dysentry.

I think that the doctors reported that the

average weight loss was something like thirty pounds
per man or close to it.
MR. FRANK;

Had you lo st weight toO?

GENERAL CATESi

Oh yes.

MR. FRANK;

What percentage attrition did your regiment suffer;
{f

Could you say off-hand?
GENERAL CATES:

You mean casual ties?

MR. FRANK:

That• s right.

GENERAL CATES;

I think we lost 102 men.

MR. FRANK:

That•s less than,.one per cent.

GENERAL CATES;

Yes.

I think that•s the figure.

As I say, the fighting was very light compared

with other operations.
MR. FRANK;

How would you recap your experience in Guadalcanal?

GENERAL CATES:

Well, I•d recap it first by saying that I think the
lessons we learned there were of the biggest benefit
to us for future operations.

I think that you might

say that Guadalcanal and Tarawa were the training
grounds for our amphibious operations.

Tarawa was

probably more so in a way because the fighting was
so heavy there.
MR. FRANK;

How long did you spend in Australia?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh a very short time.

We left Guadalcanal the 22nd
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of December.

We were on some little island on Christmas

Day, I•ve forgotten the name of the island now.

We

first went to Brisbane where they expected to put the
Division.
MR. FRANKi

Do you know the story of that?

GENERAL CATES:

I know some of it.

l think General Vandegrift did a

swell job there because they had us located out from
Brisbane in a swamp.

I mean a swamp because the day

I went out to make a reconnaissance, my tent had six
inches of water in it.
and things.

They had already put up tents

A kangaroo had just busted through a part

of the tent and knocked down one corner of it.

We

were way out in the wilds and that•s where they were
expecting to put a malaria,~'bunch of men.
MR. FRANK:

Whose fault was that?

GENERAL CATES:

I don• t know.

MR. FRANK:

Do you think they did it purposely or

GENERAL CATES:

No, it was just poor staff work.

...

And as l understand

it, General Vandegrift protested vigorously, I mean
very strongly.

So then they sent us to Melbourne which

couldn•t have been a better place.

In fact, my

~egiment

was quartered in the stadium where later they held their
Allied games right in the middle of Melbourne.
had wonderful facilities.

So we
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MR. FRANK:

That's the Olympic Games?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK;

That was the old soccer or football field.

GENERAL CATES:

It was right do~)o'M"I though.

MR. FRANK:

Ni

GENERAL CATES;

Cricket and where they played rugby.

·(l!l

/

·,/

.·I'

Melbourne c v1·<.Jl,.~/I CfJLlUJVVo't,'

plt'J:'l;;k€(.

Well at Melbourne of course you had that complete
hospital that was there too.
GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

We had good club facilities.

regiments didn•t fare quite so well.

Some of the other
They were out

some under tents and things but we were all under
cover with good club facilities, recreation facilities.
Ctil ~' ·'( kr<'-

MR. FRANK:

li#a~/1).,t

much of a disciplinary problem when the Division

got to Australia?
GENERAL CATES:

No.

Well, getting back to your question, which I never

answered.

As I say, I didn•t stay long.

there for a little over two weeks.

I was only

We arrived there

and of course the men hadn•t been paid for months.
Q,

They had. world of money.
1

So I think the first time

they paid th em I al lowed the paymaster to
()1d•1,

the~-\t'wo

pay

weeks pay because I knew what was going to

happen the first time they went on liberty not realizing what a sixpence or a pound was.

As an illustration,

the second day there I heard an old mess sergeant just
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raising billyhell because he had tipped the taxicab
man a ten pound note and he didn• t realize how much
ten pounds was.

But anyway, then we gave them their

money and of course we started training imnediately
because you have to do that because you can•t let the
men get too wild.

I left Melbourne I think it was on

the 13th day of February.
MR. FRANK;

Let• s see, you were detached on the 10th of February.

GENERAL CAfES:

The 10th of February.

Ma.

It took five days to get back to the Coast.

FRANKa

GENERAL CATESs

Yes.

We flew back on an old B-24.

And I might say

that of all the trips I have taken, it was the worst
because there wasn•t a seat on the plane.
little transom seats for five people.
sit dov.n.

There were

You couldn•t

And we had something like thirty-five or

forty peaple on it.
MR. FRANK:

Could you stretch out at all?

GENERAL CATESs

Oh yes, you could stretch out on your backs.

cold though.

It was

I put my bedding roll dolM'l back in the

fantail and it was cold as billyhell.
MR. FRANK:

·~

GENERAL CATES:

Had you come dov.n with malaria yet?
No, no.

I never had malaria.

I had malaria when I

was a kid and I had it so heavy I guess I must have
been imnune to it.
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MR. FRANK:

You didn•t have it when you came back to the States?

GENERAL CATES:

No, I didn•t have it at all.
the doggone atabrine.

In fact I wouldn•t take

I took it for a number of days

and every time I•d take it, it would make me violently
sick.

I• d get nauseated.

So I quit taking it and my

regimental sergeant used to give me hell.
MR. FRANK;

Coming back to your paymaster, wasn•t that Henry Heming/

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

Your assignment when you got back to the states was as
Assistant Commandant for Marine Corps Schools.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

It was Commandant of Marine Corps Schools because

at that time the Comnanding General at Quantico was not
the Commandant of the schools.
MR. FRANK:

Did you get your star when you came back?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

In other words, y0u were a Brigadier General by the
time you arrived back in the States.

GENERAL CATES:

Soon after.

Then I relieved General Sammy Harrington.

MR. FRANK:

Oh yes.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK;

T~t

GENERAL CATES:

I don•t think so.

MR. FRANK:

I mean he was one of those they kept there.

GENEHAL CATES:

Yes.

He was an old-timer, was he not?

they had brought back on active duty there'?
I think he had been in all the time.
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MR. fTIANKi

Had he become senile in any way;

Had he become

debilitated/
GENERAL CATES:

I'd rather not comment on that.

He was pretty soft

and easy-going though.
MR, FRANK;

You were at Marine Corps Schools for a period of a
year or more.

Right?

GENERAL CATES:

Less than a year.

MR. fRANKi

What did you do for the most part?

GENEHAL CATES;

Well, I just continued the policies and training
programs set by Headquarters Marine Corps and of course
tried to give them what lessons I had learned.
You had been GO of the Basic School just before joining
the Division, now you go back to the Marine Corps
Schools and of course you had the RCC and the CCS.

GENERAL CATESi

Well of course the Basic School was elementary and the
Marine Corps Schools was -- of course they had lots of
schools.

I

mean you had the Commanding Staff Schools

senior and junior and then you had your Ordnance
School and you had your • • •
MR. FRANK:

You had Fire Control School there, didn•t you?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh we had everything.

I think it was about eight or

ten different kinds of schools.
lv'iR. FRANK i

You had responsibility for all of them, not only the •••

GENERAL CATESi

Oh yes.

But of course that• s just being the Head of it.
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You don• t get involved in you might say the working
arrangements of it.
MR. FRANK:

Was there anything unusual that occurred there at that
time?

GENERAL CATES:

No, nothing except we did have quite a few Hollanders
there.

We had • • •

MR. FRANK:

The Royal Dutch Marines.

GENERAL CATES;

Yes, we had the Dutch Marines there but we had a lot of
enlisted men from The Netherlands.

MR. FRANK:

As well as Dutch Marines.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

MJ:{. FRANK:

In other words you had both Dutch soldiers and •••

GENERAL CATES:

Oh no, they were all Marines.

MR. FRANK:

They were all Dutch.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

Where had they come from?

GENERAL CAfES:

I really don•t know.

I kind of think they had come

from the Indies.
")

MR. FRANK:

They had been saved and brought back.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

There wasn• t anything particular that happened

during that period there.

General Phil Torrey was

Commander of the base.
MR. FRANKt

No problems with him.

GENERAL CATES:

Our relations were very smooth.

In fact, we were very
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good friends.

He was noted as a pretty tough hombre.

I might state just these little things.

Outside once

I had a second lieutenant that practically tore a wash
room apart one night.

He got tight in uniform and

raised billyhell, and fought a policeman.

I recommended

him for general court-martial which of course General
Torrey had to approve.

The old man had this second

lieutenant over and gave him billyhell and says,

11

All

right, that• s aU. 11

So I was madl as hell and I went

over to his office.

I said, 1•Genera1, you are noted

as being a hard-boiled person and here the man has
disgraced the Marine Corps and you let him off with
just a simple reprimand."
soft in your old days."
guess I am. 11

And I said,
And he said,

But he said,

11

11

11

You 1 re getting

Yes, Cliff, I

You know I used to do those

things myself."
MR. FRANK:

Well, you know, I think you got

rt'.R
,,

talked to later on

too because I recall when you were Commandant of the
Marine Corps Schools, after your tenure as Commandant
of the Marine Corps there was a Marine officer -- this
may be one of those stories that are apocryphal, that
may never have happened.

You got in some trouble in

Washington and you had to write a 50,000 word essay on
how a young lieutenant acts on liberty in Washington,
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he said.
GENERAL CATES:

I•ve forgotten that.

MR. FRANK:

This was in

GENERAL CATES:

I•ve heard a lot of these stories that I've never heard.

1

52.

They might be true, I mn• t deny them.
MR. FRANK:

What time did you have an idea that you were going to
get your second star in the Division?

GENERAL CATES:

It was along in June when General Holcomb told me that

he was going to send me to take the Fourth Division.

I

think the latter part of June.
MR. FRANK:

It was June 23rd exactly when you were appointed.

But had you any inkling before that?
GENERAL CATES:

No.

MR. FRANKi

I't was a big surprise?'

GENERAL CAfESi

It was a surprise.

MR. FRANK:

Now, the Fourth Division had been formed already.

GENERAL CATES:

Ch yes, it had been formed and had been in Roi Namur,
-/,)'Ilic.

Kwajalein, and then it had gone back

i?/./11,1/)

<l~- @A

Q

b

I\

Imaie,

and then had gone into the Battle of Saipan.
MR. FRANK:

And you relieved whonY(

GENERAL CATES;

General Harry Schmidt.

I flew out and arrived in

Saipan on the fourth of July and I think I relieved
him about eight days later, I think it was the twelfth
of July after the operation was over.
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MR. FRANK:

What condition was the Division in at this time?

GENERAL CATES:

The Division was in pretty fair shape.

Of course, it

had suffered terrific casualties, there's no question
about that.
weeks.

They had been in a hard fight there for

But the morale was, I think, way above average.

MR, FRANK:

Did you take any people out with you?

GENERAL CATES:

Nope.

MR. FRANK:

Did you ask for anyone specifically?

GENERAL GATES i

Only one man, my chauffeur, who arrived a few weeks
later,

Chauffeur and orderly.

MR, FRANK:

Who was that'?

GENERAL CATES:

A fellow named Sergeant Strunk.

MR, FRANK:

Oh Strunk, yes.

You kept him around for quite a

while.
GENERAL GATES:

Oh I did, he was my right hand power.

Getting back to

Guadalcanal and Strunk -- the afternoon of the battle
of the Ridge, somehow I had gotten some Scotch whiskey.
Somebody had brought it in, I've forgotten who.

So ' I

took a bottle up to Edson and I finally found him way
down in this ravine up there and gave him this bottle
/')

of Scotch.

And that night the 13attle of the Ridge

started and Edson started yelling for more machine gun
belts.

So there was no one in my outfit who knew where

Edson was except Sergeant Strunk.

So all hell was
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popping.

So we loaded these machine gun belts on a

truck and Sergeant Strunk was the guide.

So he got up

on the Ridge and Strunk said it got so hot from machine
gun fire that the truck driver took off.

So Strunk

took the truck and went on up and delivered the machine
gun belts to Edson.

He knew where he was.

I think

Strunk got a silver star for that.
And l might say that Edson the next day left his
GP.
I

I think he fell back a little bit but anyway when

went up there he was bemoaning the fact that he had

lost his bottle of Scotch and he hadn•t even had a
drink.
t•tttj

MH.. FRANK:

Oh gosh.

And that Scotch

.~s

a premium too.

How long

did you have to reconstitute your Division before
preparing for your next operation?
GENERAL CATES:

Tinian?

Well, that was the 12th.

What was the exact

date for the beginning of Tinian·;
MR. FRANK:

20 June.

Correct that.

25 July was the D-Day for

Tinian.
GENERAL CATES:

That• s right.

So actually we had over a month, you

see, to prepare for it.
MR. FRANK:

Then the Division went back to Maui in August.

Now

what did you do when you got back to Maui'/
GENERAL CATES:

Well, of course we imnedi ately -- first thing was
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recreation.
MR. FRANKi

And then we started heavy training again.

Recreation for you meant getting a Division football
and baseball team.

GENERAL

CATES;

Oh yes, we stressed athletics quite a bit.
as I said before, the most

fp11t~aate

But we were,

division int he

world to have good training area and good recreational
facilities.

You see, as I•ve said before, after Roi
Maui
Namur the Division went to Ia:IJlake where they had to
prepare a temporary camp from scratch.
MR. FRANK:+

They built their own camp?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

So they were there approximately two or three

months before Saipan.

Then Tinian, then we went back

to Maui and we were there for a few months before going into Iwo Jima.

And then after Iwo Jima we went

back to Maui and stayed something like nine or ten
months.

So I doubt if there has ever been a Division

that had as good a training area and as good recreation facilities as we had on Maui.

And the pe0ple

couldn• t have been more hospitable.

In fact, they

claimed us as their own.
MR. FRANKi

Theycalled us 11 Maui 1 s own."

Twining designed the First Di vision pat;t:h. Who designed the fourth Division

GENERAL C.lffES:

pat~cl),

do you knowt

I understand -- this is just hearsay -- but I understand that they had all kind of patches submitted
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I mean designed for them and that Harry Schmidt
finally got mad and said to hell with it, we•ll have
a plain 4.
MR. FRANK:

That• s just hearsay.

And as a result, the Fourth Division has the plainest
patch of the six Marine divisions.

Did you wear both

your Fourth and your First?
GENERAL CATES1

Oh no, just the Fourth.

MR. FRANK:

What is your attitude about the wearing of patches in
the Marine Corps?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh, I think it's a good thing.

rt• s a morale builder.

You can see somebody and say you•re from the Fourth, I
had a brother there.
MR, FRANK:

Of course, General Vandegrift had quite a time after
the war to get rid of them and get back to one patch
for the Marine Corps.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

I don•t believe in patches in peace time.

No

I don• t.

MR. FRANKi

When were you alerted to Iwo Jirna?

Do you recall off-

hand'?
GENERAL CATES s

Off-hand, I don•t but we had plenty of time.
to
going/skip Tinian?

MR, FRANK:

No, let• s talk about Tinian.
passed it.

GENERAL CATES:

Are you

I don•t know why I by-

Let•s talk about the operation.

Well, as you said, we landed there and started the
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operation on the 25th of July.

Tinian, I think, had

gone dovn in history as more or less the model amphibious operation.
others.

Although it was small compared with

Tinian had a lot of firsts.

To begin with,

it is probably the only island or battle, you might
say, where the captains and battalion/commanders,
regimental and even division conmander made an aerial
reconnaissance of the island.
MR. FRANK:

All of them.

GENERAL CATESi

All of than -- everyone of them.

We not only flew

once, twice, flew around it and down through the
middle and everything else and it gave us a pretty
good idea -- of course, you can tell from a map but
having a first hand view.

As far as I know, we didn•t

have a shot fired at us all the time.

In fact, when

we first flew over at something like 2,000 feet
finally I had this pilot of mine bring me down and
we weren•t a hundred feet above beach.
see a living thing on the island.

And I couldn•t

I circled it twice

and cut down through it twice, through the middle.
had about
Really I knew it couldn•t be but I/decided the Japs
had gotten off there some how.

But anyway, that is

one of the firsts.
I think it is the first place we had tactical
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'3t}i"fl'~'f ,(4 1~"?-'

~.

I can•t think of any other and I don•t believe

there was any other because the Japs thought sure we
were going to land at Tinian City and we landed on the
northern beaches there that measure the two of them
together just a little over two hundred feet -- two
hundred yards -- I think it was 235 yards.
Also it was the first time that the operation was
supported by land-based artillery from Saipan.
MR. FRANK:

Yes. ~tWtii\JYaf~$7(f4.pi~)tv

GENERAL CATES;

And that was one of the arguments that stressed when
we were considering whether we were going to attack.
The Navy wanted to land at Tinian City with good
beaches and everything and it turned out where the
Japs had all their defenses, every bit of it.

But I

said it was so foolish to forego your land-based
artillery from Saipan.
in that.

So that was the first, I think,

And I think -- I'm pretty positive -- it's

the first time napalm was ever used in an operation.
MR. FRANK;

That• s true.

GENERAL CATES i

There were one or two other firsts.

Oh, I think it

was one of the fir.st times that we had Japs appealing
to their men to surrender.
MR.

FRANK~

GENERAL CATES:

Any result f!l
Oh yes.

We had a mill owner and his wife, he was a
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very high class man, and he became very interested in
doing it.

So the final day -- the Japs had retreated

gradually down below the cliffs of the southern part of
the island.

So the morning we were going to have the

final mop-up, I went up and I might say that it was a
hell of a hazardous trip too because the roads were a
solid layer of mines that had been taken up and were
lfying on the side.

So we went up and this mill owner

appealed to them in my name to surrender.

He talked and

plead€<! with them and his wife and talked.

And a lot of

them -- I say lot, quite a few of them came in.

Others

would start in and then they would blow themselves up
with mines.

others jumped over the cliff.

They threw

their babies over the cliff.
MR. FRANK~

Yes, that was something.

GENERAL CATES:

So after delaying the attack -- I had the attack scheduled for nine o•clock, I think it was -- and after
delaying it for an bour and a half and appealing and
appealin~)finally

I gave the word to go ahead and 1

just turned and left and they opened up with everything they had and swept down in the operation.
MR. FRANK t

The Marine casualties were pretty small on Tinian, were
they not?

GENERAL CATES t

Yes, comparatively.

Well, the Japs had taken an awful
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beating there for a long time.

They had been pounded

day after day with air, you know.

I think they had

something like 10,000 troops there and getting back to
the tactical surprise, the Japs had all their reserves
do'Nn at that end of the island.

When we made this

landing on the northern beaches and obtained a little
beachhead -- and I might say this -- one time that I
was bragging a little bit and was dead right.

I

stopped the advance, in fact had planned to stop it.
Stopped it at four o•clock and set up wire and prepared
a perimeter of defense and told them to stand by as the
counterattack was bound to come.
came.

And sure enough it

These reserves had been marched from Tinian

City doW1 that area with their tanks and along about
midnight the tanks were heard and all hell broke loose
and they slaughtered about twelve or fifteen hundred of
them.
MR. FRANKi

That was practically the end of the operation.

Another first I think in Tinian was the fact that it
was one of the first

island.,to.~island

operations.

In

other words you loaded on landing craft on Saipan.
GENERAL CATES;

Yes, we went over on the LSTs.
interesting in lots of ways.

In fact, it was very
For instance, my GP was

on an LST and I went right in close to the shore and
was able to have communication with all my battalion
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commanders by radio.
MR, FRANK:

Radios had improved somewhat between Guadalcanal and
Tinian.

GENERAL CATES,

Well, we used the radios in the jeeps.

And of course

after we made our landing, then the Second Division
came in on our left and we took the right side of the
island.

And as I say, the fighting wasn•t much until

we got dom to the end of the island and then the
Second Division ran up against a little trouble there.
We marched across the air field they were preparing and

took Tinian City and I might say that the Navy pulled
the best fight that was ever pulled,

We boated as I

remember our regiment, a whole regiment out of the
Second Division and they had them deployed off Tinian
City.

The battleship, it was the old Colorado that

got hit so hard, bombarded the tar out of Tinian City
and this regiment advanced to the beach, near the
beach until they got under fire and the Japs thought
sure the attack was coming down there.
shifted their reserves down there.

In fact, they

So then this regi-

ment withdrew and we made our landing up the north.
And I might say, speaking of the battleship, the old
Colorado evidently got in very close to shore,

I

think about a thousand yards out -- and it happened
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to get in the arc of fire of a six-inch Jap gun that
was imbedded back in a tunnel.

And they say the thing

only had an arc of fire something like thirty degrees,

~~~J! and

but the Colorado got in their · "

I think they

killed something like two hundred men on the Colorado.
MR. FRANK:

Yes, the Colorado got hit very bad at the Tinian landing.

GENERAL GATES:

All in all Tinian was a success.

It was only •

Oh yes and one thing, I spurred the men on.
0

Now, look here, men, the i~1h"1 /11J6 1111 "'1

us.

See those ships out

ther~

I said,

is waiting for

The q.iicker you get

this over with, the quicker we' 11 be back there."
They almost ran over that island.
MR. FRANK:

Had the Divisions been hit pretty bad on SaiparQ

GENERAL CATES;

Oh yes, they took heavy casualties there.

They had

hard fighting.
MR. FRANK:

Did anything develop particularly in this campaign?
Combat developments;

GENERAL CATES:

Well, as I said, the only thing new there was napalm.
I received word one day that they were going to drop
it up just east of Tinian City and so I went up with
a sergeant of mine and was up there in the line and
they flew over and I must admit I was kind of nervous
myself because I thought those planes came down and
they weren•t over six feet in the air right over us

..
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and released it just after they passed over us.

In

fact, the first bomb that went out looked like it was
right over my head and then it went out three or four
hundred yards before it exploded and burned.
MR. FRANK:

Pretty awesome.

GENERAL CATES:

It was.

And of course, at that time we were trying to

burn the cane fields and things.
MR. FRANK:

Did it do the job?

GENERAL CJ\fES:

Oh yes, it burned the cane fields all right.

course they didn• t drop too many there.
experimental.
MR. FRANK:

Yes.

But of

It was mostly

\.,
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MR. FRANK:

When we ended our last interview session, General, we
were talking about Saipan and Tinian.

Now, the Tinian

operation was unusual for many reasons, was it not?
GENERAL CATES:

Yes, I think it will go down in history as being
probably the model amphibious operation because everything seemed to work perfectly and of course there
were a lot of firsts in it.

Actually, it was a shore

to shore operation but still all amphibious operations
are in a way shore to shore, some time or the other.
Because the Divisions had to be boated just exactly
l~ke they were going a thousand or more miles.
L-

And

as I said, there were a lot of firsts in it and there
are probably a lot I don•t even remember.
But first of all, before we attacked the island,
we had all the company comnanders, battalion commanders,
regimental c111mmanders, the division staff and even the
division conmanders make a full 'reconnaissance of the
island by air.

And when I say close, I mean close be-

cause we came right down on top of them.

It was rather

a surprise to me in flying over that I couldn•t see a
living person on it.

And I couldn•t believe that it

had been eva<t.1 ated, in fact I knew they hadn• t but
evidently they just holed up when the planes were over._
head and as far as I know.we drew no fire.

We flew
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around the island a couple of times and slipped right
down through the middle of it, down as low as sometimes
a thousand feet.

Of course, that aerial reconnaissance,

al though we had good maps and things, gave the cornmanders
an excellent idea of the terrain and what they were up
against.
Then of course another first was that we were supported by our Corps artillery from Saipan.

And mo st

important of all, I think that the one thing that we
had was tactical surprise.

In fact I think it was

about the only time during the war where we did really
have tactical surprise.
MH. FRANK;

That was unusual because of the fact that enemy on
Tinian must have kno'M"I that they were going to be invaded.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, they knew it but they were firmly convinced
that the attack was coming down Tinian City and of
course the feints that were pulled down there

.~~a;;.

masterpiece; because the Japanese thought that they
had really repelled the invasion when that regiment,
I think it was a regiment, reinforced, went in close
to shore and withdrew.
MR, FRANK;

Of course, that was very much like the feint landing
on Okinawa, the southeastern coast of Okinawa, when
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the Second Division went in.
GENERAL CAfES:

Yes, but I•m not acquainted with that though.

One of

the things that you might say broke the back of the
Japanese on Tinian we G-2d the situation correctly and
1
after making the landing we had ordered the troops to
dig in, stopped the advance, I think it was four p.m.

1
}nd to dig in and reinforce the front line with everything they possibly could and to stand by for the
counterattack.

And the counterattack came just as

planned and al though they penetrated between two of
our regiments a little, we knocked their tanks out and
broke the back of the resistance at Tini an that first
night.
MR. FRANK:

And it was just a matter of mopping up afterwards.

GENERAL CATESi

Yes, of course there was a lot of fighting but it was
-- the fighting was different from most any that we
had experienced because it was good terrain -- good
rolling terrain, most of it in cultivation.
very few hills, you might say.

There were

There were some but it

was a good clean operation and I think the men really
enjoyed it.
MR. FRANK:

Well then the terrain didn• t favor the defenders to any
great extent/
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GENERAL CATES:

No, not to any great extent although they were well
dug in, there•s no question about that.

Of course

there were a lot of bluffs particularly at the south
end of the island.

And of course, another first was

the use of napalm.
MR. FRANK:

Yes, that was used by the Air Force planes, I believe.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR, FRANK:

Was the napalm effective?

GENERAL CATES:

We couldn•t tell.

Of course one thing it did was to

burn off the cane fields.

It seemed very effective

for me because the first morning they put it down I
went up to the front line and those planes came in
over our heads it seemed like to me about a hundred
feet in the air.

Of course, they were higher and

let go their napalm bombs right over our heads and
which hit out maybe two or three hundred yards in
front of us.

It was a very devastating thing and

particularly to the morale of the Japanese.
MR. FRANK:

Of course, the early days in the use of napalm, there
were some problems with fusing and getting the napalm
tanks to explode and to burn.

There were some prob-

1 ems, I believe, in getting the correct mixture of
gasoline for ·the napalm.
GENERAL CATES:

Yes, I understand that.

And I might say that I didn•t
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feel too comfortable sitting up there seeing those
things right overhead.

I figured that some of them

might drop short.
MR. FRANK:

Now during the Saipan operation and the Tinian operatio'.) what about Marine aviation in close support';
It wasn•t until much later I would say•til Okinawa;
I
that Marine close air support came into its OW1.

GENERAL CATES;

I think that's true.

Of course, they helped consid-

erably but they didn• t have the pinpoint bombing dke
they developed later.
MR. FRANK:

Well, did you get as much close support that you
wanted and did it come from Navy or the Marine planes';>

GENERAL CATES:

Well, both actually.

As far as I know -- I•m not firm

on that.

MR. FRANK:

Now you were in of course on the first operations that
the Marines ever made, as a matter of fact the first
extensive operation in the Paci fie was Guadalcanal.
How \.\Ould you compare the conduct of the Marines operations and the Marines themselves for the two campaigns?

GENERAL CATES i

Well there's no quest ion about that.

Of course the

operation at Tinian was far superior as far as the
actual team work was concerned because when we went
on Guadalcanal as I told you, we were just partly
trained.

We didn• t have much team work and of course
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the operation was entirely different.

Guadalcanal,

except for the initial landing and you might say
walking in, it was all defensive.

And in Saipan and

Tinian it was just the opposite.
MR. FRANK:

How about the Japanese?

How did they differ on the

two i slandS'/
GENERAL CATESs

On Guadalcanal there were very few Japanese soldiers
to begin with.

Then of course they kept reinforcing,

making piecemeal attacks and in fact you might say,
they were awfully dumb on Guadalcanal.

In Ti nian they

knew that they were licked but they followed just a
defensive operation and did the best they could.

And

they gained in experience as we did.
MR. FRANK:

Of course, the Japanese tactics as the war went on
changed considerably and l think by the time of the
Central Pacific campaigns, the Japanese had a defense
plan wherein they would defend at the beaches and reinforce the beaches to try to throw the 1 anding force,
assault force refusing the beachhead.

GENERAL CATESt

Yes, that• s true to a certain extent.
take

I~Q

But now you

Jima, of course, they defended the beaches

because the island was so small they had to.

But they

in general fought a defensive action and they just made
their minds up that they were going to sell themselves
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as dearly as possible.
MR. FRANK:

Of course, I think documents show that Japanese defensive
lb
tactics had changed by Iwo Jima and we penetrate.<l the
/j

inner defense ring around the empire.

As a matter of

fact, the same thing ocru rred on Okinawa later.
Now how about intelligence matters?

1k

~x't:h &,, ~~

1

downtfa

staff.~.

Well! go

How was Marine intelligence'(

Were you getting the documents?

Were you getting the

prisoners they wanted on Saipan and Tinian?
GENERAL CATES:

We were not getting the prisoners we wanted but we got
some.

Of course, we actually didn•t start getting a

bunch of them until Iwo Jima.

We got, I think in gen-

eral, very little information.
MR. FRANK:

None surrendered'?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh a few.

MR. FRANK:

You of course had the Fourth Division for the Saipan

Not many.

Not many, no.

and Tinian operations.
GENERAL CATES:

For Tinian.

I took charge after the Saipan operation

was over.
MR. FRANK:

You relieved General Schmidt?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK;

Casualties were high, low, negligible?

GENERAL CATES:

On Saipan, of course, casualties were heavy.
wasn't any question about that.

There

But on Tinian they
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were comparatively very light.

After that first

counterattack, I mean we had very little opposition.
;{!/lll t

MR. FRANK:

t"

I•ve just recently done some research on combat corres~
1
ponden'6i and I saw a letter from a civilian correspond(Ju

ent back to I

J

editor and publisher of some
Ii
He was giving the editors in the

think~

trade newspaper.

United States the devil for not giving ample coverage
to Saipan and not playing it up as much as it should
He said the fighting was the hardest perhaps

have been.
to that

and longer -- than any in the Pacific to that

date as far as the Marines were concerned.
GENERAL CATES:

Yes, I think that• s true.

Well, you look back at

Peleliu, I mean there was very little coverage on
Peleliu.

I

don•t know what General MacArthur was doing

at that time, I've forgotten,

But I think he was

getting most of the publicity.

MR. FRANK:

Well, of course, this was June '44 with D-day in
Eu'bpe.
/I

GENERAL

C~fES:

MR. FRANKt

Yes, that• s true.
And also, the Republican convention was going on at
that time and I think that perusal of Anerican newspapers at that time will show that this was taking the
front pages.

GENEHAL CATES:

I knew there was something that took away from it and
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as you say it was the i.nvasion of Europe.
MR. FRANK:

When Tinian was secured, the Fourth Division of course
went back to Maui.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, that•s one of the incentives that the men had.

I

kept telling them I 1 d get this doggone island cleaned
up and we 1 d head back to Maui, come on let's go.

And

they were all for that.
MR, FRANK:

Maui was a good training and

GENERAL CATES:

It couldn•t have been better.

1J··f 11tx 1.v11 11

J

s~J;Oc\!IM'yt?

The Fourth Division was

by far the luckiest division in the war, I think.

Be-

cause they went into Roi Namur and then they went to
Maui to regroup and to retrain and of course there was
no camp there at that tirne. - But there was excel lent
terrain.

I mean, a very large artillery range and all

kinds of you might say mountains, cliffs, and bluffs.
And they trained for a couple months I think it was and
then went into Saipan.
back to Maui.

Then we had Tinian and we went

And by that time we were getting kind of

-- not a semi-permanent camp -- but getting things in
good shape and by the time that we went into Iwo Jima,
we had a most excellent camp with good facilities, good
training area, good recreation areas, and of course
maui was a very wonderful spot for you might say tourists
and gals and everything else.

So the men thoroughly
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MR. FRANK:

There was civilization on that islandl

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

In fact, right now it is one of the resorts

in the Hawaiian Islands and was then.
MR. FRANK:

Well, you of course were more fortunate than the old
First Division.

BENERAL CATES:

We didn't •••

Oh the First Division suffered.

My

gosh, every place

Ul~

they went they had to dig in the jfhgle you might say
to make a camp and they had no recreational facilities.
I mean no liberty area.

I think on Maui we even sent

men to Honolulu on liberty.
MR. FRANK;

The morale was pretty high then you would say.

GENERAL GATESa

Oh, very high.

MR. FRANK;

You returned to Maui when from Tinian?

GENERAL CATES:

1 1 ve forgotten the exact date.

MR. FRANK:

Let's see, maybe I have it here.

GENERAL CATES:

I used to be able to remember all those dates accurately.

lt was in August there.

I think it was about the middle of August or a little
after the middle of August.
MR. FRANK:

Yes, that•s right.

You arrived on the 24th at Maui.

How soon after -- I would assume that your replacements
came in and you regrouped.

How soon after did you

begin your training cycle again1
GENERAL CATES:

Oh practically immediately.
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MR. FRANKi

Had you received your warning order already for Iwo?

GENERAL CATES:

No, not at that time.

But we soon had it and we

started preparing for it.

And as I said, the terrain

on Maui is just ideally suited for training and particularly for Iwo Jima because there were all kind of
mountains and bluffs and caves.

We had jungle train(l

ing and we even put up, as I remember, 200·btarget
:'!

range, 200 targets.

The machine gun range was perfect.

I might say for the record that we did something on
Maui there that was a great booster for morale for
the Division.

When we returned from Tinian, Pat

Hanley, football coach, got me to let him enter a
team in the Pacific -- well you might say the Pacific
Championship.

Although we had been playing regimental,

inter-regimental football, when he asked me to let
him enter this team over in Honolulu, I said to him,
11

Pat, we can• t hold a candle to the Air Corps and the

Navy and the Army.
team.
those."

They• ve got All-Anericans on their

We have a bunch of college boys but very few of
But he talked me into it.

So he went over to

the meeting and they practically laughed at him.

They

said, "You can• t stand up against these other teams. 11
So they finally agreed to let us play in the league
but the games were not to count in the championship.
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We started the season and the first game was a scoreless tie.

The next game we won 13-6.

The next one

twenty-something to nothing; the next one thirtysomething to nothing; and the next one forty-something
to nothing; and the next one fifty-something to nothing; and they still wouldn• t give us the cup to be the
champions of the Paci fie.
MR. FRANK:

Well, I'll be darned.

GENERAL CATESs

We had, one touchdown scored against us all during the
season.

MR. FH.ANK$

That was great.

What was he, your special services

officer,?
GENERAL CATES:

He was in it.

I've forgotten his exact -- he wasn• t

in charge of it, he was coach I think at one of the
Indiana Universities.

I don•t know whether it was

the University of Indiana or not.
MR. FRANK:

Well, this of course was a morale booster.
the games played?

GENERAL GATES:

Where were

In Honolulu?

We played, I think, two of them in Maui and the other
five, I think it was, over in Honolulu.
playing against professionals.

But we were

Qie Air Force team had

five professionals on it.
{k

MR. FRANK:

Of

course, tnat\waciL the early days of pro football in

a way.
GENERAL CATES:

Yes.
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MR. FRANK;

Do you recall about what time you got your warning
order for Iwo'(

GENERAL CATESs

MR. FRANKi

No I don•t.

I'm really sorry, I•ve forgotten when we

did get it.

But the records would tell you.

Yes, sir.

What was your impression when you received

your copy of the operation order
GENERAL CATES:

operation plan?

Well, of course, I must say that I misjudged it in a
way because after studying the thing, knowing what they
had there, l figured we could take the island in a
couple of weeks or three at the most.

And I must ad-

mit that General Smith felt just the opposite and he
knew it was going to be a toughi~peration than I
thought it was going to be.

Of course, by that time,

our men were beautifully trained and when we boated
out of Maui, we first went to Pearl Harbor and then we
boated and m$ae a practice landing back on Maui -- on
the west coast of Maui.

In other words, tried to make

everything just as near like Iwo Jima as we possibly
could.
MH. FRANK:

What was the basis for General Smith• s belief that it
was going to be more difficult an operation?

GENERAL CATES:

I really don•t know.

MR. FRANK;

He didn•t rationalize his •••

...JENERAL CATES:

Well, he may have, I've forgotten.

But I tell you one
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thing.

He G-2d the situation on a heck of a lot of

Operations.

You take that Alaska operation.

He kept

telling the Army that there was nobody there -- what
was it?

At tu?

MR. FRANK:

Attu and Kiska.

GENERAL CATES:

But the island that they attacked, and there wasn•t any
J aps, that was • • •

MR. FRANKi

Attu.

GENERAL CATES;

At tu, was it?

MR.

FRANK&

GENERAL CATES:

That was Buckner• s outfit.
Because up there, he even said,
on that island.

11

Hell, there• s nobody

Can• t you see those pictures'(

trucks haven•t moved in ten days."

Those

He said, "I'll

take a boat and go in there with a corporal."

They

wouldn•t let him do it.

MR. FRANK;

What special preparations did you make for the Iwo
operation?

GENERAL CATES:

Actually none in particular.

There was one that we

II UI

made that Admiral Harry 'ehmi.Qt still laughs about.

It

seems that I think we put a lot of concrete on our
tanks to reinforce the armament on it.

When it came

time to load them on the LSTs, Harry Hill says, "Hell,
if you loaded those tanks on there and we got in
heavy seas, the LSTs v.ould have gone right to the
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bottom."
MR. FRANK:

You reinforced your tanks with concrete';

GENERAL CATES;

Yes.

MR.

Wasn• t there some reinforcement done on heavy pl ankin~n

FRANK;

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, we did that but that wasn•t too heavy.

In fact,

when we took the concrete off, we put the planks on.
\,,\~),,(Iv

MR. FRANK:

Of course, that planking gets a direct hit, it would be
/\
much like the old days of wooden ships and sails where
the men around there would be killed by splinters.

GENERAL CATESi

Well, you•d get that even if it hit the armament.

MR. FRANK:

Yes.

Of course, now tank-infantry tactics became very

important at this time, did it not?
GENERAL CATES:

Yes, it did.

We needed to learn how to operate with

the tanks and how, you might say, take cover with the
tanks and
MR. FRANK:

Of course, the Marines had to provide cover for the
tanks as well and protect them.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes. Because the Japs were quite at good at 1/ying low
and then running and planting a mine on tanks.

MR. FRANK:

Yes.

The volcanic ash of Iwo.

Was it knov.n to the G-2

people?
GENERAL CATES:

No, I don•t think it was because, as I told you the
other day, the underwater demolition people or frogmen
only made a reconnaissance you might say to the water•s
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edge.

They didn• t get up where the sand was dry.

They didn•t realize that you•d bog down in it so.
MR. FRANKi

I imagine if someone had brought back a bunch of that
ash it would have changed things drastically.

GENERAL CATES:

Well, I don•t know what you could have done about it
really.

We had matting.

But i t came as a complete

surprise, there's no doubt about that.
MR. FRANK:

Would you tell for the record that situation wherein
the picture of the profile of the island appeared in
the Honolulu newspapers and shook everybody up?

GENERAL CATES;

I've forgotten what •••

MR. FRANK:

You remember how someone got a picture of a map of the
Marine• s next objective or the picture of the terrain
model that appeared in the newspaper"{

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, but I don•t think I know anything about that.
I remember it now.
(/.q,1

f~

MR. FRANK;

It created quite an intelligence

I think.

GENERAL CATESi

Well, it•s hard to camouflage an operation like that.
Of course, by the time we had gotten to Saipan where
we stayed quite a few days.
Iwo knew that we were coming.
about that.

I mean, the conmander on
There wasn't any question

We might as well have written him a letter.
1

MR. FHANK:

You were probably as well prepared for Iwo as possible.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, I think so, with the possible exception as you said
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the other day about the naval gunfire.

And as I said,

naval gunfire in my opinion agaiinst personnel
overrated.

is~~y

It does practically very little damage ex-

cept it•s demoralizing.

But of course against targets

above ground and guns and tanks or whatever you have, it
is effective more or less.

And cutting do!An our naval

gunfire there by two or three days whatever it was, it
cost Ills a lot.

Although the Japs had their guns pretty

well dug in, some of them back in caves and things,
there were quite a few that could have been reached
with more naval gunfire.
At what point did you realize that the taking of Iwo
was not going to be as easy as you first beli eve.tt
GENERAL CATES:

Well after the, you might say, first day.

MR. FRANK:

When did you go ashore yourself?

C3ENERAL CATES=

I didn• t go ashore until D plus 4.

I intended to go

on D plus land then that blow came up and there weren•t
any boats going in at all.

I could have gone personally

but I couldn• t have gotten my staff in, you might say

I

the communications set-up.
MR. FRANK:

This blow-up, this having winds and waves -- did that
create quite a problem for the troops already ashore'/

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, in a way because the beach was just a mass of
boats broken and sunk.

In fact, for I think two days

~.-d

D:.1 Ir\

they didn•t allow any boats to land at all.
they couldn 1 t cl ear the beach.

I mean

And of course, it came

as a complete surprise to the Navy as they thought the
prevailing wind would be from the south, southwest.
That• s why they wanted to make a landing on the east
coast.

As it turned out, as l told you the other day,

the landing on the west would have been much easier
and better terrain and we wouldn•t have been flanked
on each side.

The Navy, of course, turned it down for

a perfectly good reason because there is a lot of foul
ground on the west coast and their ships couldn 1 t have
operated close in.
MR. FRANK:

It would be quite a problem to transfer from, landing
craft to amtracs and so on.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, but it would have worked much better.

And I sug-

gested it at one meeting, I think it was in Pearl well
before the operation and l was more or less laughed
do'M'l, you might say.

They said it couldn•t be done

and besides the prevai1ing wind was from the west, it
would be more difficult. But I didn•t like the idea
, o 1, r
of landing in a bi,, you might say, where you were
flanked on both sides.
MR. FRANK;

Well, of course this was the problem with Surabachi
on one flank and the high ground on the right.
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GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

How well did the Japanese have this alternate area
that you recommended def ended?

GENERAL CATES;

They had it defended but it wasn 1 t defended -- I would
say it wasn 1 t defended half as much as the east coast
because the terrain over there was not as suited to defense like that right flank of ours up there on that
bluff and all the way up Hill 382.

MR. FRANK:

Of course, when you landed it was two Divisions abreast,

the Fifth Division on the left and the Fourth

O;t"I

the

right.
GENERAL

CATES~

And it didn•t end that way because the Third Division
had mo st of their division in the cent er.

MR. FRANK:

Well, the Third came in later although they were •••

GENERAL

One regiment came in and was attached to me for about

CATES~

three or four days.
MR. FRANK:

21st Marines, wasn 1 t it?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANKa

And part of the Ninth and the Third Marines never
')
landed~

GENERAL CATES:

Never.

MR. FRANK:

Except I think parts of them did.

What were some of

your thoughts as the operati,on unfolded?
some of your problems?

What were
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GENERAL CATES:

Well of course, our problem was taking the old 382 and
fl

{;_

I(

the ;trieat \j\1--inder as they called it.

Then we had to

execute a complete change of direction.

We went in

advancing al mo st west and we turned north and then had
to turn back and come dov.n east.

Of course, the ter-

rain was the factor of this, i t affected us mostly.
We got dov.n to our last little group of Japanese -- I
estimate that there w~l'fprobably three or four hundred
of them -- and we had them surrounded completely.

In

fact, we were so close to them that we couldn•t use
our artillery and mortars were not effective.

Finally

we had to withdraw three or four hundred yards so that
we could lay artillery on them and

n

t.1111; fJ:'.i ~
I..aQ~'*l'

s outfit

finally wiped them out.
MR. FRANK:

You were telling us the other day about General Smith
observing the operation from the ship
troops

GENERAL GATES:

there/~

an~

seeing your

rather unhappy.

Yes, he was on a -- I think he was on an LSI as I remember it at that time and he was very close in shore.
They were drawing no fire and he was probably a thousand
yards out.

He could see our men standing up on these

rocky ridges on the coast there and they were not moving
and then he came ashore and gave me billyhell for not
advancing on that right flank.

I explained to him that
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we just couldn 1 t do it, that there were crevices there
twenty to thirty feet deep and that we 1 d have to go
from one to the other.

I tried my best to get him tJo go

with me and let me show him but he had business some
other place.
MR, FRANKt

The operation on IVIO took approximately how long?
)

More than double your estimate;
GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, definitely.

I'd say altogether -- of course

we were the first out.

After we cleaned up our sector

we bolted and returned to Maui.

The Fifth and the Third

Division remained there for I guess two or three weeks
after we left.

I think it took approximately six weeks

after we were ashore, of course.
MR. FRANK:

Which division sustained the heaviest casualtieS?

GENERAL GATES;

Oh) we did.

MR. FRANK:

Fourth Division(

GENERAL GATES:

Yes.

That right flank was a bitch if there ever was

one.
MR. FRANK:

Of course, once Surabachi was secured, the

~P

coming

down from there were neutralized.
GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

And they didn•t put too much on Surabachi.

It

was fortified but nothing like that rig up there on
Hill 382• and that area.
MR. FRANK:

Do you think they should have fortified Surabachi to a
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greater extent?
GENERAL CATES:

No I don•t think so because they knew it was apt to be
more or less isolated or taken.

Their main defensive

line was in the northern sector out there where the
terrain was much better for defense.
MR. FRANK:

A lot of vegetation?

GENERAL CATESi

Yes, quite a bit to start with.

MR. FHANKi

Scrub vegetation7

GENERAL CATESt

MR. FHANK1

rocks and crevices.

GENERAL CATES:

Well of course,

MR. FRANKi

How badly was your di vision hit, do you remember off
hand',(

GENERAL CATES:

Oh, the records would show, I•ve forgotten it now.

MR. FRANKi

You went back, of course, in March, near the end of
March to Maui.

Did you imnediatel y replenish your

per ronnel'?
GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

Then, of course, we stayed there a considerable

tirne, about five months.

I might say for the records

that except for the period just before the Japanese
surrendered which was described to me, one day I received a despatch from General Geiger to proceed to
Pearl with any members of my staff wh°")I desired to
bring on a certain date.

So when we were leaving, we
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were wondering what was coming off because we thought
we were preparing for the invasion of Japan at that
time.

And the morning that we were leaving, I was

sitting at the breakfast table and Colonel Pollock
came in and said
I said,

11

11

I wonder what this is all about. 11

I have a hunch he is going to have us take

Wake Island."

The staff looked at me and thought I

was crazy and went on over and walked in and General
Geiger greeted us and he said,

11

Cates, I have a

directive here from the Navy to have your Division
plan to take Wake Island. 11

And everybody looked at

me and my staff thought my gosh, you are crazy or
something.

But anyway, he out of a clear sky said,

"What do you think you can take it with?"

And I said,

"Well, General I don't know until I get more dope and
data. 11

I said,

11

0f course, I know that they have a

lot of troops there but they are in pretty bad shape
physically and morally and mentally and every other
IJ ·r,t'f/n\{,

.

way."

So after the

you think?"
know.

~'

And I said,

11

he said,

11

Well, what do

Wel 1, General, I don 1 t

I never like to send a boy to do a man• s work

and I really think I
regiment."

11

;oould take with a reinforced

But, 11 I said,

11

1 would like to boat my

whole division and have them available if it develops
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into a big operation.

Besides, it would be good

training anyway to boat the whole division."
said,

11

So he

All right, go ahead and prepare your plans

to take Wake Island. 0

And it was only about a week

after that that the Japanese surrendered.
MR. FRANK:

The Fourth Division ;as part of

V/:C,

was alerted for

this operation against Japan on the Tokyo Plain, was
it not?
GENERAL CATESi

I really don•t know.

MR. FRANK;

You never got a warning order for the invasion of
Japan?

GENERAL CATES:

No, not as far as I know.

MR. FRANK:

What did you do all the rest of the time at Maui?

Your

regular training cycle?
BENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, we had very heavy training cycle.

And as I said

before, the morale was very high but there•s no reason
why it shouldn•t have been because the people on Maui
just took these people into their homes and did everything in the v11orld you could think of.

We built clubs,

officers• club, NCOs and staff, and we had more or less
a permanent theatre and believe it or not, we actually

MR. FRANK;

got thirty-one Red Cross girls assigned to us.
1/ff C; v'l
Tell me, after Iwo Jima did you. a directive, an official
/\

one or otherwise, requiring you to submit more recom-
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mendations for awards and so on?
GENERAL CATESs

Not that I can remember.

But there was one thing that

I criticized very severely and maybe I shouldn•t, but

we had a colonel in charge of the awards -- I say we
did, FMF -- and he had an idea of more or less balance
of decorations between units, which I fought very
strenuously.

I said why should the Fourth Division

get more than the Fifth or vice versa 9 I mean why it
should be equal.

But he had an idea that he ought to

equalize things.
MR. FRANK;

In other words, if Fifth Division got six Medals of
Honor, the Fourth should get six.

GENERAL CATES:

The Fourth shoul!d get six and so on.

MR. FRANK:

Isn't it a fact that whether or not a recorrmendation
for award was approved depended on how the reconmendati on and citation was written?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh definitely, yes.

The ones that used the most beauti-

ful language were the ones that got the most.

lviR. FRANK i

Wasn•t there a point where you had to use some of the
combat correspondents, the writers and so on, to help
write citations'(
don• t know whether Colonel McCormick did that or not.

GENERAL CATES:

I

MR. FRANK:

Was McCormick your G-1?

GENERAL CATES:

No.

At that time, let•s see -- I•ve forgotten who was
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G-1 at that time.
MR.

FHANK~

GENERAL CATES:

Look back to the record.

You had Krulewi tch, of course.
Oh yes, we had Krulewitch but he was .. more or less my

handyman.

I might say one thing about Krulewitch for

the records.

Once on Iwo Jima when things were in

pretty bad shape and we were trying to take that area
around what we called the Meat-Grinder and we organized
a battalion from the Headquarters troops and put
Krulewitch in charge of it and he really did a good
job.
MR. FRANK:

Of course, he had been a World War I enlisted man, had
he not';

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK;

After the surrender, VJ Day, what did you do'(

Increase

the educational training?
GENERAL CATESi

Oh yes, and we kept up our training.

In fact, we stressed

it a little more because you know how to keep men out of
trouble was to work them.

Because if they get too idle

they go to pieces very easily.
I

MR. FRANKi

('.'."tJ,

We never had any of the so-called rali'-,s to send the boys
home.

There was nothing that occurred in the Marines

such as occurred in other services, was there?
GENERAL CATES:

No, I don 1 t think so.

And there•s one thing that I

would like to comnent on in a way.

Of course, just
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before Iwo Jima we were having quite a bit of this
what they call battle fatigue.

So we held numerous

classes and devoted hours in other words in trying to
combat that.

We just put it up to the men -- there

were very few cases of battle fatigue.
everybody was tired.

Of course,

But the battle fatigue cases

were the ones that were just yellow.

If you look at

the records of ours on Iwo Jima, you will find that
they are very, very low.

MR. FRANK;

How would you evaluate Iwo Jima?

Was it necessary

that it be taken'?
GENERAL CATES:

Ch yes, undoubtedly, because it saV.Eld thousands of
lives as well as planes because the Air Corps returning from bombing Japan, if there were damages at all,
they couldn•t get back to their bases at Saipan or
Tinian.

The crippled ones were· just lost.

As it

was, I 1 ve forgotten what the figure is but it was
something enormous, about the crippled planes that
landed on Iwo Jima.
MR. FRANK;

A B-29 landed there while the battle was still going

GENERAL CATES;

Yes, I 1 ll say it did.
the runway

;

·~-

It went right into the end of
where i t ended up it was

only about six or eight hundred yards from the Japanese
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lines.
MR. FRANK:

It went right into it.

When did you get word that the

1/tii

~ee

was to be dis-

banded';
GENERAL CATES;
MR.

FRJ1NK~

GENERAL CATES;

I think it was along Hl September.
You still had command of the Division'(
Oh yes, and of course we returned piecemeal from the

islands and started to send them back in October, as I
remember it, and then the last was in November.

We

came home mostly on the baby carriers.
MR. FRANK:

The Magic Carpet.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

Then we went to Pendleton, of course, and were

demobilized frorn Pendleton.
MR. FRANK:

And you received your orders to Quantico then.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes,

MR. FRANK:

Was there any concern Jtfter the war the Commandant

i >! ~

)~

convened a board for selecting out general officers,
do you recall?
BENERAL CATES;

Yes, I remember something about it but I don•t know
the details.

MR. FRANK:

Well, you would have been considered;

I assume that

all general officers came up before the Board to be
considered for retention or selecting out.
GENERAL CATES:

I'm not really acquainted with that.

I remember some-

thing about it but sure I guess I would have been.
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MR. FRANK:

Then if you had no knowledge of it, the1·e wouldn• t
have been any matter of being concerned about it.

GENERAL CATES:

No, it never entered my mind.

MR. FRANK;

Do you recall those who were kept and those who left1
though?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

The ones that were kept.

MR. FRANK:

When you were back at Quantico, you were there for
approximately a full three years almost, plus two
weeks, you were President of the Marine Corps Equipment Board and Commandant of the Marine Corps Schools.

GENERAL GlffES:

Yes.

That President of the Equipment Board was ju st a

makeshift job until General Torrey retired.

In fact,

I wasn•t qualified to be head of that at all.

I 1 m not

mechanically minded, I knew very little about weapons
or anything like that and I was just a figure heam.
MR. FRANKt

What was the nature of your duties down there?

Was it

primarily a rebuilding job?
GENERAL CAfES:

You mean on the Equipment Board?

ivlR. FRANK i

In Quantico at the Schools.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

As you know, ther~fiall kinds of schools

there

the Staff School, the Base School, the Ord-

. 'tf'(tJ,

nance School, Equipment and so on, all kinds.
,fl/

•

•

•

And I

was just the Head of it -- adm1n1strat1ve you might
./j

say.

/J
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MR. FRANK:

There was nothing unusual then in this two years
this two year period as far as your career goes7

GENERAL CATESt

No, except of course Quantico has always been a place
for visitors from Washington, o.fficial visitors, and
we had to wine and dine them and of course, Secretary
Wilson, later after I was Commandant, had his Joint
Civilian Orientation groups do1M1 and he had the conf erence of Admirals and Generals including from the
President on down -- President Ei senhow.e7; and Nixon
and the different

~ecretaries/'bnef ense;\iumphVe,,J
t 11

i)

MR. FRANK:

Of course, this was later.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, this was after I was Corrunandant.

MR. FRANK:

I

think maybe Eisenhower was the last President who

ever visited Quantico.
GENERAL

CATES:

Yes, I guess so.

He came down on two occasions.

l

was trying to wrack my brain -- l think those Joint
Civilian Orientation groups started when I was there
the first time.

They 1 d have all these heads of the

different corporations dov.n.
MR. FRANK:

I remenber, I was all l')t(;·

you were at Quantico.

guMe for one when

JCCC, they used to call them.

GENERJ\L CAfES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

When did you first know that you were going to be
appointed as Commandant?
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GENERAL CATES:

It was actually when President Truman told me because
I

can say with all honesty that I never considered

being Commandant.
It

MR. FRANK:

I

never thoug\)t about being Commandant.

never entered my mind.

There's always this element in the Marine Corps 1 I
imagine) since the first time that the Marine Corps
was founded.

Always some kind of an anchor pool, people

trying to G-2 the situation, who 1 s going to be the next
Commandant.
GENERAL

CATES:

Oh yes, there's always a lot of guessing but they're

usually wrong.
MR. FRANK:

Yes.

Well, it must have been at that time when General

Vandegrift was due to retire.

Did you have any esti-

mate or had you made some guesses as to who you thought
was going to make it?
GENERAL

CATES:

As I remember, I really didn 1 t give it too much consideration.

Of course, with all due respect to General

Vandegrift, who I think is a close friend of mine -- I
know I am to him -- I don•t think that he recomnended
me or Shepherd either.

I'm not sure of that but I'm

pretty sure that he was for General Turnage.
-.w

MR. FRANK:

Of course, President Truman was not~ery much Marine
Corps oriented and was not particularly friendly to
the Marine Corps.

His comment about getting all the
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Admirals out of the White House, I think is fairly
well known, after he took over.

Therefore, it would

seem that it is rather unusual that he did not accept
the Commandant•s recomnandation.
GENERAL CATES;

Well, I actually do not know whether General Vandegrlift
ever contacted the President on it.

At that time, the

Secretary of the Navy was really a most important job
and you might say that he carried a lot of weight, in
fact in my opinion, practically all the weight.

So

one day I received a call from Secretary Sullivan to
be at his office at four
l've forgotten when.

on a certain date --

When I appeared there, General

Shepherd was there a1so.
al 1 about?"

0 1 clock

And he said,

I said, "Lem, 'JI.hat• s this
ll

I don• t know."

So we waited

fifteen or twenty minutes and finally Secretary Sullivan burst out of his office in a hurry and said, "Come
on, come on.

Let• s go, let• s go • 11

And he went out the

door and we followed and got down to the car and I
said,

11

Mr. Secretary, what is thi S'(''

He said,

11

We 1 re

going over to see President Truman and we• re late now."
He said,
mandant.

11

He' s going to decide who• s going to be ComOne of you is going to be Commandant."

that's the fir st we knew of it.

So

We went over and we

first went in Charlie Ross' s office and sat there for
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ten or fifteen minutes and finally some staff member
of the President came out and asked Mr. Sullivan to
go in.

He went in and talked to the President for

about ten or fifteen minutes.
said,

11

Then he came out and

Cates, the President wants to see you."

So I

went in and he talked to me for a long time.

He in

effect said that I have to make the appointment as
Commandant and he said,

If

I really don't know anything

about either of you but your records are practically
identically the same.

You both have been in World

War I and World War II."
me to make the decision."

And he said,

11

It 1 s up to

He said, "I•ve had a lot

of political pressure brought to bear on me to appoint
a certain officer and I don• t like it."

I said,

11

Mr.

/~\ll9

President, kind of insult your intelligence, don 1 t
'~

they?"

And he said, "They sure do. 11

So then after he dismissed me then Shepherd went
in.

He talked to him for quite a long time.

Shepherd

came out and Secretary Sullivan went back in.
to Lem as we sat there, I said,
dog show.
prize."

11

I said

Lan, this is like a

We' re waiting to see who 1 s going to get the
So after a few minutes we both went in and

the President looked over at Lem and he said,

11

General , 11

-- and I was just ready to reach out and shake Lem's
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hand, really I thought he was going to say you're
going to be Commandant
make the decision. 11

he said, ''It• s up to me to

He said, "It• s all even practically.

You 1 re younger than he.
seniority list."
later.''

GENERAL

CATES:·

And he said,

11

You 1 11 have your chance

And he turned to me and said,

be Commandant. 11
MR. FRANK:

Cates is senior to you on the

11

You 1 re going to

That•s the way •••

What was your reaction'(
I really don•t know.

I know by the time I got back to

Quantico and told my wife, I was doing a, lot of thinking
though and wondering if I really wanted it.
MR. FRANK:

How long after -- did any of this leak out, do you think?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, I'm sure it did.

I•ve forgotten though.

I think

it was released right away as I ranember it.
MR. FRANK:

Of course, in the hi story of our Corps each Commandant
has put his own personal stamp on the Corps whether it•s
been in the way of uniforms or ceremonies or conduct of
Staff activities at Headquarters, many things.

There are

many things within the context or framework which go on
regardless.

But there are many others with the stamp of

his personality.

How would you characterize your tour

as Commandant'(
GENERAL CATES;

I'd hesitate to even try to do it.
people to do that.

It•s up to other

All I can say is I was damned lucky.
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1 had an excellent staff -- and I mean a good staff.

You take from my Assistant Commandant down.

And of

course as you know, we were battling for our lives at
that time.
MR. FRANK:

Yes, I•m going to talk about that.

You were appointed

for two or four years?
GENERAL CATES:

Four years.

In fact, the law teads the Commandant of

the Marine Corps shall be appointed for four years.

It

doesn 1 t say will be.
MR, FRANK:

Why do you suppose that lat er on Pate only got i t for
two years?

GENERAL CATES:

I think it was just a mistake.

I think that•s why he

was reappointed.
MR. FRANK:

You don• t think there was any plot on the part of the
Administration and the Secretary of Defense at this time?

GENERAL

CATES;

I don•t know.
I

No, I wouldn•t say there was any plot.

think that maybe he was following the Navy custom of

the CNO.
MR. FRANK;

Well now, wouldn•t it appear that such a gross error as
that should have been caught by Pate's staff or someone
else who had been appointed after the Secret art?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, I think so and I think maybe it was.

I• m not sure,

but I think maybe it was because when Pate• s two years
was up, I really didn 1 t think he would be re-appointed.
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And I was pulling very strongly for General Pollock
at that time.
Jerome.

Either General Pol lock or General

I recommended both of them.

MR. FRANK:

That would have been the first aviation Commandant.

GENERAL GATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK;

Do you think an aviator has a chance of becoming Commandant?

GENERAL CATES:

Oh some day, yes.

But of course, the ground troops

dominate, you might say, I mean a larger percentage.,,
Yes, I think some day you'll definitely have one.
You are aware, General, of the fact that there is

MR. FRANK:

great controversy despite all the lip service given
to the close air support -- Marine air-ground team
concept.

Yet there is this chasm, this schism between

Marine ground personnel and Marine aviation personnel.
GENERAL GATESi
MR. FRANK;

i fI
hiV'c
/t
Oh I think that• s overrated. ~t· 1;
. tttk
w" Jalking about the situation going into New Zealand

/ti,

I

before Guadalcanal.
GENERAL CATES;

Yes, as you know, we boated out of San Francisco and
headed to New Zealand with the expectation of being
there for probably six months of training.

A day or

two prior to our arriving at Wellington, we received
Uv}\iD&}

word to prepare to disembark

/

load ships for an operation.

~··&Ad

combat

So the minute we hit

v"·~ I "
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there the Fifth Marines had arrived there considerably
before that.

They had already started combat loading.

The day we arrived, it started raining and for nine
solid days it poured rain and we had to unload every
ship and reload.

And of all the messes you•ve ever

seen on that dock because most of the things were
packed in paper cartons and we were shy on everything.
I mean, spare parts -- I would say that we were at
least twenty per cent shy on spare parts or equipment
or arms in my regiment.
,C) I

For instance, we didn• t have

/14ri

~J~~w for our half-tracks and things like that.

So

we worked twenty-four hours a day around the clock
in driving rain trying to

reloa~but

I• ve ever seen this was the worst.

0£ all the messes

Prior to going

there, we had received word, of course, that liquor
was very short in New Zealand.
impossible to get.
of liquor.

In fact, it was almost

So we carried a considerable amount

About the second day there, I sent my pay-

master Heming up to one of the clubs and asked him if
he could make arrangements where we could make use of
the club for the next few days, knowing that we were
going to be there just a few days.
glad to grant us the courtesy.

They were only too

They set aside some

rooms for us and so we took our liquor up there and
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every afternoon the officers in relays would go up
and have a little.

We would ask the New Zealanders

to have a drink with us and they refused.

It became

very embarrassing in a way and finally I said to one
of these chaps, "Listen, tell me, are you all mad# at
us'?

Why won•t you drink with us?"

me very plainly, he said,

11

So the man told

Well, Colonel, the reason

we v.on•t do it is we can•t reciprocate.
tate to drink your liquor."

And we hesi-

And I said, "Listen,

you•re furnishing us, giving us the courtesy of your
club, which we appreciate greatly and certainly we
would like to buy you a drink or two."

So after that

we became very good friends.
~

MR. FRANK:

your

paymaster~

all this liquor in from the States.

you brought

That transfer of

the rations and the combat loading at Aotea Quay, I
think it was, in New Zealand; was it Wellington?
GENERAL CATESi

Wellington.

MR. FRANK:

Wellington, yes -- was probably one of the messiest
situations that ever occurred.

GENERAL CAfES:

You mean the loading and unloading.

MR. FRANK:

Yes, sir.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

There was no excuse for that whatsoever.

As

you read in my diary written at the time, I think a day
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or two after we left San Francisco, I commented in
this diary th'at this was the biggest boo-boo in the
world not to combat load before you start any place
because I don•t care what the future plan is, it
always can be changed.
MR. FRANK:

And it was.

GENERAL CATES;

And it was changed.

It would have saved us a lot of

misery and we w:>uld have been in much better shape.
MR. FRANK a

We•ll get back to later days.

We were talking about

when you were appointed Commandant.
many changes?

Now, did you make

Certainly the nature of post-war opera-

tions and the post-war position of the Marine Corps
had been changed.

The Marine Gorps had been cut down

with demobilization and everything else and certainly
you had to change the pace of the Marine Gorps activities from what it had been during the War and under
General Vandegrift.
changed?
GENERAL CATES:

This was pro forma.

What else

I mean what other things?

There wasn•t any material change that I know of.

Of

course, it was gradual and I would s,ay that probably
the biggest one was the development of the helicopter.
Because there's no question abou~it, the Marines were
responsible for the development of the helicopter.

The

Army was lukewarm to it, the Navy didn•t want any part
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of it.

We started out there at Quantico with these

helicopters and as I remember, the old Piasecki, the
old flying banana, was the first.
had DTs.

It shook like it

And that actually started the helicopter.

As you say, we were being cut to the bone gradually
and being strangled to death, as somebody put it.

We

tried to maintain our skeleton organization of two
divisions.

In fact, every time any member of the Con-

gress would more or less hop on Secretary Johnson, he•d
say they have two divisions.

Well, hell, they were just

a skeleton -- each one was a .skeleton division.

Probably

there may be a good regiment in each one.
MR, FRANK:

What do you think Johnson• s motives were'{

I

mean he• s

been characterized many ways and certainly • • •
GENERAL

CATES;

I

don• t know, \\k were just up against an obstacle there

and as you say Pli:esident Truman didn•t have any love
for us but still he was fair and square, he was honest
in it.

And as you say, he said we should be the Navy

police force.
MR. FRANKi

He meant it.

GENERAL CATES:

And that was it.

And Johnson disliked us very much and

of course there was a group in the Anny with thumbs
do'M1 on us and they made all kind of plans to absorb
us.
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,•)

MR. FRANK;

~u1'.',

Forrest Sherman,

CNO, certainly was no friend

of ours.
GENERAL CATES:

No, he wasn•t.

And for the record I would like to say

something in regardf to him.

When they were going to

make the appointment, Secretary Matthews and I would
talk and l was recommending Radford very strongly at
that time.

In fact, the day that Forrest Sherman was

appointed, I sat next to the Secretary in a briefing
of some kind and l showed him an article that was in
the Christian Science Monitor that more or less attacked
Forrest Sherman.
about him."

And I said,

11

That' s the way I feel

So he read the thing at this conference,

turned it over and looked at it and handed it back to
me.

That afternoon Forrest Sherman was appointed.

So

as soon as he came in, I went over and paid a call on
him and 1 told him,

11

Admiral, I want to tell you very

plainly, you were not my candidate for CN0. 11
said,

11

And I

I know that you have been more or less thumbs

down on the Marines.

I don•t know why.

tell you that 1 1 11 support you. 11
I'll support you too. 11

MR. FRANK;

He did?

GENERAL CATES:

He did, you know.

But I want to

And he said, "Well,

And he did.

After that, he was kind of luke-

warm but I must say that as far as I know, he played
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fair and square.

But I think actually me telling him

very plainly that he was not my candidate and i wasn•t
for him might have had some effect.
MR. FRANK;

Of course, his brother was in the Marine Gorps -- Paul
Sherman.

GENERAL CATES:

I really think that• s where it dates back to.

He

thought that Paul got a raw deal.
MR. FRANK;

Really.

GENERAL

That• s just guessing.

CATES:

MR. FRANK:

fhat' s when Paul lost his flight orders?

GENRAL CATES;

1 don• t know.

MR. FRANK:

He had been an aviator earlier~

GENERAL CArES:

Yes.
said that and that's possible.

MR. FRANK:

he and

Of course,

-fAjJIJ•1 who knew each other from way back didn• t

get along too well either.
GENERAL CATES:

No, that•s true.

MR. FRANK:

When did you first become aware of this plot against
the Marine Corp&?

l don•t think it• s dramatizing to

call it a plot.
GENERAL CATES;

No, I don•t know whether you should call it a plot or
just maybe it was an honest opinion of the group of
officers and, with all due respect to my close friend
J~e

Collins, he was behind a good part of it -- the
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Collins

~fan.

And of course, Bradley didn't like us

either.
l'J)JJ!J{/

MR. FH.ANK:

This goes back to Guadalcanal

GENERAL CAfES:

It actually stems back to World War I.

days/~.

The Army had

never forgiven the publicity that the Marines got at
Belleau Wood!il.

MR. FRANK;
GENERAL CATES:

iJ 111

Do you think it is as mi nor a basis as that7
l\
Yes, I do. General MacArthur didn't like it.

And it

all was based on the fact that that first despatch
came out by Floyd Gibbons told about the Marines at
Ch1.teau Thierry,

And of course, Belleau Woods is very

close to it and he was speaking of the town clos;st to
to it and the Sixth Machine

~n Battalion -- I think it

was the Sixth -- out of the Third Division was the one
A

that actually was in Chateau Thierry, and stopped the
advance across that bridge.

It was a very small outfit

but they always thought they got the dirty end of the
deal.

And a lot of jealousy developed during the war.

In fact, after the war we had a

knock-do~n

drag-out

fight in cafes and things up in Germany and in Paris
between the Army and the Marines.
MR. FRANK:

Well, I think Twining told me that after the Guadalcanal campaign was over before you wentto Australia
or some periodf n there at that time, he paid a visit
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to his brother, Nate Twining, who was out in the
Pacific at one of the bomber commands or what have
you.

And he visited him and al so a group . of other

Army officers, among whom was Collins, and they were
at a club-type atmosphere and they had been down in
some place.

And there was precious little

said in the way of congratulations about the job that
the First Division had done on Guadalcanal.

As a

matter of fact, as the evening grew later and waxed
warmer, the first threatening note -- Collins and a
few others -- against the Marine Corps had been stated.
This was 1943.

So it goes back that far.

Now we

could talk about the concept, the high strategic level
of the tri-elemental theory and everything else that
Heinl has written about and what the Army believes
its role was and all this other high-faluting theory
but according to you, evidently it was just on a small
petty
GENERAL CATES:

...

There was a gradual build-up.

I mean they've al ways

objected to the publicity that the Marines have gotten
and of course we go in for publicity.
good for morale.

I mean, it• s

And I think there• s been a certain

amount of jealousy.
MH. FRANK:

Well of course, the Marine Corps is in a way an elite
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organization.
GENERAL CATES=

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

It• s unique.> if nothing else.

When you gave your speech,

your State of the Union address so to speak setting forth
your policy after you were sworn in -- I believe the
Commandant generally does this within the first few
weeks in January -- what were some of the elements,
some of the factors that you spoke about.
GENERAL CATES:

You know, when I actually look back on that I can• t
think that I even made one.

I really don• t.

I know

that General Vandegrift, after I was appointed,
no, it was when I was taking over -- that he had a
conference of newspaper people and there wasn't much
brought up.

This fellow, Norris, is it? -- in the

Washington Post?
MR. FHANK:

Yes.

GENERAL CATES:

He shot some pretty tough questions at me and I more
or less dodged them.
of course.

I mean, it was about the Army

And he didn•t like that and I must admit

that I didn•t like it either.

But there wasn•t any

particular State of the Union message that I made.

\
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MR. FRANK:

VJe errled last time, General, we talked about your

selection for the Commandancy.

I think you said that

you had no inkling that you were in the running, is
that correct'?
GENERAL CATES;

That is correct.

I can honestly say that I never even

considered it.
MR. f'RANK;

And also you told us about the time that President
Truman took you and General Shepherd in and explained
what the circumstances were.

Now, your selection was

for a four-year tour, was i t not?
GENERAL CATES:

Yes, I think the law states emphatically that the Commandant of the Marine Corps shall be appointed for a
period of four years.

MR, FRANK:

There• s never been any problem about the Commandant
Ve )

getting that full four-year tour, has ~ '
GENERAL CATES:

Well of course, General Pate•s first appointment was
for two years which I really couldn• t account for and
then later he was appointed for another two years.

MR. FRANK;

What did you envision as being your job before you as
Conmandant·r

GENERAL CATES:

What faced you7

Well, at that time, it was a question of the existence
of the Marine Corps.

That was the biggest one question,

I think when General Vandegrift turned it over to me,
he said,

11

I have three problems.

The first, of course,
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is the fight that some people are making to cut the
Marine Corps to the bone and the other one was in regard to the publication of General Holland
S~ith•s

11

Mad11

book, and the other one was kind of a political

appointment that had been offered a pretty big man -- a
conmission rather to a very big man -- that had quite
a bit of influence and he wasn•t qualified physically
at all.

General Vandegrift left it in my lap to dis-

approve.
MR, FRANK:

The reverberation from that could be quite costly,
couldn•t it have'?

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, it could have.

MR. FRANKt

Was it'i'

GENERAL CATESi

I don•t think really.

And I might state here that

later on he was given a commission in the Navy, I
think as a Commander, I'm not sure.
MH. FRANK i

Let• stake the minor things first -- relatively, that
is and talk about
Brass'~]

11

Coral and High Brass" fi'coral and

by Holland Smith.

How was that going to

affect the Marine Corps'/
GENERAL GATESi

It actually didn• t affect the Marine Corps.

It irri-

tated, I think, a lot of people in the Navy because he
was quite critical.
MH. FH.ANK:

The Army rather.
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GENERAL CATESi

No, the Navy.

Well, both the Army and the Navy. The
4(
Si•u If,
Army combat thing ~f Saipan was S~'6t versus Smith

but he was al so critical of some of the doings of the
Navy Adrni ral s.
MR. FHANK:

I understand he wrote it with Percy Finah.

Wasn• t he

a retired Sergeant who had been in the publicity bureau
in Philadelphia for a long time?
GENERAL CATES:

I really don•t know.

MH.. FRANK;

I think he was.

Well, did you have any personal con-

tacts or conversations with General Soi th over the
book'?
GENER AL CATES:

Oh yes, quite a few.

In fact, I wrote him a number of

times and finally, I don• t know whether I ordered him
to Washington or whether he came on his own accord, but
he came to Washington and came to my office and we discus.sed the book and I urged him not to have it published.
In fact, he was going to give the go-ahead sign the
next day.

After talking at some length, he still said

he was going to publish it and I finally said to him,
"General, Geiger was a good friend of yours, waan• t
he?
said,

One of your best. 11
11

He said, "Yes, he was. 11

I

Well, if he was alive today, he muldn 1 t want

you to publish that book. 11

And with that, the tears

started coming down General Smith•s cheeks and he
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looked at me and all of a sudden he jumped at me and
I thought he was going to hit me.

He

it, don•t hit me below the belt. 11

I said,

sHd,

11

11

Goddamn

All right,

go ahead and publish it. 11
MR. FRANK;

Why were General Vandegrift and why were you so sensitive or the Marine Corps so sensitive about having the
book published?

Was it because of the nature of the

times as far as the Marine Corps was concerned?
GENERAL CATES:

Well, we figured it was more or less past history and
we didn• t want to bring up old sores and also create
well, you might say, more ill feeling towards the
Marine Corps.

MH.. FRANK:

But all things considered, the points he made were
quite valid, weren•t they/

GENERAL CATES:

l think so.

I think they were all perfectly honest.

MR. FRANK;

What was his axe to grind, do you have any idea?

GENERAL CATES:

I don•t think it was an axe to grind as it was just
toryou might say, set the records straight.

MR. FRANKs

Of course, he suffered a great many frustrations being
out there as FMFPac head.

Certainly the Marine Corps

did not have its way all the time in the Pacific.
GENERAL CATES:

No, he had battle after battle.

In fact, he had a

lot that we didn•t even know about.
MR. FRANK:

I think the records indicate that -- that he suffered
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in silence with great forbearance on his part which
you can see in his letters to General Vandegrift.
GENERAL CATES;

Oh yes.

MR. FRANK:

He didn't want to do anything that would embarrass
General Vandegrift or the Marine Corps but he had a
great cross to bear out there.

GENERAL CATES:

And as I stated previously, I think his nickname of
"Howling Mad" is a misnomer because he wasn•t as near
tough as people thought he was.

MR. FRANK:

Well, it was good for the other services to feel that
he was.

GENEH.AL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

I think that anybody that did serve with him or was on

his staff knew him to be quite gentle and a very feeling
man.
GENERAL CATESi

What was the reaction when the book was published.?

Practically none.

I don't think it really did any harm

and I don•t think it did any particular good except just
to complete the records.
MR .. FRANK:

It was published in serial form in the Saturday Evening
Post, was it not?

GENERJ\L CATES:

I really have forgotten.

MR. FRANK;

And I think the Army was unhappy.

There was tremendous

reaction on the way he presented the Saipan conflict.
GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.
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MH.. FRANK:

But with the Marine Corps you didn•t feel any reverberations in your office.

GENERAL GATES:
MR,

FRANK~

No.
Now what were your relations with President Truman?
How were they;tand

GENERAL CATES:

~ork

Was it close or did you get to see him

with him at all?

I would say it was fairly close.

of times.

I saw him a number

Of course, he was down at Quantico and as

I•ve said before, I really admire the man.

I think that

maybe his statements really did us more good than any
other one thing.
MR. FRANK:

Although he didn• t intend to do it that way.

GENERAL CATES:

No, I don•t think so but •••

MR. FRANK:

Just a real common -- and I say common not in a disparagin:J"sense -- but he was an honest man just striking
Iv',>'(<:'.

back to what he thought
GENERAL CATES:

me

certainly was.

~

too many blows from Congress.

And when he made the statement that

we had a propaganda machine almost equal to that of
Stalin, he really had something because we did.
wasn•t any question about that.

There

We did everything in

the world to get our friends behind us.

And the former

Marines and friends that had served with the Marine
Corps -- correspondents and things

they poured it

on Congress and on the White House

letters and tele-
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grams.
MR. FRANK:

Well, talking about friends, a lot of it was not directed
from Headquarters though.

I think we ought to get this
Was it?

straight for the record.
GENERAL CATES s

Oh)worlds of it wasn•t but some was.

I mean we all did

because when you're fighting for your life, naturally
you• re going to do everything you can.

MR. FRANK:

Well, you had the reservists behind -- actually you had
tremondous shackles put on you by Louie JClhnson, did•:•'.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh

MR. FRANK;

You mean he couldn't stop the reservists or the • • •

GENERAL CAfESa

No, the Marine Corps League, our reserves, and everyone

~ms,

but he couldn• t stop that.

that had ever served with us.

It crystallized you might

say the support of the Marine Corps.
MR. FRANK:

Talking about the Marine Corps League, that•s been an
embarrassment to the Marine Corps over the years at
various times, has it not?

GENERAL CAIESi

At some periods, yes.

MR. FRANK i

I think in 1949, the Marine Corps League made a presentation of their Non Sibi Sed Patria award to Senator
'

McCarthy.
GENEH.AL

CATES~

MR. FRANK:

---

--~~

~=---'-=-~---'-~~"'<.

•

Was there much fall-out from that?

No, I don• t think so.
Did you have any problems with McCarthy or any relations
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with him at
GENERAL CATES:

au1

Yes, we had very close relations with him and he really
did us a lot of good.

He worked for us and as you

know we had at that time quite a few members in Congress and they supported us loyally.

We had Senator

Douglas and McCarthy and then we had Mansfield and a
world of others.
MR. FRANK:

In view of his controversial image in other areas,
'd)

did his association prove an embarrassment at

all~

GENERAL CATES:

No, I don•t think so at all.

MR. FRANK;

Why do you think that the Marine Corps was having such
a rough time'i/

GENERAL CATESi

Well, it's hard to figure out exactly why.

I think

that maybe some of th.e Army generals thought by redu cing the Marine Corps they would get a little more
for the Army and, I don•t think there is any question
about it, that a lot of it was jealousy and a lot of
it dated back to World War I when we got a little more

publicity than they did.
MR. FRANK:

The records show that the Marine Corps was not getting
the kind of support it should have from the Navy though.

GENERAL CATES:

No, we got lukewarm support and of course, with all due
respect to Secretary Johnson, he was thumbs down on
us, there wasn•t any question about that.
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MR. FRANK:

Why was he thumbs down';I

GENERAL CATES:

I don• t know.

MR.

How about Forrestal'J

FRANK;

What kind of support did we get

from Forrestal'lf
GENERAL CATES:

I

would say fair.

At times he supported us and I might

say this, l think he was perfectly honest in his views.
I

mean, it•s what he thought and, as l told you before,

after he got in there as CNO, he supported me pretty
well.
MR, FRANKt

Not Sherman, I•m talking about • • •

GENERAL CATESi

Oh, I• m sorry, I'm all •

MR. FRANK:

No, we talked about Forrest Sherman before.

GENERAL CATES:

I

..

didn•t have too close contact with him.

Of course,

he•d come down to Quantico there when I was there
and I saw quite a bit of him.

Then when they had the

Key West Conference vi.hen they were writing the missions,
I tried to get in on it.
MR. FRANK:

You were kept outside of that, weren't you?

GENERAL CATES;

I

was kept outside entirely.

I

didn•t get to sit in

on any of it -- any of the conferences.
1

MR. FRANK:

This was a reall.

)/h ,v

I I),

I iv.f

~'O~kA:i..f'"f~t.e

~1 (

l'._

to the Marine Gorps,

was it not'(
GENERAL CATES:

Yes, it was.

MR. FRANK:

They just had you sitting out there cooling your heels
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like a messenger boy.
GENERAL CATES:

Well, I didn• t get to Key

MR. FRANK:

You didn•t get to Key West.

GENERAL GATES:

No.

MR. FRANK:

Was there any Marine Corps representation down there

~Vest.

at all?
GENERAL CATES:

Yes and I've forgotten who it was.

I don•t know

whether it was Silverthorn or not.

Enter that in the

record, will you?
here.

MR. FRANK:

'
L__

I

Find out who it was and place it in
G,, @ • '
j I=~ "?; / fl(!t7 lu>v(]

r

Would it have been the Marine Corps liaison •fficer on
the CNO' s staff?

The position that

k

l/k

W~

had or the

l-vbvi U}·,
position that

~\lt&itt'<>n

was supposed to have and someone

else took it over.
GENERAL CATES:

I don•t know.

But I might say one thing, I•d like to

say one thing for the record.

At the conference

V'klere I did sit in with the CNO, with Secretary
Forrest al, I heard him make the assertion very plainly
that the Department of Defense was purely an advisory
and a coordinating agency and that he could never
visualize the Department of Defense being over three
hundred personnel.
MR. FRANK i

Look at it now.

Forrestal though, as Secretary of the Navy was a very
strong booster of the Marine Corps -- a very strong
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')

booster of the Navy too,
GENERAL GATES:

Well, I think he was.

MR. FHANK:

Do you think he became a captive of the JCS and the
Department of Defense?

GENERAL CAT ES:

Well, I think it was just a question of maybe having
to let his staff make decisions.

He usually got it

by their recommendations.
MR. FRANK:

Oh course, he became sick.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, just about that time too.

MR. FRANK;

Yes.

Well, it must have been an immense pressure and

weight on his shoulders, bearing on him all the time.
Of course, from the time that Louie Johnson came, you
had nothing but trouble.
GENERAL CATES:

Well, I don•t know whether you•d call it trouble or
not -- frustration because he would appear before
conmittees and things and make the assertion that
the Marines had two divisions and they didn 1 t need
any more when he well knew the two di vi si ans were
almost paper divisions, I mean skeletons.
Now, the Edson Committee existed under General Vandegrift 1 s incumbency, is that correct?

GENERAL GATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANK:

And he more or less disbanded that before he left,

GENERAL CATESs

Yes, it wasn 1 t in existence when I came in.
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MR. FRANK:

What was in existence to provide you with position
papers and so on?

GENERAL CATES:

Well, nothing except just the ordinary staff.

MH. FRANK:

What was this group that the Navy had there?

GENERAL CATES;

Op-31 1 think they called it.

MR. FRANK;

The revolt of the flat-top Admirals'/

GENEl-iAL CATES:

No, we didn't have any such organization.

MR. FRANK:

Was there not a think group do111n at Quantico.

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

MR. FRANK:

Vias

7

this the group that Krulak and Gayle and Heinl

and Twining and a few others were involved in?
GENEl-\AL

CATES:

MR. FRANK:

Yes.
Was there some resistance on the part of senior officers to this type of activity{

...

GENERAL CATES:

What do you mean, us having

MR. FRANK:

Well, on the part of Marine senior officers /blank
spot in tap;J

part of it and certain other officers.

GENERAL CATES:

He may have, but 1 didn•t know it.

MR. FRANK:

As far as you were concerned all the senior Marine

A

Corps

~ffi~~xs

generals, senior officers were fully

in support of any ammunition we could get to fight
ry
this battle we had.
!

GENERAL CATES;

Lblank in tap,~}

MR. FRANK:

Well, but what happened thereafter -- many of the
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people that were involved in this unification fight,
many of the people -- and it was a small group -- admittedly were providing these background papers and
providing the writing of speeches and supporting your
positions and appearances before the committee.
of them never made general officer rank.

Many

Now all

things being equal, records and individual personalities and so on, take that aside and forget about that,
I think the record will show that many of them found
an end to their career in the rank of colonel.
GENER.AL GATES;

Yes, but that goes for all the rest of them.
amount are selected.

A certain

I don't believe it was held

against them.
MR. FRANK:

You don•t think this was held against them';

GENERAL GATES:

I don 1 t think so.

MR. FRANKi

The only reason I ask is because I 1 ve heard it said
that it was and that there is a certain pattern, like
Murray and Schatzel and well, Heinl perhaps.

GENERAL CATES:

It 1 s true they were very good officers but I can•t

believe it was held against them.

It might have been

later.

MR. FRANK:

Well, of course, in the General Officers Selection
Board, it's a knock-down, drag-out fight for individual
officers, is it not"/
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GENERAL CATES;

Oh yes, the higher you go in rank, the tougher it
gets, the attrition is bound to be greater.

And the

s el e ct ion boa rd s

I mean

you know how they work.

maybe one man on the selection board will know something about an officer that is not even on his record
and if he can verify it and prove it, it has a great
influence.
lv\R • FRANK'

If it•s not on the record and it•s a matter of personal knowledge, is that brought up before the boardJ

GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes, most boards.

MR. FRANK;

They feel that what they have to do is too important
')

to keep personal knowledge a secret.
GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR, FRANK:

Now, •48, •49, and •50 were difficult years as far
as the Marine Corps was concerned -- getting funds
and everything else.

What was your most important

mission during this period, aside from this unification fight?
GENERAL CAfES:

Well, of course, Korea.

But the unification fight,

you might say, was the top priority because they
to
were trying to cut us/six BUs and six squadrons,
}l
whic~really would have just made us what !President
Truman said, a police force.

MR. FRANK:

Was there any preparation for Korea before June of
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1950'(

Was there inkling"/

Did you have any intelli-

gence?
GENERAL CATES:

Of the War starting in Korea?

MR. FRANKi

Yes, sir.

GENERAL CATES:

None whatsoever that I know of.

MR, FRANK&

Do you remember the exact circumstances and where you

were at the time that you received this information'?
GENERAL CATESt

Well, I can remember when it first broke.

I was there

at Headquarters and for some reason Secretary Matthews
cancelled his daily conferences and when he did have
them, for some reason I was excluded.

After about four

days I went over and kind of forced my way in and at
that time I saw Forrest Sherman and I told him, I said,
11

Forrest, it looks like the Army• s 24th Di vision is in

a pretty bad spot over there. 11

And I said, "We can

furnish a brigade by draining our tv.o divisions."
said, "How soon could you have them ready{"
11

He

I said,

We can have them ready as quickly as the Navy gets

the ships."
a blue flag,·

He said, "All right,
1

I•m going to send

(And I still don•t know exactly what a

blue flag was} to Admiral Joy and tell him that he can
inform MacArthur that the Marines can send a brigade
and an air group. 11

So after a few days MacArthur re-

quested the JCS to send a Marine division, not a brigade.
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And when I saw Forrest Sherman I asked him,
you put this over

1
;

0

And he said,

11

11

How did

Well, from Cates to

Sherman to Joy to MacArthur to the JCS. 11
days we had the request to send a brigade.

Within a few
So we

immediately took the ones from Camp Lejeune and Camp
Pendleton.

We took the ones from Lejeune and ordered

them to Pendleton and organized a brigade and within
about four or five more days they were boated in San
Diego under the command of General Graig.
MR. FRANK:

Now Shepherd was out in the Far East at this time, was
he not'(

GENERAL CATES;

Yes, he was FMFPac.

MR. FRANK:

Do you think he had any influence on the MacArthur
decision?

GiNiiAL GATES:

I really don 1 t know, but I don 1 t think so.

MR. FRANKi

This was quite a switch that MacArthur -- based on
what has been told about MacArthur's attitude regarding the Marines, this is either false or he must have
been in bad shape to have to call on the Marines.

GENERAL CATESi

Well, I think there are two sides to General MacArthur
and his decision about the Marines.

In fact, on one

of my trips to Korea when I went through Tokyo -- in
fact, my first trip to Inchon landing -- I asked him
very plainly.

I said, "General, why are you so down
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on the Marines'("
He said,

11

11

Ht!tt not down on the Marines. 11

The Marines are the best outfit I had in

World War II. 11
'1

He said,

And he said i t very plainly.

He said,

When I want anything done, I know 1 can get it done by

the Marines. 11
It is unusual that he should have chosen an Army officer
to be the landing force commander for the Inchon assault,
considering it was an all-Marine show and it was an
amphibious assault.
GENERAL CATES:

Yes, that 1 s true.

MR. FRANK:

Were there any hard feelings from the fact that they
An
/1/lifl
chose Army to be the commander'(
•1

I don•t know vlny.

/I

GENERAL CATES:

I really don•t know.

MR. FRANK:

What were you doing back here at Headquarters during
the time that the fighting was going on for the rest
of your period as Commandant?

GENEH.AL CATES:

Well, just routine work as Commandant.

We were, of

course, sti 11 fighting for our existence at that time.
MR. FRANK;

Even with our involvement in Inchon.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

And of course that was one of the fortunate

things to happen to the Marine Corps.

I mean we gained

a lot of support from the Congress and everyone else.
MR. FHANKt

Then finally the Douglas bill was passed'/

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.
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MR. FRANK:

Which made you a member of the JCS.

GENERAL CATES:

No, it didn•t make me because it wasn 1 t passed until
I -- we laid the ground work while I was Commandant,
my staff.

And then it was passed when General Shepherd

came in.
MR. FRANKi

Now wait a minute, I• m getting all mixed up.

Did your four years as Commandant go pretty quickly
as far as you were concerned(

GENERAL CATES:

I would say the first three years went quickly and the
fourth year dragged.

MR. FRANK:

Were you consulted for your successor -- saying who
your successor was to be/

GENERAL CATESi

No, but it was almost a foregone conclusion that General Shepherd would get it.
to him,

11

President Truman had said

Well, you 1 ll have your chance later."

He didn•t

say definitely he would be but he implied th.at.

MR. FRANK i

There was no guarantee that he was going to live up to
it

()
though~

GENERAL CATES;

No.

MR. FRANK;

Why did the fourth year drag so slowly;

GENERAL GATES:

Well, it was just the grind.

I mean you go steadily,

you know, with these long office hours and a certain
amount of social -- some of it you can•t get away from.
MR. FRANK;

It was very social for you when you were Commandant,
wasn't it?
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GENERAL CATES:

No, not near as much as

so~e

of the other people be-

cause I just wouldn 1 t do it.

'7

MR. FRANK:

You were able to turn it down,

GENERAL CATES:

I didn 1 t get mixed up with the embassy crowd.

When

you start going to the embassy parties, you're on the
list and I must admit I went to three or four.
MR. FRANK:

Did you and Mrs. Cates do anything unusual
to the Commandant•s quarterS'd

t~x~~~~

Change anything or re-

decorate?
GENERAL CATES:

No, because when we took over, there was no doubt about
it' Mrs. Vandegrift had done a wonderful job with the

house.

And, of course, it was repainted in spots but

as far as decoration was concerned, we practically did
nothing.
MR. FRANK:

Did you have many parties over therEf/

GENERAL CATES:

6h yes, sir, you had to have parties,

MR. FRANK:

Of course, the Friday night parade was pro forma.

GENERAL CATES:

Well, we didn 1 t have the parades at night.

In fact,

our parade at that time amounted to practically nothing.
I mean we wouldn•t turn out two or three hundred people
to a parade.
MR. FRANK:

Friday afternoons I think they were.

GENERAL CATESt

Yes,

MR, FRANK:

When did they start becoming the big things they are
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noW{
GENERAL CATES:

I think General Shepherd -- in fact, I know he really
started it.

MR. FRANK:

It is a E:eal big production now.

GENERAL CAfESt

I don 1 t know whether he started the night parades or
not -- I don't believe he did.

But he 'started doing it

in a big way and then they just gradually got better
and better.
MR. FRANK&

Well, the last one I was at, President Johnson put in
an appearance to see his son -i n-1 aw who was Jllarade
Adjutant.

GENERAL CATES;

Yes, I see where President Johnson was over here at
the Navy Chapel last week.

MR. FRANK:

Yes.

Well now, you knew at the time when General

Shepherd was coming in that you could not then retire.
GENERAL CATES:

I could have retired in about three ways.

One was

physical -- I mean if I had been physically disabled
and the second one was for the best interest of the
service, and I 1 ve forgotten the other stipulation but
anyway it tied me down and I couldn•t retire until I
was 62.

That law was made -- in fact it was a rider

attached to a bill by Representative Van Zandt of
Pennsylvania and I later gave him hell.
put me in a tough spot.

He said,

11

I said he

Wel1, I wasn't
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thinking of you people who had served thirty or
thirty-five years but I was thinking of those people
that were getting out on twenty years service about
forty or forty-two years of age.
MR, FHANK:

Do you think it was a good bill for that purpose he
stated?

GENEH.AL CATES:

Yes, I think there should have been an age limit there.
Of course, a person who served thirty years I think
should have been allowed to retire.

But I didn• t mind.
()

MR, FRANK:

Well, Quantico was sort of a breeze for you thereafter/

GENERAL CATES;

Oh yes.

It wasn• t a breeze because at that time we were

having a world of visitors -- I mean foreign visitors
and of course Secretary Wilson had his conferences down
there and he had the President Eisenhower and the Vice
President and members of the cabinet down for the

-J<'o c"

MH.. FRANK:

Oh yes.

Did that get out of hand a bit'(

GENERAL CATES:

No, I don• t think so.

MR, FRANK;

You didn•t have any off-the-record problems/

GENERAL CATES:

Well, they did but I mean most of it was just briefings and I think I told you previously the story of
President Eisenhower coming down and us missing him
at the gate.

MR. FRANK;

No, I don't think so.
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GENERAL CATES:

Well, that• s one for the record.
regretted and said he

v~uldn•t

The !President first

come down and the day

it started, at lunch I said to Mrs. Cates, "I've got
a hunch the President• s coming dov.n."
what makes you think that'?"

I said,

She said,
11

11

Well,

I don• t know. 11

And I hadn•t any more than gotten back at my office,
when I had a call from the White House wanting to know
if the President could change his mind and come down.
In fact, we had invited him, of course, to stay at our

home.
three

So we made the arrangements.,, So along about
.r'

0

1

clock we went out to

~riangle

at the en-

trance to meet him and we had Secretary Wilson, and
Vice President Nixon and

Humph;~

and all the JCS

members and everything and waited about thirty minutes
and finally a secret service man

c~ne

over from across

the street who had telephone communication with the
White House and said the President• s been delayed and
won•t be dov.n for about an hour and a half.
tary Wilson said,
do1 11

11

So Secre-

Well, what do you think we should

I said, ''Well, let• s go back to my home and sit

down and have a drink."
playing bridge.

Which we did and some started

And after about forty-five minutes I
//

decided that we had better get out to
he might come early.

So

tJb~· /riangle,

we had just loaded in about
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ten or twelve cars and started dov.n the hill when
we heard the sirens of the MPs coming up the hill.
And you know how narrow those streets are.

We were

going dov.n and they were coming up and they went
hell-bent for election right to my Quarters and we
couldn•t turn around until we got down to
Avenue.

c: tr

Barn~

And by the time we got back, the driveway

was so congested with the reporters following the
President that we couldn•t get our cars up to our
house which is; as you know) on the hill.

When the

President walked in our house this Negro steward,
Sergeant Sam Lawson, met h:Lm at the door and stuck
our his hand and said,
President.

11

Wel come to Quantico, Mr.

My name is Sam Lawson.

make yourself at home."

Come right in and

[iaughte:r/

The President

said, "Well, Sam I'm glad to know you."

And that was

the way the President was greeted at Quantico.

Vie

had to run up that doggone hill about seventy-five
yards straight up the hill and by the time we were all
up there we were all out of breath, of course.

But it

is very seldom that a Negro sergeant ever welcomed a
President to a post.
MR. FRANK:

Did the President kid you about that?

GENERAL CATESi

I said to him,

11

Well, that•s twice that we missed the
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boat, Mr. President. 11

He said,

ttQh,

don't mind that.

It• s all right. 1•
MR. fRANKi

Quantico, of course, was quite busy.
fact, I was down there at the time.

As a matter of
I was one of your

officer guides for one of the JCOCs, I think this guy
a man by the name of Meyers was there and John Kieran.
This was in May

1

51 or

1

52, May 30

1

52.

But as I

recall, you really enjoyed being out there and briefing these people in the helicopter vertical development
thing and • • •
GENERAL CAfESi

Oh yes, it 1 s always a lot of pleasure.

MR. FRANK;

Well, when the time came for you to retire, what were
your feelings that now you were approaching thirtyseven years'/

GENERAL CATESi

Well, I don•t know.

Of course, I might have made a

mi stake in not getting out and getting a job and earning a little more money but at that time I thought I
had enough to live on comfortably and I thought I•d
spend a lot of time fishing and shooting and trapping.
MR. FRANK:

Well, of course, you became quite involved in the USO
among other things.

GENERAL GATES;

Yes, I was Nati;i:mal Campaign Chairman for a couple
years and it was a job too, I might say.

MR. FRANK:

Overcoming American apathy?
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GENERAL

CATES~

No, it was the strain of traveling.

When Secretary

Sullivan, Vlho was former-Secretary Sullivan, called
me and said,

11

Cli ff, I• ve got a job for you."

said to him, "l don 1 t want a job. 11
is not a paying job.

He said,

And I
11

0h, this

It• s just a figurehead job.

They need a National Campaign Chairman for the US0. 11
He said,
a year. 11

11

You don•t have to make but about four trips
He s.-i!d, "You go to New York once and here

in Washington and then you make on:e. or two other trips. 11
And he talked me into it.

So to make a long story

short, I visited that year I think it was 28 cities
from Seattle to Los Angeles to Miami to all the way
north and every place I went I would have about six
or eight or ten engagements a day, either making
talks at luncheon or dinner or radio or TV and 1 1 ve
never worked so hard in my life.

Then, of course, all

you got out of it was expense money.
MR. FRANKi

And heartburn from lou~y dinners.

GENERAL CAI ES i

Then Joe Collins, General Collins, had agreed to take
over for me in one year and then when the time came,
he said he couldn•t do it so they talked me into taking
another year.

But l must admit I didn•t \A.Ork as hard

the second year as I did the first.
MR. fRANKs

I want to ask you a couple of things.

First of all,
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you served in the Marine Corps before the new
t~Pn

.t)

li'J:./, ci-·
1

~JtQIDQ..~

system went into effect, I think it was in

1

33,

was it not, or ' 31?
GENERAL CATES:

Oh yes.

MR. FRANK:

And of course, it was rougher under the old situation
where it was just a matter of
Board was an improvement.

senio~ity.

The Selection

There has been considerable

talk recently about the fact that the real bright and
sharp young officers are stymied somewhat.

As a matter

of fact, there is quite a problem, as you realize, in
¢1..t:i!e-&-r resignations of outstanding individuals, those

that feel frustrated and stymied.

Do you think that

there is any way that this can be overcome'{
GENERAL CATES:

I don•t know how it can be, no.
,,(/1JL

system was

~bunk,

Of course, the old

there's no question about that.

If

you stayed in long enough, you had to get up there.
There wasn't any incentive.

I think the system now is

about as good as you can get.
MR. FRANK:

What happens to real bright boys and real sharp ones
who are perhaps more comtbetent than some of their
seniors'{
up?

Should they go below the zone to pick them

Or should there be pre-selection'?

Or should some

of these people be ear-marked for certain assignments·;
GENERAL CATES:

I think they are.

I mean, they go below the zone now.

!..)-(./,'
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MR. FRANKt

Well, just recently.

GENERAL CATES:

Yes.

MR. FRANKs

That•s been within the last couple of years then.

GENERAL CATES:

Of course, the Navy goes well down and I think all in
all, a man gets credit for his ability.

MR. FRANK:

Several months ago, Marine Corps Gazette had one of
/

Lejeune 'foruml articles on problems facing the officer
corps in the Marine Corps, the fact that some of the
good men were resigning.

Of course, as General Krulak

once told me, he said it all depends on how badly you
k

'

want to be ~i/tlw@' MarineJ whether or not you are going
..1

to stay

i~ what

1

your choice is going to be.

But do you

think it has to be more than that or is that sufficient'(
GENERAL CATES:

I think it• s sufficient.

And of course, a lot depends
I

on conditions outside in civilian.Ii

I mean a lot of

these people are being given very wonderful jobs with
big salaries and that has a lot to do with it.

You•d

have a recession in this country and it was gOing to be
a little tougher on the outside, you wouldn•t have as
many resignations or retirements.
MR. FRANK:

Well, there• s another problem facing the Marine Corps
or facing all officers but the Marine Corps particularly.
Its officer corps is not so large that it can afford
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to allow say an Academy graduate to take a Rhodes
Scholarship and get out of the Corps for three years
while he studies over in England.

Do you think the

Marine Corps makes provision for advanced education
for its officers and insuresthat they will be promated in time?
GENERAL CATES:
MR. FRANKi

It 1 s iffy.

GENERAL CATES:

I know it.

No I don 1 t believe so.

I think you can

get enough education in the Marine Corps after you
completed your college or the Academy.
Of course, you know that the Air Force, for instance,
earmarks certain outstanding Air Force Academy graduates who are allowed to get their flight training and
allowed to get PhDs and there's a sort of pre-selection
in a sense that they are keyed for certain jobs.

The

Army has al so done this sort of thing for selection of
appointments of officers for the General Staff.
GENERAL CATESt

Well, I think part of that is sales talk just to get
people in.

MR. fRANKi

It' s an incentive, in other words.

GENERAL GATES:

Yes.

MB. • f H. ANK :

Now, how would you sum up your thirty-seven year career
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with the Marine Gorps, General'/
GENERAL CATES;

Wel 1, what do you mean exactly?

MR. mANK:

Well, it must have been satisfyingjotherwise you
wouldn•t have stayed.

GENERAL C/ffES:

Well, I 1 d say it was damn lucky, is all I 1 ve got to
say.

MR.

FHANK~

GENERAL GATESi

That's the truth too.

The changes were many/
Oh yes, lots of them.

Of course, I mean when I ca'!le

into the Gorps, I had no idea of staying in whatsoever.
In fact, when I came in the Corps, I didn•t know really
what the Marine Corps was.
MR. FRANK:

Yes, I recal 1 that you said that.

What were some of

the outstanding changes you can pinpoint in that time';
GENERAL GAfES:

Well of course, the main thing was its change in tactics, you might say -- in training.

Because we were

used to fighting you might say bush warfare and in
World War I we depended upon, you might say, just firepower with practically no maneuverability whatsoever
and no teamwork of squads or platoons or anything else
or a limited amount anyway.
MR. FRANK;

The development of amphibious doctrine in the early
1

GENERAL GATES:

30s was a real boost

to the Marines.

Oh yes, that was probably the biggest improvement that
was ever made in the Marine Corps.
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MR. FRANK;

I/

Was it difficult for the Marines to change the/ concepts
and to adapt th ems elves to thi S'/

GENERAL CATES;

Oh yes, it was done gradually.

You know how we used to

start out amphibious operation, we 1 d land in old motor
sailers and jump over the side and wade ashore.

Well,

it developed to the present with the helicopter.
MR. FRANK:

Were there real growing pains involved in the development of tactics and techniques'(

GENERAL CATES;

Well, l•m sure there were.

But at that time, when it

was going on, I was on the West Coast and in China mo st
of the time and I really didn't see much of it.
MR. FRANK:

We talked about China and the fact that what was going
on in the States didn 1 t affect, had no impression on
you people out in China at all.

GENERAL CATES;

No, because our mission out there was entirely different.

We were defending Shanghai, you might say -- the

International Settlement in Shanghai.
MR. FRANK:

Was there much resistance or was there any degree of
resistance or a great degree of resistance on the part
of more senior officers or even the field grade officers to this new emphasis on this amphibious warfare?

GENERAL CATES;

There may have been some but nothing that I can pinpoint.

MR. FRANKi

You kept up pretty well within limitations of course,
with what

w~s

is going on in the Marine Corps now.

I
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And you've spoken to General Greene I am sure.

What

~v~t,

do l\envi sion for the future of the Corps?
GENERAL CATES:

I would hesitate to even answer that question.

But I

don 1 t think there is any question about the Marine
Corps• existing and being the lead outfit that it is
right now.

And whether other people think so or not,

it is.
MR. FRANK:

There's no problem about its existence in the

futur~

then?
GENERAL CATES:

No, I can• t see any whatsoever.

MR. FRANK:

Well, is there any problem of its being absorbed into
one big unified Department of Def ense'j

GENERAL CATES;

I don• t think so at the present time.

MR. FRANK:

I mean we have gone bY,, the herring-bone twill dungarees

J

are out.

Men on active duty wear black leather shoes

and gloves and (;,,

instead of the old cordovan.

1,i

IJ

GENERAL CATES:

Yes, things like that, I mean and down to the belt
buckle and everything else which God knows I can• t see
why the Department of Defense is butting in on little
details like that.

For instance, post tags.

You can•t

have your own post tags, you•ve got to have some damned
little stickers on there.

There• s too much interference

by the Department of Defense in, you might say, the administration of the Corps and of posts.
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MR. FRANK:

Well now, one of the criticisms of what happened to
the Marines in Korea was that it became involved with
a static trench-type warfare.

This was the nature of

the fighting in Korea and it I think pretty well
proves that it has just had a pretty bad effect on
some of these people involved, certainly some of the
juniolf officers.

They didn 1 t know amphibious varfare.

This was all that they knew.

I think the Marine

Corps after Korea had a problem of getting back to
its amphibious role.
GENERAL CATES:

Well, in any war you have to adjust your tactics to
the situation and actually, I mean, it wasn•t trench
warfare, it was what I would call kind of fox hole
warfare.

MR.

FRANKi

GENERAL CATES:

Fox holes, static •••
Well no, because Inchon was certainly an offense and
when they took that march up from Wonsan up there at
the last -- I mean that was certainly no trench warfare there,

MR. FRANK:

I'm talking about after the fighting in
the re-deployment to the West Coast

1

51 and then

the establish-

ment of the Eighth Army line, the positions the Marines
and the rest of the EighihArmy held until the truce
went into effect.

Now, there has been some criticism
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that the Marine Corps is facing the same situation
today.

That is, they are fighting land

w~rfare

C,o~ntJ

instead

,

of using the amphibious tactics whichkunder the functions assigned by JCS.
GENERAL CATES:

Well, of course, they are restricted over there in
Vietnam now.

I rnean they have made a few amphibious

landings but as long as you won't let them go into
North Vietnam

art.t

there~

no amphibious operations that

are 'AOrthwhile really.
MR. FRANK:

Well, what are your prognostications) or how do you
feel, what do you feel should take place there?

GENERAL CATES;

In Vietnam?

MR. FRANK:

Yes, sir.

GENER AL CAfE S:

God only knows.

I've changed my opinion two or three

times and right now •

..

MH. FRANK;

I'm not trying to pin you down.

GENEB.AL GATES:

I know.

I would say right now we are mired down so

we have to fight it out.

But I don't believe that

we certainly should be restricted

.i'8 we are in

re-

gard.f to targets or what the local commanders do.
MR, FRAf\K:

Well, it• s really a real sticky thing and as I say,
I'm not trying to put you on the spot.

GENERAL CATES;

Ch, I guess one guess is as good as another.

I mean

but definitely if you are going to fight a war, you
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shouldn 1 t be tied down with one arm behind your
back or restricted to what you use.
MR. FRANKt

Well, this is much the same position, it's an analogy
to what you faced or what JPresident Truman faced in
1

51 and

1

50 up at the reservoir where MacArthur wanted

to go across all the way to the border and cross over
for fear of losing whatever allies he had and for fear

of drawing Russia or Red China into the war.

lsn•t

this the same situation?
GENER/IL CATES:

The same -- almost identical.

MR. FRANK;

And of course, I don•t think anybody wants to be responsible for starting what might be a third World
War.

GENERAL CATES;

No, but in any operation you are bound to take the
calculated risk.

MR. FRANK:

Of course, no one really knows an estimation of the
pos sibili ti es.

GENERAL CATESi

Yes, there•s a possibility of China, Russia.

MR. FRANK:

Well, I think we've pretty well exhausted -- I don•t
think we've exhausted every possibility as far as
interviewing you, General.

There are many questions

probably left unanswered but on behalf of the Historical
Branch and certainly General Greene, I want to thank
you for participating in this.
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GENERAL CATES:

Well, thank you and I'm only boo glad to do it.

It's

kind of mixed up and I wish the person who is to write
it up would write it correctly grammatically and with

common sense.
MR. FRANK:

Well, this is the essence of the program and it•s a
verbatim record of reminiscences and
career.

"t/r-of

your
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